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Technological development, technology impacts and 
industrial strategy: a review of the issues 

Sanjaya Lal/• 

The significance of technology to economic development, and 
particularly to industrial growth, is universally accepted. With the 
acceleration in the pace of technical change, its significance is even 
greater for countries that seek to industrialize efficiently and compete in 
world markets. Nevertheless, the workings of technological forces in the 
development process are not well understood. Even in the context of 
advanced industrial countries, where a large literature exists on 
technology, the phenomenon remains, at the micro-economic level, 
something of a "black box" that economists are reluctant to open (IJ. 
In developing countries, ostensibly we!l behind the frontiers of 
international technology in most productive activities, it is not merely 
technological development that tends to be little investigated at the 
micro-economic level: even its general 11ature is often not appreciated. 

It is common among economists to identify technological progress 
with major innovations (shifts in the production possibility curve) that are 
the results of investment in research and development (R&D). 
Developing countries are not innovators in this sense. Their technological 
progress is usually initiated by the transfer of existing technology from 
developed countries in the form of equipment, know· how and skills. The 
choice of particular techniques from th"' international "lechnology shelf" 
is taken to depend, in the absence of distortions, on relative factor prices, 
and the absorption of the technology is assumed to be costless, rapid and 
efficient (thus, technology, once imported, performs at its "best-practice" 
level). International technology markets are taken to function rather 'ike 
competitive markets for products. Technology is often asi-.umed to be a 
widely available and identifiable commodity that can be bought "off the 
shelf" and used in production like an imported physical input. All that is 
needed for t'!chnological growth in developing countries is undistorted 
prices and free access to international markets. 

Such a simple portrayal of technology is not very reali~tic, 
particularly in the context of developing countries. Historically, major 
innovation has only been one source of productivity increase in 
manufacturing, even in the developed world. "Minor" innovation (defined 
as efforts to gain full mastery of existing technologies. adapting them and 
making small incremen!al improvements) has been jusl as important, or 
more so ((2), (31). From the perspective of the firm, the distinction 

•1n11i1u1e o( P.conom10 ind S111i11tcs. 01ford l,;n1veni1y. 
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between innovation {movements of the prodnction function) and 
adaptation to factor price changes (movements along the function) is 
artificial. Firms lend to have knowledge of the particular technology they 
have adopted (for a variety of economic or other reasons). some 
familiarity with similar technologies and liule knowledge of technologies 
that arc dissimilar. The localization of technological change (41 implies 
that all technological change. be it adaptation or improvement. major or 
minor, involves search, effort and a degree of risk. Innovation in this 
sense can be defined broadly lo cover efforts to master a given technology 
as well as those to achieve important breakthroughs. The degree of risk, 
cost. skills and time involved differ over this spcclrum or technological 
efforl, but lhc process of technological development rcmams csscnlially 
similar ((71, (81). 

In industrially underdeveloped countries, lhc degree of localizalioo 
is likely lo be grcalcr, because new cnuanls in a largely unindustrialized 
selling arc apt to have liulc knowledge of the array of possible 
technologies or of the !ikills for purchasing them. They are also likely to 
be less efficient in utilizing whalever lechnologics they do select. 
Firm- level differences in technical efficiency persist everywhere, but 
firms in developing countries generally display both wider dispersions and 
lower average levels of efficiency in given activities than firms in 
developed countries (91. This phenomenon was extensively analysed in 
the classic study by Hirschm:.n (101, but its proper understanding had lo 
wail until recent work on the micro-economic phenomena of technical 
change in developing countries (further discussed below). The work is 
now being extended lo the broader issue of why some developing 
countrie!i arc industrially more successful than others - why, in other 
words, Ibey have a higher proportion of good enterprises with high 
degrees or technical efficiency and dynamism than olhers. 

The fact that lechnology is not costlessly or automatically absorbed 
by enterprises means that !nlcrnational technology transfer cannot be 
treated like trade in physical inputs. There arc large clements in 
technology that arc "tacit" rather than explicit.• The absorption of thc-sc 
lacil clements requires recipients to devote resources to developing new 
skills, knowledge and institutional structures ( 10). The process of 
technological assimilation generally also leads 10 adaptations and 
improvements in the technology, and, if lhc firm devote:; suUicicnt 
resources to the ef forl, can also lead to more advanced innovations. 

Since technological devdopmcnl i5 ncce5sarily a firm- level procesr., 
ii is important lo the aRalysis or the role or technology in indu!ilrialization 
10 focus on that level. In section A or the present paper, the nature of 
technological development at the firm level and the capabilities needed lo 
he technologically proficient arc described. In 5Cclion B th-:: determinants 

•Sec Scl10n ((SJ. (61) and Roscnbcra ((If. 121>. 
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of technological effort by enterprises are discussed. ~ction C focuses on 
the set of determinants arising from the international economy - trade 
strategics and technology transfer from abroad. In section D the main 
conclusion!> are drawn. 

A. Tccllaoloakal dcnlopmeat at tile nra Incl 

The micro-economic analysis of technological development in 
dcvclopicg countries has been guided by the "evolutionary theory" 
developed by Ncl~n and Wictcr (8). This theory cxpbrcs how firms can 
display persistent differences in productivity, traceable, among other 
things, to "different degrees of technological accumulation and different 
efficiencies in the innovative search process" ((11), p. 1156). The 
evolutionary theory, set in the context of advanced industrial countries, 
takes a minimum level of mastery of existing, diffused technologies for 
granted, and concentrates on improvements and advances. However, it 
can be adapted easily to developing countries, where initial mastery itself 
is a major focus of technological activity. 

When a new technology (that is, a new product or process, or even 
a different method of organization or much larger scale of operations) is 
introduced into a developing country, gaining mastery of that technology 
generally requires the enterprise concerned to acquire new skills and 
knowledge, technological as well as managerial. Some skills can be hired 
"ready-made" from the market; a few scarce ~kills can be imported, but 
expatriates are expensive, and must transmit their skills to locals if lhe 
activity is to be fully competitive. However, skills that arc needed for the 
efficient utilization of new technologies are unlikely to be found in most 
instance-- in developing countries. la many cases, even the formal base of 
skills required (for example, engineers in the relevant field) may not be 
present. Given such a formal base, a great deal of on-the· job experience 
as well a5 training, search:ng, experimentation, design, standardization of 
components etc. would be needed before the technology is used near its 
best practice norms. 

The nature of the activity will determine how much and what kind 
of effort is required for mastery. Some tecbnologies are much easier than 
other5: a technology that is largely embodied in equipment (father than 
operator or design skills), requires low levels of formal training, involves 
the interaction of a small number of different specializations, and does 
not have stringent requirements of quality, proce" control, equipment 
maintenance or organizational control, will allow mastery to be gained far 
more quickly, cheaply and predictably than other activities. Where ;, 
technology is difficult, on the other hand, considtrable time and effort 
may be involved before efficiency is reached, even in a static sense. In 
a dynamic setting, with changing market conditions and technologies, 
effort to reach efficiency may be perpetual. The nature of tbt: 



lechnological mastery process will differ, not just by acti\ily. but also 
within given acrivities, by the st3ge of production and le\·cl of mastery 
aimed at (thus. automobile assembly from a knocked-down lit is easier 
than manufacture of automobile engines and gears. which is ea.!iier. in 
turn, than the design and development of new automobiles). 

The degree to which infant industries reach maturity thu.!i depends 
in part on the amount and effectiveness of their efforts in developing the 
necessary capabilities for the kind of technologies and le\·cl of mastery 
aimed al (1~)- II also depends on factors beyond the control of 
individual firms (see below), but in·firm capability-building is clearly 
one e~ential ingredient. This is true even of simple a~ti"·ities and modes! 
technological ambitions. It is far more significant for complex acti\·itics 
in both process· and product ·centred technologies. and for achieving 
dynamic rather than static efficiency. Static and dynamic efficienq- arc 
difficult to distinguish in practice, because one set of capabilities shades 
into the other, and a competent enterprise is constantly expanding its core 
of capabilities, while sloughing off those where it lacks a competitive 
advantage. As the technology concerned grows mon: complex, a 
~ompelitive enterprise usually launches formal R&D acti,·ity. not 
necessarily 10 undertake major innovation, but even 10 absorb technology 
purchased or imitated from others, or to keep track of whar olhers arc 
doing ((13). (14J, f15)). 

Some idea of the range of technological capabilities in\'Oh-ed in 
manufacturing can he gained from table I, which sets our an illu~trali\·e 
matrix of the main technical functions grouped by degree of complexiry. 
The table is not exhaustive. Nor is it intended to suggest rhat all the 
functions have to be performed by a single firm, whale\.·er ils level of 
developmenr, since some specialized tasks are always hesl leh lo orhers 
(some invcslment-relaled functions, in particular arc leh lo speciali1ed 
engineering firms. and high· lc\·cl innovative funclions may be shared by 
buying in and se!ling lechnologies). However, .my efficienl enrcrprisc 
must posses~ a core of capabiliries which arc necessary 10 iH funcrioning. 
This core defines its inslitutional idenlity and compe1i1ive advanrage: lhe 
capabilities concerned cannot be conrracted out. Al low le,,·els of 
technological development, these core capabilities comprise equipment 
selccrion, quality conrrol, process and product technology. basic induslrial 
engineering and efficient procurement of inputs. Al higher level:>. they 
m1y include technology negotiation, process engineering. process and 
product improvement and technology interchange wirh linked cnlcrprises. 
Al the mosl advanced levels, core capabilirie.; may include conrrol of 
(proprietary) lechnology which conslitutes the firm's most valuable 
competitive assel. 

Technological devclopmenl can be defined as 1hc acquisition and 
deepening of lcchnological capabilities. Such ca!'abiliries can he grouped 
under lhree broad headings: invcslment, producrion and linkages. or 
thne, auention convenlioMlly focuses on produclion · relaled capahililies, 
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but the other two are also of importance to productive efficiency. 
ln\·estment capabilities are the skills needed to set up a new facility or 
expand an existing facility. These cover a wide range, from feasibility 
studies. process design and technology purchase to project implementation 
and commissioning of plant. Each cf these skills is complex, and takes 
time, special training, experience and sometimes formal research and 
development (R&D), to develop. The possession of investment 
capabilities by a developing country (in a manufacturing enterprise or by 
a set of manufacturers and engineering consultants) can offer significant 
benefits. Even a modicum of technology selection, negotiation, design 
and implementation skills can enable an enterprise to specify better :he 
kind or technology and the clements or the technology it needs to buy. 
ll can lower the cost of the technology package. It can also lower the 
capital costs or projects, not just because local engineering skills are 
usualiy far cheaper, but also because project execution is quicker (one of 
1he reasons for high project costs in Africa, r.ven in agriculture and 
infrastructure, is its poor base or investment capabilities). Local 
investment c:tpabililie'i can enable belier adaptation or process designs, 
greater use of local equipment and 6reater diffusion of technology within 
the country. More significantly, local participation in project engineering 
can give deeper understanding of the technology being implemented, 
allowing greater efficiency in its subsequent operation and improvement. 

Production capabilities comprise what is normally understood by 
technology. They range from basic skills like quality control, layout, 
maintenance, inventory control and implementation of designs to 
equipment "stretching·, improvement and innovation. Some capabilities 
may he developed, especially in simple technologies, with a minimal base 
of formal skills; however, even these are not possessed by many 
developing countries,• and need considerable time and effort to acquire. 
Others may require fairly high levels or schooling or training, 
con!'iiderahle search for information within the firm (by experimentation) 
or outside (from journals, competitors, suppliers, buyers, research 
institute!'. or academia), institutional effort, and coordination and further 
invc!'itmcnls in equipment, consultants or the purchase of technology. 

Linkage capabilities are the specific skills needed by au enterprise to 
interact with its external environment. In technological terms, these skills 
involve the ability to locate efficient suppliers and strike up the 
coordinalton and information-exchange linkages that characterize 
interindustry transactions. In certain area&, especially complex 
engineering products, these linkages arc quite demanding· in developing 
countries they can require a firm to devote considerable resources to 
"bringing up" subcontractors and supplieri; by adapting their technology 

•on auh·Sah.,an Africa. see (161. 
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and by providing technical and managerial assistance. Modern 
management techniques like just-in-time inventory systems, fast 
becoming the sine qua non of efficiency in engineering industries, call for 
high levels of linkage capabilities. Linkage capabilities can also include 
the skills needed to •plug into• and tap the science and technology 
infrastructure, and transmit one's own technology to others. Japanese 
firms have developed an edge in product innovation in several activities, 
such as automobiles, by building close linkages with suppliers from the 
earliest stages of design to final stages of production (15). In general, 
linkage capabilities are essential supplements to anonymous market 
relations to promote coordination, specialization, and technological 
diffusion. 

Viewing technological development as the growth of an expanding 
core of capabilities, which determines static efficiency and dy:iamic 
competitiveness, gives a clear picture of what constitutes industrial 
success. A successful industrializing economy is one where a large 
proportion of enterprises have invested in developing healthy capabilities, 
with appropriate specialization among themselves and with respect to the 
rest of the world. The capability-building process entails time, 
investment and risk, but these vary, within each technology, by the level 
of mastery and scale of operations aimed at, and, across technologies, by 
the inherent complexity of the activities. Higher levels of capability 
development and entry into more complex activities carry higher risk and 
cost, but they constitute areas of future growth as easy opportunities are 
used up (the normal path of structural transformation as analysed by 
Chenery, Robinson and Syrquio (17)). There is no predictable or 
automatic learning curve down which enterprises or countries travel, since 
it is the level and effectiveness of investments in capability acquisition 
that determine the outcome. These investments are, in turn, determined 
by a number of factors (considered below). Each country provides a 
unique outcome depending on the interpiay of these factors, with 
government policy playing an important role, positive as well as negati,·e. 

B. Determinants of capablllty acquisition 

Capability acquisition at the enterprise level is pirtly a stochastic 
process, and is partly influenced by common elements in the externa! 
environment. The stochastic part depends on historic circumstance, 
entrepreneurial skills and luck: it leads different firms to different levels 
of efficiency and dynamism where, given transaction costs and product 
differentiation, they can persist for long periods even in competitive 
markets (j5J, (11 )). For the policy maker what is more interesting is the 
set of c.>mmon clements that affect all firms. The extent to which a 
country can produce a substantial proportion or "good" firms that have 
invested in building up capabilities and are able to compete 
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internationally depends on several things: the compet1t1ve and 
macroeconomic environment facing firms; the level of development and 
flexibility of factor markets and industrial support systems; the adequacy 
of physical infrastructure; the sophistication of the science and technology 
infrastructure; and the functioning of various legal, financial, marketing 
and other institutions on which the muket system depends. 

These factors can be grouped into three: incentive, capabilities and 
institutions ((18), (19]). This grouping is not watertight - similar factors 
can appear under different headings - but it is very useful in 
distinguishing between the demand for capability acquisition (as given by 
the incentive framework) and the ability to supply those capabilities (as 
given by the available skill, institutional, infrastructural and industrial 
structures). It is the interaction of these various factors that determines 
the final outcome. Several of the factors are fairly self-evident, but the 
interaction between them is not well understood. The r~cent literature on 
industriali7.ation in developing countries has tended to focus on incentive 
f:tctors, in particular on trade regimes. This bas certainly highlighted one 
major determinant of export success (considered in the next section), but 
has ignored the role of capabilities and institutions, which have a critical 
function in explaining differing industrial performance ((19), (20)). It has 
consequently given the impression that "getting prices right" is the most 
important policy consideration, apparently assuming that factor and 
information markets (and the institutions supporting them) are fully 
efficient and can respond as needed to appropriate incentives. 

The literature on the developed industrial countries has taken a dif
ferent tac:k. There is a vast amount of writing on the causes of differing 
productivity and competitiveness performance in the countries of the 
Oaganisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). 
Much of the recent focus bas been on differences in capabilities and 
institutions rath.:r than incentives. The most important variables 
identified have been education and training, technological effort, 
managerial and organizational sl'.ills, interindustry linkages and the quality 
of the science, technology and information infrastructure and 
institutions.• 

Incentive structures tend to be relatively similar across OECD 
countries (though differences do exist), and they tend to be liberal: 
relatively open to trade, foreign investment, domestic entry and exit, and 
technology flows. De·1eloping countries display far greater differences in 
their strategics on trade, industry and technology. This explains, to some 
extent, the difference in the focus of the two sets of literature. But it 
does not justify it entirely, for capability and institutional factors tend to 
differ even more between developing countries. Thus, the inducement to 

"For a repreaen111ive 11mple. see (14J, (19J, (211, (221 and (23). 
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get prices right will only be weakll!ned if the expected supply response is 
held back by inadequate technological and other capabilities. 

Returning to the three sets of determicants of technological 
capability, it may be usdul to note what they comprise, as dealt with in 
the following sections. 

/. Incentives 

The most fundamental incenth;e to undertake capability-building 
arises initially from the need to get into production. Any enterprise that 
wants to succeed commercially, and has the autonomy to do so, will 
launch the technological effort needed to master the new technology. 
This will happen regardless of the trade or industrial regime, the intensity 
of the effort entailed depending upcn the nature, complexity, scale and 
novelty of the technology being utilized. However, the extent to which 
full mastery is achieved (the efficiency of operations vis-a-vis best 
practice elsewhere) and to which further capability investments (in raising 
efficiency, making adaptations and improvements, extenrling the scope of 
mastery, di ver.;i f ying, expanding and innovating) are made will be 
strongly influenced by ii.centives arising in external markets and policies. 

Of lhe external market conditions, two are given for a r.ountry: the 
size and location of its internal market, and the pace of technological 
progress in the relevant activities internationally. Othen are partly given 
and partly determined by past and present government policies: the 
macroeconomic environment and growth prospects; competition in 
product markets, within domestic markets and from foreign producers 
(via imports and in export markets); factor prices and availability; and 
regulations on entry, exit, expansion or pri-::es. 

These market signals affect the profitability of investing in capability 
acquisition just as that of investing in new production capacity. A more 
predictable, high-growth environment is, ceteris paribus, conJucive to 
larger investments in capability development, as is a faster rate of 
technological progress. Competition, domestic and foreign, is probably 
the most potent stimulus to capability acquisition, and competitive market 
signals can guide firms in their decisions on how much and what kinds of 
capabilities to invesl in, along with the production capacities they choose 
to sci up. 

Artificial restraints on competition can restrict investments in 
capability- building, and can divert capability· building into channels 1'1at 
arc not socially desirable. For example, highly inward-oriented regimes, 
with strong pressures to substitute local for imported raw materials, bul 
liule pressure to lower costs or raise quality of output, tend lo induce 
firms to develop capabilities to make do with local inputs and nol to 
upgrade lcchnology or improve productive efficiency. Where growlh is 
constrained, firm5 tend to operate equipment for much longer, and 
equipment slrctching becomes a focus for technological effort. Where 
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market discipline requiring profitability is relaxed, as in some public 
enterprises, there is less incentive to develop difficult capabilities of 
process optimization or product development. Where factor markets are 
constrained or undeveloped, capability development can be stulified, with 
severe effects on productive efficiency. 

For markets to provide correct incentives for optimal investments in 
capability-building, hc.wever, a number of conditions have to be met. 
These are the normal conditions for the working of efficient compelitive 
markets in economic theory, and need not be spelt out here. What shol!ld 
be noted is that certain forms of market failure can constitute a valid case 
for government intervention. Interventions may be functional (designed 
to restore market efficiency without targeting any particular activity as 
beneficiary) or selective (designed to promote particular activities). 
Selective interventions (often, but loosely, referred to as ~picking 

winners") can be aimed at domestic or international transactions, and the 
two can substitute for each other. A consideration of the correct role for 
interventions is thus clearly a vital part of the formulc.tion of policy 
related to industrial and technological development, and is laken up 
below. 

2. Capabilities 

The capability of enterprises to respond to incentives depends on 1he 
availability of adequate infrastructure, financial resources (for physical 
and capability-building investments), capital goods of the right type at 
the right price, a network of industrial suppliers, consultants and service 
firms to permit efficient ~pecialization and provide necessary inputs, a 
supply of requisite skills on the labour market, flows of information from 
domestic and foreign sources, and a technological infrastructure that 
provides standards and essential support for technological activity. These 
permit the individual firm to complement its physical inveslment wilh 
two things: first, the in-house creation of additional skills among its 
employees; and second, the undertaking of technological efforts to collect, 
assimilate and deploy new information. 

or the various factors mentioned, there is little need to discuss the 
provision of financial resources, infrastructure, or access to capital goods, 
as these are well covered in lhe literature. The central role of an 
education and training system that provides for adequate skills for 
industrial development is also well known, but a few points need to be 
noted in this context. First, while primary and secondary education 
provides a broad base of skills which can be developed, by experience and 
training, into shopfloor labour skills, these need to be boosted by further 
formal technical education as the technologies employed grow more 
complex. Even "simple" industries, such as textiles, leather or food 
processing, have requirements for certain high· level technical skills to 
achieve and maintain competitiveness. These requirements rise with more 
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complex process industries, such as cement, paper, chemicals or basic 
metals. They reach even higher levels with advanced engineering sectors 
such as electronics or heavy machinery, where product design as well as 
process optimization are extremely demanding. Thus, every 
industrializing economy bas a certain level of demand for formal 
engineering and technical skills; with structural transformation this 
demand grows rapidly. 

Secondly, the demand for high-level skills is specific to the activities 
being set up. There is some transferability of skills, but this has limits 
(industrial engineers can work in almost every industry, but a textile 
engineer cannot work on electronics design). The specificity of skills is 
likely to rise with the sophistication of the industrial structure, as more 
specialized disciplines are required. The current trend of technological 
progress also seems to imply that an increased input of science-based 
(rather than only engineering- based) skills is needed over time to retain 
competitiveness. 

Thirdly, formal education and training need to be strongly backed 
by in- firm progfammes for further training. These can take i;everal 
forms - on-the-job, formal instruction, courses outside the firm, 
attachment to equipment suppliers, •twinning" arrangements with foreign 
experts - most of which require costly investments by the firms 
concerned. Again, the need for such investments is low in si .. ,ple 
activities, and rises with the complexity and pace of technical progress of 
activities. 

Finally, there is a strong risk of market failure in the provision of 
skills at each stage. Primary and secondary schooling are generally 
accepted as a major responsibility of the Stale in developing countries 
because of the likelihood of underinvestment by individuals (and equity 
considerations). The quality and content of education need monitoring at 
all levels. The srccificity of high- level skills may involve intervention 
when the education system does not possess the information or resources 
to provide for the future needs of industry. Firms may underinvest in 
employee training because of the risk of not being able to appropriate the 
rewards of their investment. The fact that such problems are felt acutely 
even in highly industrialized countries like the United States of America 
or the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland ((15), (21)) 
indicates the greater risk of inadequate skill creation in developing 
countries. 

The industrial success of the East-Asian newly industrializing 
countries• (NICs) is clearly linked to their capability development based 

•The 1erm ":'lilt:1• i• used n1en1ively 10 dcl(r1bc dcvclop1n1 econom1u. he rhey 
counuics. province• or arcH, where lhere hH been plft1cularly rapid 1ndustr1al 1rowth. II 
don no1 imply any polilical division w1rh1n 1he rank• or dcvclop1n1 countrin and 11 nor 
officially endorsed by li'NIDO. 



on large investmenu in education and training (18). Not only did the 
•gang of four• (Hong Kong, Republic of Korea, Singapore and Taiwan 
Province) start their modern industrial drive (around the mid-1960s) with 
a higiler stock of educated workers than most developing countries (with 
the exception of Argentina); they also expanded their education systems 
faster than most (see table 2). By the mid-1980s, secondary school 
enrolments in the Republic ol Korea and Taiwan p .. ovioce were 
practically Jt developed country levels, and enrolments in tertiary- level 
science and engineering fields and in vocational training, as a proportion 
of the population, were significantly ahead of other indusrrializing 
countries. Mor~over, drop-out rates were relatively low in East Asia, and 
the quality of instruction (at least at the school level, as gauged by 
international comparisons of mathematics and science scores) was 
relatively high. Employee training was strongly promoted in tl:.e Republic 
of Korea, Singapore and Taiwan Province, and the technical bias of 
education was further directed towards areas of specialization felt by the 
Government to be in the dynamic comparative advantage of the country 
or area. 

The gang of four differed among themselves in their skill-creation 
strategies. Those that guided their industrial structures towards complex 
and dema'lding activities (see below) had to invest correspondingly more 
in high· level technicc.1 training. Thus, the Republic of Korea had the 
highest ratio of the population in secondary and tertiary education, and 
in science and engineering within tertiary education. Singapore and 
Taiwan Province lagged in overall secondary and tertiary enrolments, bur 
marched (or exceeded) the Republic of Korea in science, mathematics, 
computing and engineering enrolments. Hong Kong followed the least 
interventionist strategy in terms of deepening its industrial structure, and 
faced correspondingly smaller demands on its technical education and 
vocational or employee training systems. 

In contrast to the technical skill-creation strategy of f.ast Asia, 
countries like Brazil and India, with large industrial sectors, invested 
relatively little in technical education and training at all levels. In 
conjunction with inward· looking industrial strategies and various forms 
of intervention within the economy,• this seems lo have led to lags in 
capability development in large areas of inJush y. These gaps were 
particularly evident in small· and medium-scale enterprises· large-sized 
firms were able to attract sufficient technical talent, even if they did not 
always i;se it effectively. 

The other aspect of capability determination that deserves note is 
that or the technological infrastructure and technology policies. The 
technological developmenl or individual enterprises does nol take place 

•on Br1Zil, we 1241; on lndi•. see [2SI. 
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in isolation, but in a dense network of information flows between them 
and other enterprises (competing or vertically lin~ed), consultants, 
equipment.-. ppliers and a variety of institutions that provide standards, 
quality assurance, testing, research or other forms of information (13f. 
Many of these relations are market-driven, though, as noted above, firms 
themselves have to eslablish interlinkages designed to strengthen 
information flows that the textbook competitive market does not provide 
(however, the strength of these linkages depends, to some extent, on 
government policies to promote subcontracting, technology diffusion and 
small enterprises). 

The role of interventions in the science and technology infrastructure 
is widely accepted. There are several activities in the "technostructure· 
(the term is taken from a very useful paper by Tassey (26)) that have 
public goods characteristics. Their benefits are, in other words, difficult 
or impossible to appropriate privately, and a competitive market will not 
provide them adequately (or they may be partially internalized by the 
largest firms and denied to smaller ones). Such activities relate to the 
provision of technical standards and metrology, "lumpy" testing and 
quality assurance facilities, collection of information on sources of 
technology, performance of basic (precommercial) research or even the 
performance of R&D that is too large or risky for enterprises in a given 
context. These functions have to be launched or performed by official 
institutions, and the historic experience of the industrialized countries 
illustrate how large a role the Stare played, in varying forms, in meeting 
these needs ((14j, (15], (27)). Once they become fully institutionalized, 
the provision of technostructural services may no longer be seen as 
interventions, and may be taken for granted as a part of efficient markets. 
However, in countries where the technostructure is weak or non-existent, 
the need for intervention is very evident: in the absence of inrerventions, 
the development of enterprise capabilities can be badly hampered. 

Technology policies refer to the internal needs for diffusion and 
technostructure as well as to the transfer of technology from abroad. In 
most developing countries, it is the latter thal traditionally attracti; most 
attention. Technology transfer can take many formi;, from wholly 
internalized ones {wholly owned subsidiary in foreign direct investment) 
to fully-arm's-lenp,th ones (licensing or consultancy), and from formal 
(contractual) to informal (migration, imitation). The markel for 
technoiO!ZY differs in several respects from commodity marketi;. Part of 
the difference resides in the inherent difficulty or valuing the product, 
and in the unequal distribution of knowledge between buyer and 5eller. 
In developing countries, this is exacerbated by the inadequacy of buyer 
skills and knowledge in both buying and implementing technologiei;. 
Morr.over, di He rent modes or technology impor1 have di ffcrent 
requirements of buyer capabilities and differing impacti; on thC' future 
growth of those capabilitiu. When starring from a position of imperfect 
or missing markers, high transaction costs, undeveloped capabilities and 



dynamic learning potential. developing countries often perceive a case for 
intervention in the transfer process. 

Gaven the external environment, technostructure provision and 
technology transfer arrangements, the development of technological 
::::~.::!:-!!!!!~" hy the individual firm will depend on the nature and 
effectiveness of its own technological efforts. These efforts can be 
stimulated by incentives related to technological activity (for example, tax 
incentives for R&D), but in essence they depend on the firm's perceptions 
of the rewards of technological effort, its access to resources to finance 
that effort (internally or from financial markets), its attitKde to risk, and 
its possession of, or access to, the specialized skills needed. 

These depend, in turn, on firm size, market structure, ti-" levels of 
capital anJ skill, market development, the pace of technical c:1ange, die 
appropriability of returns, past experience of technological effort and the 
macroeconomic environment. In a seminal paper, Arrow (:...Jj noted the 
risk of private underinvestment in technological activity where loss of 
appropriability was a threat. Thal risk may be increased by deficiencies 
in financing or support mechanisms for technological effort, the presence 
of competitors who have already undergone technological karaing, lack 
of information on the requirements or availability of ~lrHls, or a lack of 
appreciation of the nature of technological effort (the learning process 
may itself have to be learned (291. Some of the causes of market 
failure are external (capital market deficiencies, poor technostructure, 
poor information or skill provision), and have to be tackled at source. 
Others are internal to the firm (risk perception, lack of appropriability, 
·1earni"g r.o learn", inadequare size) and can only be tackled by measures 
to promole or subsidize technological investments at the firm level. 

The East-Asian NICs have undertaken diHerent sets of policy 
measures to promote their internal technological efforts. Table 3 sets out 
data on formal R&D by the Republic of Korea, Singapore and Taiwan 
Province (Hong Kong does not collect such information), and compares 
il lo other developing counrries and areas and Japan. R&D does not 
capture lhe whole range of technological efforl, bul it is lhe only aclivily 
on which comparable data are published. Tolal R&D includes spending 
on defence, agricullurc, infrastructure elc.; lhus, dala on R&D in lhe 
produclive seclor, and, more particularly, financed by productive 
cnlcrprisc5, arc more relevanl to manufacturing induslry. The Republic 
of Korea emerges with a very large lead. R&D financed by productive 
cnlerprise a!i a proporlion of gross national product (GNP) is three times 
larger 1han that of Taiwan Province, "nd 19 time5 larger than that or India 
or Brazil. This reflects the "heaviness" of the industria! structure 
promoted by the Government and the high level of reliance on national 
owner:ithip (di!icU5sed below). It al5o reflects the effort needed to achieve 
cxporl compelitivenei;s in high-technology activities (in comparison to !he 
high· lcchnology but more protected industries or the large Latin 
American countries and India). The Government or the Republic of 
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Korea provided various incentives to firm - level R&:D, and supported it 
with a large public science and technology infrastructure and the creation 
of technical skills. However, the main impact of government intervention 
in the Republic of Korea •·as probably less direct: il was the 
heavy-industry push, spearhuded bt its giant conglomerates (the 
cha~bol), with indigenous technology playing the lead role, that caused the 
unprecedented growth of R&:D in the private sector. The setting of 
export orientation and domestic competition, but with a protected 
domestic market to cushion the initial costs of technological development, 
provided the incentives for such a strategy to work. 

Table 3. Formal tecl1aoloeical effort la selected denloplag 
cHatrles ud Japu 

&ID 
&ID in fiMacalbJ 

Totol pn1tlllctM pn1tlllctM 
Scioftisl:r °"" &ID SllCWX _,,,_ 
Olfi1r«rs ;,, 

R&:D ~ lllillioll 
COfllfll1 or amJ Yar (P~ofGNPJ poptdiltilM 

Japan 198S 3.5 2.4 2.7 4 S69 
Republic of Koua 1987 2.3 1.S 1.9 1 283 
Sin,aporc 1984 o.s 0.2 0.2 960 
Taiwan Province 1986 1.1 0.7 0.6 I 426 

Brazil 1982 0.7 0.2 0.1 2S6 
India 1984 0.9 0.2 0.1 132 
Indonesia 1984 0.3 151 
Kenya 197S 20 
Mexico 1984 0.6 0.1 O!lOS 217 
Thailand 1985 0.3 0.04 ISO 

Sot«a: l!niccd NalioH Educa1ional, Scicnlific and Cullural Orpnizalion, Stalislical 
YC'arlJook 1988 (Paris, 1989); Ciovernmen1ol1 aiwan Province, Sciotu tlll4 T«"""""1 Daui 
Boak (Taipei, 1987); Minislry ol Science and Techn<>lo&y, lndicotDn of ScimcC' allll T«""°"'O 
(Tokyo, 1986); Minislry o( Science and Techn<>lo&y. lrttnH/lKtion to ScimcC' aNl Ttc""°"'f1 
(Seoul, J98R). 

In sum, the widespread risk of market failure means that the creation 
of skills, provision of technostructure, transfer or technology and the 
undertaking of technological effort can all suffer if left entirely to marl;et 
forces in developing countries. The interventions called for may be 
functional, applied 1;nsclectively to all activities, for example, primary 
and secondary education, M>me forms or general training, basic 
tc:chnor.tructure and some broad·based support for lccbnology importand 
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generation. Or they may be selective, directed to the development of 
specific technclogies. Functional intervention is unlikely to be sufficient 
because different activities differ at any point of time, in their needs for 
support, and intervention resources are limited. Some are mature or 
relatively undemanding; others are new, complex and relatively risky (in 
relation to existing activities and capabilities). These differences then call 
for selectivity, for example, gearing educational structures to creating 
specific new skills, providing specific forms of worker training, setting 
up support systems or institutions for particular technologies, or 
promoting enterprise-level skill and technological effort in particular 
activities. 

It should be noted that selectivity encompasses measures aimed at 
factor as well as at product markets. There are many possible levels of 
selectivity, and many possible instruments for selective intervention. A 
Government may decide to promote the electronics industry in general, 
or one branch (consumer electronics), one set of products (television sets), 
one specific technolCJgy (high-definition television) or one selected 
producer for that product. It may use a range of instruments: from the 
most general, such as the training of electronics engineers, selling up an 
R&D structure for electronics, or imrosing a flat ad va/or~m tariff on 
electronics imports, to the highly specific, such as subsidizing, protecting 
or providing technical support to a particular product '>r ~roducer. 

The correct choice of the form, level and instrument of intervention 
depends on the nature of market failures. It also depends on the 
information available to the Government, its capability to act on that 
information and its flexibility in correcting mistakes. Clearly, political 
as well as economic factors affect government capabilities to intervene in 
particular ways, functionally as well as selectively. The fact that some 
Governments of developing countries have intervened selectively with 
success is not in question ((18), (30), (31), (32)). What seems to 
arouse debate is the ability of other Governments to undertake similar 
interventions. Current knowledge of political economy does not allow to 
predict that this will not work on a priori grounds. Certainly different 
countries will have different constraints, but the need for interventions 
to support capability is so strong that to dismiss it (in a blanket sense) may 
be highly counterproductive (31 ). Issues of government failure hue to be 
addressed directly and on an empirical basis. All governments cannot be 
Hsumcd to fail all the time. 

3. Institutions 

Institutions arc defined narrowly for present purposes. They include 
(apart form legal rules of the game within which economic units function) 
the entities set up to remedy the deficienciei; of competi~ive markets in 
promoting development. Some institutions emerge naturally in response 
to market failures, either as profit ·seeking private enterprises or as 



cooperative efforts by the parties affected by the failures. Thus, defi
ciencies in information flows may lead to the development of private 
consultants or intermediaries. In other areas, they may be compensated 
by information-gath~riog and -disseminating facilities set up by industry 
associations. Or som.: enterprises may grow in size to internalize the 
relevant market (transnational enterprises arc now regarded as this sort of 
response to failures in international technology and skill markets). 

There will nevertheless be many cases in developing countries where 
such a market-driven ~olution will either not appear (because the benefits 
may be inappropriable by i'rivatc agents), or may take too long lo occur. 
Institutions may then have to be created by the Stale, though they may 
function autonomously thereafter. Institutions to provide, for instance, 
development financt: or venture-capital marketing (export) information, 
technical extension, standards, testing facilities etc. are generally launched 
by Governments, the most successful ones acquiri.ig an independent status 
with primary emphasis on technical excellence. The East-Asian NICs 
have inler~ened extensively to provide institutional support for various 
aspects of industrial development, and those intervention:; have been 
partly selective because particular sectors or technologies were often 
selected for promotion.• 

4. Interaction of incentives, capabilities and institutions 

It has been argued here that technological development is the result 
of the interaction of three broad sets of factors; 011e set by itself cannot 
produce the sustained growth which leads to industrial success. Providing 
correct incentives may lead to static benefits but not, as the "new growth 
theory" argues, to dynamic growth, unless there is continuous 
accumulation of capabilities. Lucas, one of the leading exponents of this 
theory, argues that neoclassical theory does not (despite the central 
argument of what is now regarded as the neoclassical approach to 
development) lead to the conclusion that "the removal of inefficient trade 
barriers (will) induce sustained increases in growth rates. Removal of 
trade barriers is, on this theory, analogous to the one-time shifting 
upwards in production possibilities, and not a growth effect. The 
empirical connections between trade policies and economic growth that 
Krueger and Harbtrger document ar~ of evident importance, but they 
seem to me to pose a real paradox to the neoclassical theory we have, not 
a confirmation of it" ((35), pp. 12-13, emphasis added). 

Lucas' own explanation of development is technology, which he 
defines as "h•aman capital", or the "knowledge of particular people" (rather 
than the potentially usable stock of knowledge in existence which, under 

•on lhe Republic o( Korea and Taiw1n Province, 11« 1321. (331 and 134). 
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neoclassical assumplions, is perfectly lransferable across cr.unlries). 
Lucas' simple lheoretical model, elaborated lo make human capilal 
accumulalion "specific lo the production of particular goods, and acquired 
on-lhe-job or lhrough learning-by-doing•, is easily amenable to the 
interpretation given here. Incentives provide conditions in which learning 
takes place, and "healthy" incentives conduce to the accumulation of 
competitive capabililies. In this sense, export orientation may turn out to 
have dynamic as well as static benefits. However, the realization of these 
benefils needs conlinuous human-capital creation (by addition to skills 
and technological cf fort); otherwise the learning process grinds to a halt. 
At the same time, the creation of human capital without appropriate 
incentive or market-supporting institutions can lead to slow-down or to 
"low-quality" growth, with resulting capabilities unable to produce 
dynamic industrial performance. 

Lucas' theory needs further ql!alification to take account of market 
failures. Keeping to the precepts of neoclassical theory, free markets may 
fail to provide correct incentives in the presence of dynamic and 
unpredictable learning (or "learning-to-learn" effects), technological and 
other externalities, or capital market failures. They may not induce 
adequate capability- building because of failures in skill and technology 
markets. And they may not produce adequate institutional remedies to 
many of these failures. There are thus arguments for policy intervention, 
selective and functional, in each of the three determinants of 
technological and industrial development. 

The experience of the East-Asian NICs (and, earlier, of the OECD 
countries) illustrates the multiplicity of successful outcomes that can 
result from diHerent forms of intervention in incentives, capabilities and 
institutions. At one extreme is Hong Kong. With laissez /aire trade 
policies and a stable (colonial) administration, a strong education system, 
excellent infrastructure and a unique historical background (long trading 
experience, influx of textile entrepreneurs and technicians from China, 
a large presence of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland in trading companies and banking), the Government or Hong 
Kong provides extremely efficient support for its exporters in the form 
or information collection and facilitating contacts with buyers, and some 
selective 5Upport for its textile firms in the form or training and design 
in5titutes. At the other extreme is the Republic or Korea, with a legacy 
of highly interventionist policies in trade, domestic resource allocation, 
conglomerate support, skill and technology creation and institutional 
development. In between are Taiwan Province and Singapore. 

All four are highly successful export-oriented economies, and in this 
sense "got prices right". But they addressed different market failures in 
diHerent ways, with differing results. Hong Kong remains specialized in 
a relatively narrow range or light consumer goods, with relatively low 
domestic content in terms of components, equipment or technology 
(except for final product design). Its strength lies in excellent production 



management, quality control and product adaptation (all relatively "easy" 
functions) in relatively simple industries. The Republic of Korea has 
moved into a wide spectrum of industries, from light to heavy, and simple 
to high-skill and technology-intensive. In most of these, it shows an 
impressive degree of local content of physical and skill inputs, technology 
and equipment. The differences in the degree of industrial deepening, 
capability development and institutional support can be traced largely to 
the nature and extent of government interventions in the three deter
minants of technological development ([30), (32), (33), (34)). 

There is, in sum, the potential for multiple solutions depending not 
just on initial conditions and physical factors, but aho on strategies 
adopted with respect to correcting market-based incentives, capabilities 
and institutions. The same set of international prices, technologies and 
skills can be tapped in different ways, with different consequences for 
industrial and technological development. Received theory does not 
provide the tools to judge, a priori, which strategy is superior or which 
combination of market failures has the most constricting effects on 
development. 

It may provide even less guidance in a setting of rapid and 
widespread technical change, as al present, which calls for a "paradigm 
change" in the productive system, with new organizational forms, new 
technologies, different skills, shifting location patterns, and advanced 
support needs from physical and technological infrastructures (36). 

C. International dimensions of technolo1lcal development 

I. Trade strategies 

It is now generally accepted that export-oriented trade strategics are 
superior to inward-oriented strategies in terms of their growth and 
industrialization effects. Traditional economic theory provides a strong 
basis for the static (allocative) benefits of specialization according to 
comparative advantage. Recen! analysis has added other benefits: 
healthier capability-building effort, reduced rent-seeking (or directly 
unproductive) activities, greater exposure to international technological 
trends and free inflow of knowledge via export activity, more sustained 
capacity to import equipment and technology, socially desirable forms of 
foreign direct investment inflow etc. Empirical evidence, by and large, 
supports the case for outward orientation ((17), (37)). 

The: earlier analysis suggested that the effect of export orientation on 
the nature and depth of technological develC>pment is more complex than 
much of the literature has portrayed. There are different kinds of export 
orientation, each offering neutral (or somewhat pro-export) incentives 
across manufacturing activities. Some are "liberal" (like those of Hong 
Kong), with very little intervention in import and export transactions, and 
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with current market-determined prices providing incentives for resource 
allocation (for investment in capabilities as well as physical assets). 
Others are more ·neutral" (like those of the Republic of Korea). with 
considerable intervention in trade and domestic resource allocation. but 
with export incentives and other measures d~signed to offset the inward 
pull exerted by the intervention. There has been an unfortunate tendency 
to confuse the two, and to identify export orientation in general with 
liberal regimes, not just in trade, but with respect to capital and 
technology flows, domestic industrial policy and interventions more 
generally. Similarly, and also mistakenly, there has been a tendency to 
confuse all forms of selective interve~tion (to overcome market failures) 
v. i!h the haphazard and uneconomic forms of intervention practised under 
"classic" import substitution by most developing countries. The failure of 
the latter does not necessarily affect the case for the former. 

In the strict definition of export orieatation (neutrality of incentives 
between domestic and foreign markets), there is no necessary logical 
connection between neutrality and liberalization. As argued above, there 
is also little 1.!mpirical connection. The Republic of Korea has been one 
or the most highly interventionist economies in the developing world, and 
the content or its export orientation has been strongly influenced by the 
nature of its interventions ((10), (33), (38)). What implications does its 
success (and that of a number or competitive industries that have emerged 
in variouscountries from protected, interventionist backgrounds) have for 
the received theory or trade strategy? 

As far as the underlying theory of comparative advantage goes, the 
implications are perhaps not very many. The neoclassical p1·inciples of 
the determinants and benefits of trade are rigorously established, once the 
premises arc accepted. Free markets offer the ideal set of incentives for 
the maximization of national welfare (ignMing monopoly power in trade), 
if all markets function efficiently. Once market failures are admitted, 
however, valid arguments can be advanced for intervention. The argu
ment for one form of intervention, infant industry protection of new 
activities, has a long and venerable history, and also a tradition of critical 
dppraisal (Bhagwati (39) has a lucid and brief review). Despite a bar
rage of counter-arguments, the infant industry case retains thcorr.tical and 
empirical justification, not under "classic" import substitution, but in the 
context of out ward- oriented trade regimes. It may be useful to reiterate 
the major points al issue within this context. 

First, the essence of the infant industry case is that current market 
prices do not provide the correct incentives for long· term resource 
allocation when there arc unpredictable learning (or "lcarning·to·lcarn") 
sequences, capital market failures and externalities. Market forces may 
also not provide for adequate responses to incentives when there arc 
failures in factor and technology markets. All these provide a case for 
intervention, hut not all call for intervention in trade. The practice of 
import substitution seems to have relied on protection as the appropriate 
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policy instrument for all sorts of market failures that held back 
competitive production. However. a number of market failures call for 
selective o.- functional interventions that do not interfere with trade flows. 
As Bhagwati (39) suggests. the case for free trade does not entail lack of 
intervention in other markets: the case against protection is thus not a 
case against selective intervention in all forms. If the sources of high cost 
lie in the lack of adequate skills. deficient information flows or 
technological support. or other factor market failures. the granting of 
protection will do nothing to remedy this: correct interventions have to 
aim elsewhere, at the source of the market failure. Free trade can coexist 
happily with non-trade interventions. 

Thus, the case for trade interventions bas to be very carefully 
defined. To the extent that high costs are internal to the firm or activity 
and arise from inadequate investments in capability acquisition by firms. 
because they do not realize the benefits of such investments ("learning-to
learn• phenomena), because they are too small to finance the learning 
costs or cannot raise the finance elsewhere (capital market failure), 
because they exaggerate the risks (or apply a very high discount rate), 
because they cannot fully appropriate the returns of their investments or 
cannot correctly anticipate cost reductions in vertirally linked agents 
(pecuniary and technological externalities (IOJ). there arises a case for 
intervention at the firm or activity level. One form of such intervention 
is protection against imports. 

Secondly, even where a case exists for selective intervention at the 
firm or activity level to encourage, finance or coordinate investments in 
capability acquisition, it does not follow that protection is the best form 
of intervention. The trade theory literature argues that subsidies are 
preferable to tariffs or quotas because they do not carry the consumption 
costs of the latter. The case for subsidies is strengthened where the 
activity being promoted is a key input into other productive sectors; its 
protection can then have knock-on erfects on downstream 
competitiveness (rather than only final consumption). This is particularly 
true of capital goods, where protection may lead not just to bi~her 
product costli, but also to technological obsolescence (capital goods are 
"embodied" technology to a greater extent than other products). 

Thirdly, against the case for subsidies is the obvious argument that 
protection is much easier for the Government to finance (as John Stuart 
Mill put it a century and a half ago, a tariU is the "least• inconvenient 
mode which a nation can tax itself for the support of such an 
experiment"). Historical evidence shows that import protection was 
iudeed very important in the early industrialization of all developed 
countries 129). Consumption losses do not generally loom large in th'! 
policy making of most Governments, especially when (as in NICs) the 
dynamic benefits of learning and ent1 y into new markets appear very 
large. The costs of protecting local capital goods producers, in particular, 
may well be offset in dynamic cconomie11 by the technological bcncfit11 
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yielded by the close interaction between them and users, one of the most 
potent sources of innovation and diffusion (2). High upstream costs of 
intermediates may be offset for competitive downstream industries by 
allowing exporters acce!.S to world-priced inputs, the strategy pursued by 
the Republic of Korea and Taiwan Province. 

Fourthly, the evidence also suggests that the widespread doubts in 
the literature about the ability of Go•ernments to intervene efficienlly are 
perhaps overdone. The most egregious eumples of misguided interven
tion and rent-seeking activity come from countries which did not practice 
economically selective intervention, rather than from those that used 
interventions coherently as a strategy to achieve competitiveness. The 
"classic" strategy of import-substituting industrialization did not intervene 
selectively or economically; that is, it did not gear interventions to 
providing protection lo learning periods, and did not attempt lo offset its 
costs by providing export incentives and tackling other market failures at 
source. Protection levels were haphazard, unrelated to the technology of 
the industry, and protracted indefinitely. Little competitive inducement 
was given lo invest in capability-building, and accompanying interven
tions to provide skills, information and technical or marketing support 
were generally inadequate. These experiences, while illustrating the 
dangers of a certain style of intervention, are not valid criticisms of the 
ability of Governments to intervene effectively. 

The information requirements of selective intervention should also 
not be overstressed. At early stages "! industrial development, it is not 
difficult to assess what the next step should be because of the experience 
of the many countries that have gone before. Of the wide range of 
possible paths, the availability of capabilities and the cost of creating new 
capabilities can dictate a small set of feasible choices. It is at highzr levels 
''development, when technological frontiers are being reached, that the 
problem of picking winners becomes narrower and more difficult. It is 
the highly developed countries, in other words, that face the greatest 
problems in practising selective intervention: they cannot "follow the 
leader". The Republic of Korea, by contrast, did very well by closely 
studying and emulating the model of Japan. 

The main problems that remain are those of government competence 
and corruptibility. If administrative capabilities are very deficient, 
interventions of all kinds run the risk of waste. This applies to functional 
as well as selective inter'r'entions. But if the Government cannot provide 
effective additions to the skill or information base, or the minimum 
institutional basis for industrialization, free market policies aie not likely 
to lead to successful industrial development (though it is plausible that 
they will be preferable to widespread intervention in these circumstances). 
The strengthening of admi~istrative capability is thus necessary for 
industrialization regardless of the trade and industrial regime. 

Corruptibility also affects the viability of all kinds of industriali
zation strategies, c.nd clearly selective interventions 1un higher risks than 
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functional interventions. However, if selectivity is a necessary condition 
for entry into activities with costly and prolonged learning periods, the 
real choice lies in the degree of selectivity. Certain kinds of selectivity 
run fewer risks of •hijacking• by vested interests than others, and i.hese 
are to be preferred even if they yield lower economic returns. It is 
possible to build in safeguards against hijacking, for example by strong 
incentives for exporting, by having clear schedules for reducing 
protection, and by closely monitoring the effects of policies (Westphal (38) 
has an illuminating analysis of the approach chosen in the Republic of 
Korea). Also, it is not clear that the absence of Si)ecific interventions per 
se will keep a corruptible State from indulging in other kinds of antisocial 
behaviour. The theory of the State is too undeveloped at the present stage 
for such large, important questions to be answered satisfactorily.• 

2. Technology import strategies 

Apart from trade in products, the most important aspect of a 
country's interaction with the rest of the world is its trade in information, 
skills and technical knowledge, broadly labelled "technology". In 
developing countries this trade is mostly in one direction, thus the focus 
of the present section on imports of technology. 

Technology flows across national boundaries in many different 
forms. Some of these are, as noted earlier, informal: migration of skilled 
personnel, publications, students, seminars, trade fairs, visits etc. Until 
the late nineteenth century, most technology transfer was of this kind. 
Over time, a series of more formal methods of technology transfer 
evolved. These ranged from the highly "packaged", where the seller 
provided not just the technology but also finance, control, management 
and marketing on a perpetual basis, to the "unpackaged", where only one 
discrete element of the package was provided in a one-off transaction, 
often by specialized service firms that sold only information. 

The U oited Nations Centre on Transnational Corporations (40) 
has classified the main formal modes of technology transfer in eight 
categories: foreign direct investment in the •classic" forms (with foreign 
control); joint ventures or "new forms" of foreign direct investment, 
where there is minority equity holding by the technology seller; licensing; 
franchising; management contracts; marketing and technical service 
contracts; lurnkey contracts; and international subcontracting. The 
different modes of transfer have different costs and benefits, the precise 
configuration depending on the nature of the technology concerned, the 
strategy of the seller, the strategy and capabilities of the buyer and the 
policies of the country in question (41). 

"Su L1111 (16l. 



The nature of the technology affects both the composition of the 
sellers' market and the most efficient mode of transfer. The more 
advanced and recent the technology, the more monopoiistic is its supply 
likely to be, and the more valuable its proprietary ownership to the holder 
(the innovator). Under these circumstances, the transfer of technology is 
likely to be internalized by the innovator in the absence of strong 
interventions by the Government of the buying country; in some cases, 
the technology may only be available in the form of classic foreign direct 
investment. 

The nature of the technology also affects the efficient mode of 
transfer. All else being equal, the more complex and novel the 
technology, the more likely it is to require new skills to operate it. Such 
skills are best transferred by a lengthy interaction between the technical 
personnel of the parties involved, rather than one-off sales of blueprints 
or instructions or short-term formal courses ("show-how" is, in otl:er 
words, the most effective means for traasferriag high-level skills when 
the necessary receptive base exists). Most of the modes of technology 
transfer mentioned can accommodate the extended training and "show· 
how" requirements of advanced technologies. However, where the 
receptive technological base is weak, where the technology is subject to 
continuous improvement, and where a mix of other skills (for example, 
management, marketing, finance) is required for operational efficiency, 
the most effective method of transfer may be classic or new forms of 
foreign direct investment. Ao ownership stake by the transferor provides 
a vital element of commitment that other modes lack. 

The strategy of the seller affects the mode of transfer, given the 
nature of the technology market. Larger, more dominant firms can be 
more choosy and can insist on internalized (classic foreign direct 
investment) modes for their more valuable technologies. Smaller firms, 
with less of a transnational spread, may prefer less risky, externalized 
modes. Firms with narrower product concentration woulc! prefer to 
internalize, while firms with a diversified range may be more willing to 
sell particular technologies at arm's length. Past experience of technology 
transfer can affect strategies. Firms that have built up transfer 
capabilities can spread themselves over different modes more easily, like 
the di"criminating monopolist of textbook economics, while less 
experienced firms may stick to highly internalized modes (to retain 
control) or externalized ones (to minimize risk), rather than spread their 
operations rationally over the spectrum (42). 

The buyer's strategies and capabilities have mixed implications for 
the choice of mode. The more capable the buyer, the fewer the elements 
of the technology package it needs, the stroager its bargaining position, 
the lower the transfer costs for the seller, and the greater the assurance of 
maintaining quality and reputation: all these make for lower costs, higher 
"quality" of purchase and more efficient absorption. However, the 
competitive threat to the seller rises with the capability of the buyer, and 



may cause the seller lo restrict access lo more valuable clements of the 
package (unless the buyer could provide its own technology as a quid pro 
quo). An inward-oriented buyer would find it easier lo buy technology 
than one which posed a credible threat in world markets. Highly capable. 
export-oriented buyers may find it as easy to buy mature technologies as 
others, but as they approach the frontier, they would find arm's- length 
purchase more difficult. They would then increasingly have to resorl to 
joint ventures with technological leaders and to in-house R&D to catch 
up on their own. In the last .:esort, they may have to become junior 
partners in foreign direct investment by technological leaders. This is 
avoidable only if sufficient in- house technological skills and investments 
are created (the chaebol of the Republic of Korea are pursuing a 
combination of these strategies, but with a major stress on building their 
own technological base). 

One of the major factors on the buyer side affecting the cost and 
content of technology transfer is the buyer's stock of technology-market 
in formati~o and bargaining capabilities. The fragmented, often 
oligopolistic, nature or the international technology market makes buyer 
information and bargaining skills a tremendous asset. The same 
technology can be sold at very different prices and on different conditions 
by the same seller, depending on the demands placed by the buyer. The 
ability to assess clearly what is needed, where the potential sources arc, 
what is needed to accompany the contract, or how long the association 
needs to be, is a valuable as!iet for a technology buyer, and is acquired 
only with effort. The ability to buy technology economically is iHclf a 
hallmark of technological maturity, and world technology leaders trade 
technology extensively with each other (as explored for "technology 
alliances" by Mody (43). 

The host Government can play an important role in the technology 
transfer process. Apart frum its impact on the economic environment and 
the rules of the game within which the buyers operate, which obviously 
affects the incentive to buy technology and the effectiveness with which 
it is used, most developing-country Governments intervene directly in the 
process to improve the terms of transfer and control its content and 
direction. The fact that technology markets are fragmented and 
oligopolistic provides a good prima fade case for intervention, but 
different Governments interpret their roles very differently 14 J). Some 
have minimal review and registration procedures, confining their 
interventions to promoting inflows of foreign direct investment and 
providing some information support to buyers (Thailand i!'. a good 
example, sec (44)). Others have very stringent controls: Brazil (24) 
and India ((25), 145)), !nr instance, intervene extensively in the 
technology transfer process, scrutinizing the duration and terms of 
agreements, stipulating fofeign partners, domestic absorption efforts, 
subsidiary clauses and so on (Enos (461 has a comprehensive survey of 
the technology transfer literature on South-East Asia). 



The more interventionist regimes in the developing world, the 
leading inward-oriented economies, have gone well beyond the selective 
and carefully deployed tools employed by such countries as Japan and the 
Republic of Korea. The latter policies• supported the technology 
purchasing capabiliti~s of national firms and strengthened their 
bargaining position, enabling them to demand better conditions (deeper 
and broader knowledge transfer) from suppliers. They were conducive 
lo domestic absorption and subsequent improvement of imported 
technologies, because in essence they placed national firms in a highly 
competitive (export-oriented) framework while providing sheltered 
domestic markets to cushion the risks and costs of learning. lo such a 
setting, the interventions in Japaio and the Republic of Korea did not 
constrict the inflow of technology or affect its "quality", but provided 
better information, secured improved terms, provided for greater "local 
content" (for example, enhanced use of domestic engineers and also local 
capital goods) and gradually lessened its scope as firms developed their 
own capabilities. 

By contrast, the more interventionist countries overregulated the 
lransf er process. While they may have succeeded in reducing explicit 
payments for technology imports, they probably reduced the quality of 
technology transfer by minimizing the involvement of the supplier, so 
curtailing the scope and depth of knowledge and training provided. As 
Contractor [41) has shown, technology suppliers have at their disposal 
several instruments for ensuring their revenues and cutting transfer costs. 
It is difficult for a purchaser to simultaneously increase the import of 
high-quality technology and cut its price: one or the other bas to give. 

Just as important is the fact that such regimes for technology imports 
were also highly interventionist in other ways. They were mostly "classic" 
iA11port substiluters, with a marked preference for bypassing market forces 
rather than strengthening them. Thus, naticnal technology importers 
often faced highly protected domestic markets, limited domestic 
competition, meagre export incentives, strong pressures to increase local 
content and little inducement to upgrade quality, productivity or 
innovativeness. They were, as a result, often content to make do with the 
constricted technology transfer rermitted by the regulations. The 
evidence suggests, for instance, that the relatively low-cost import of 
technology, with inadequate provision for upgrading, training or 
long-term capability-building, was preferable to Indian enterprises, 
though it fed into the vicious circle of forces that held back the growth 
of industrial competitiveness (49j. 

Ideal technology import policies should enable national enterprises 
to have full access to technological knowledge available abroad, help them 
lo locate appropriate sources and bargains for the best terms, and ensure 

•o" Japan, 1Cc Nagok1 (471. and on Ilic Republic of Korea, ICc Enos and Park (481. 



that the imported technology becomes an input into a continuous 
capability- building process (rather lhaa a subslilule for il). Only a parl 
or these objectives arc allaiaablc by lechnology import policies pu u. 
The rest can be achieved only by lrade and industrial policies lhal arc 
conducive to indigenous technological effort and lhc emergence of 
enterprises with the size and resources needed to absorb and build on 
imported techLologies. These policies arc nol necessarily free markel 
policies. but may incorporat(' carefully selected i'.ltervenlions lo foster 
learning in export-oriented activities. to create an adequate skill base, to 
provide institutional support, anJ to promote large firms where lhc mini
mum economic size of technological effort is large, or where economies 
of scope arc significant. As lcchaology import becomes inslilulionalizcd, 
with private agents intermediating lhe provision of knowledge and firms 
themselves being mor~ adept at purchase, the need for inlervcnlion 
declines. In the more advanced NICs, lhere is now linlc effective direct 
intervention with technology imports. 

The above coasideralions apply mainly lo lechnology imports in the 
form or contractual agreements by local firms, thal is, where the transfer 
is "externalized" by the technology seller. Somewhat different consider
ations apply to the choice between such modes and "internalized· modes 
(direct investment with control by the te ;hnology supplier): the choice 
between licensing or turnkey contracts and foreign direcl investment. 
Some of the relevant factors - nature of technology, sellers and buyers -
have been noted above, but there is a larger issue al slake. Is there any 
strategic economic reason for promoting national ownership (lhus relying 
on externalized modes of technology import), given lhal inlernalized 
modes (foreign direcl investment) arc often quicker mean!' of gaining 
access to modern technologies, and lhat they can provide lhe whole 
package of skills and capabilities needed for achieving production wilh 
new technologies? 

Many of lhe lraditional argumenls againsl foreign direct investment 
arc often overdone. The decade of the 1980s witnessed a marked change 
in the altitude of developing countries in foreign direct investmcnl 
inflows. Widespread debt problems, their own growing industrial malur
ity and confidence and the experience of some newly induslrialized 
countries have induced a far more ~rlcoming posture. Earlier fears of 
economic or political dominance, "excessive· profits, inappropriate 
technology or skill transfer. inadequate exporl performance and generally 
preda1ory and rent-seeking behaviour have been ~really muted. This is 
not due merely 10 the exigenciei; of the debt crii;is and the evident failures 
of earlier industrial !ilrategies in many developing counlrics, bur also. and 
largely, lo mounting evidence lhal foreign inveslors bring several 
advantages and respond efficiently to market signals. 

In the technological area, foreign inveslou, especially 1hc gianl 
trani;national corporations thal dominate their respective ac1ivi1ics in 
innovation, trade and produclion, can be highly efficienl mran~ of 
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transferring new productive knowledge. Given the right ~nccntive 
framework, they can contribute to the training of local labour, dynamic 
growth and export diversification, competition in local markers aod the 
stimulation of local suppliers. Nevertheless, the strategic reason for 
questioning their benefits arises from the possibility that they may 
contribute less than comparabJe local firms to technological development 
in the national economy. Several plausible grounds exist for this 
presumption, especially io countries with underdeveloped supplier, 
institutional, educational and technological structures: foreign investors 
may prefer to maintain established lioltages with overseas suppliers and 
service firms rather than invest io creating stroog local linkages; they may 
pre-empt activities in which local enterprises could, with some protection, 
establish a competitive presence; and they may transfer the results of 
technological activity undertaken abroad, but not the innovative process 
itself. 

In the nature of the phenomenGn, it is difficult to establish 
empirically what may have happened had foreign investors not been 
present and had the local government undertaken the necessary 
interventions efficiently. It is clear, oo a priori grounds, that where 
learning costs are substantial aod risks high (as with establishing local 
suppliers, building up advanced technological capabilities. or supporting 
local science and technology institutions), there can be a conrlict of 
interests between the foreign investor and the host country. Cost 
minimization by the foreign enterprise calls for retaining established 
linkages and cenlralizing R&D, design and other advanced functions 
overseas, in countries with strong science and technology skills and 
infrastructures. The fostering of local capabilities in host developing 
countries can be costly, requiring greater commitment than market 
incentives may provide. In such circumstances, the free flow of foreign 
capital and the unregulated operation of foreign af riliates may lead to an 
inadequate development of local innovative capabilities. Transnational 
corporalions may be very efficient transmiuers of technological know· 
how (the resuhs of innovation), but not of technological "know· why" (the 
innovati·,e proces.\ itself), even when the potential for "know-why" 
development cxisls. Moreover, the possession of advanced technological 
capabilities by indigenous firms may have greater dynamic and spillover 
bcncfils over 1he long lerm lhan similar capabililies possessed by local 
affiliares of foreign firms, because it is more "internaliled" by the 
economy ~ban by lhe firm. These differences may mauer less for more 
advanced hosl economics, bur lhey may be significant for less developed 
ones. 

The experience of rhe larger NlCs suggests 1ha1 1he developmenl of 
a strong local technological capability requireli lhe explicit promotion or 
domestic enterprises al certain stages of development. Where simple 
production know· how is su fficienl lo sustain industrial growth and export 
success, foreign direct inveslmenl can play a very positive role; this 
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applies to early stages of industrialization. Once industrial development 
reaches the stage where deepening and diversification need continuously 
expanding ·know-why-. local innovative capahilities have to be promoted 
by various means. including restraints on foreign direct investment to 
promote local firms. The Japanese model, emulat~d by the Republic of 
Korea and Taiwan Province. illustrates how the deliberate pro!Xotion of 
domestic ownership can lead to strong and diversified technological 
capabilities. with widespread benefits for the entire industrial sector (sec 
table 4). The Republic of Korea, in particular. restricted the entry of 
foreign investments. especially where foreign control was involved. in 
order to promote the capabilities of its national firms. led by the giant 
choebo/. Its relative independence evidently did not hamper the growth 
of its industrial capabilities. An overdependence on foreign enlerpriscs 
for technological inputs. by contrast. may enable a host country to be an 
efficient producer. but the dynamism and linkages associated with this 
pattern may well be limited. 

Table 4. Fonis• direct i••estmeat stocks 

SllOCk Prrcmtat.r 
COfMft11 or ORO Ynr 'bil1iolr dallaJ) of GDP 

Hoa& Koa& 191.S !/ 6.0·8.0 20-26 
Republic ol Korea 1987 2.8 2.J 
Sin&aporc: 1986 9.4 SJ.8 
Taiwan Province: 1988 8.S 8.1 

Brazil 1987 28.8 9.6 
India 1984 !/ 1.0-1.s 0.6·0.7 
Indonesia 1987 7.9 11.3 
Kenya 1914 0.6 12.0 
Muico 1987 19.J 13.6 
Thailand 1986 !I 4.0-S.O 10.S-tl.1 

Soun:a: World Bank. T1w Rok of FONif.11 Dirrct fm·atmn11 111 Financ111g 
Dwdoput1 COflllllia (Wa1hin&1on. D.C.. 1989) and World INvekJpmm1 Rrpon l'M'J 
(Waahin&lon. D.C .. 1989); S. Lall. Buildinl llldu.stri4J Compmtr.·mas 111 IX\·dopmg 
COf.lnll'in (Paris. Orpnisalion for Economic Co-opcralion and l>cvelopn1cn1. 1990): 
and Minis1ry o( Economic Affair1, SIOllSlics °" OvtrHas CIMMH and Fornfl'J lrn·~slmt'flt 
(Taipei. 1989). 

!I falimared. 

All modes of technology import arc therefore not identical, and 
market failures in the creation of technological capabilitie~ crcale a 
prc5ump1ion, al certain slages of dcvelopmenl, in favour of cx1crnalized 
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rather than internalized modes of transfer. The internalization of tech
nology transfer can •tr1&ncate• the creation of local capabilities; its 
externalization, wit~ adequate support, permits greater deepening of local 
capabifities. Such deepening docs not occur efficiently merely by restric
ting foreign d:rect investment - it requires interventions to provide skills, 
institutional support, incentives for innovation ~nd sufficient firm size 
and inter-firm coordination to reach the minimum economic size and cri
tical mass. Nevertheless, there cannot be a uniform prescription for all 
countries, because the ability to utilize externalized modes of transfer 
differs greatly. Countries that lack the wherewithal to handle licensed 
technology efficiently would do better to opt for foreign direct invest
ment. At the same time, the development of that wherewithal may 
require selective interventions to constrict foreign direct investment to 
build up local capabilities. The correct balance is difficult to define a 
priori, and in practice only a few countries have managed it. 

D. Conclusions 

The fact that a handful of developing countries have pulled away 
from the rest of the developing world in technological and industrial 
dynamism has formed the basis of much theorizing in the recent develop
ment literature. Much of this theorizing has been oversimplified, and has 
tended to underplay the incidence and impact of market iailures in 
developing countries. This paper has suggested that reality is more 
complex, its comple:rity deriving from the variety of such failures, the 
range of possible remedies, and the differing abilities of Governments to 
imrlement those solutions. The variety or views OD industriali7.ation 
strategy that exists can be traced to differing assumptions and inter
pretations on each of these elements. One extreme position is that 
markets are highly efficient and that Governments are highly ineiiicient; 
the feasible strategies then boil down to minimal interventions. Al the 
other extreme are views that markets are so prone to fail that massive 
interventions are needed, that Governments are capable of devising and 
implementing such interventions. Somewhere in between lies reality. 

The experience of the four most i;uccessful NICs suggests that there 
is no single ideal strategy for technological or industrial development. 
Each strategy involves some measure of intervention. At the minimum, 
as in Hong Kong, these interventions are a mixture of functional 
(infrastructure, general human capital, information and technical support) 
and a few selective ones (creating specific skills in textile design, for 
instance). The degree or intervention and selectivity can rise greally from 
this minimal model without becoming inefficient. Thus, the spread, 
dynamism and high indigenous technological content or industrialization 
in the Republic of Korea and Taiwan Province can be traced to the 
mixture or functional and selective interventions practised by their 
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Governments. There is no doubt that, in the technological sense, their 
achievements far surpass those of less interventionist NlCs. At the same 
time, the selectivity of their policies also explains why their achievements 
also surpass those of more highly interventionist, but less economically 
selective, regimes in Latin America or South Asia, which have a longer 
history of indusuialization. 

Selective interventions are delicate tools, and much damage can ensue 
i r they are used haphazardly and uneconomically. A great deal of admin
istrative capability is needed to deploy them, and development thinking 
should address the problem of building such capabilities rather than 
emphasizing the universal desirability of non-interventicnist markets. 
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Technical change in Chinese industry: 
incentive systems 

Liu Wei• 

The extent to which Chinese industrial enterprises pursue dynamic 
paths of technical change, and hence among other things exploit 
technology transfer projects to enhance their change-generating 
technological capabilities, depends on several aspects of their 
environment, in particular: government legislation focused specifically 
on technology transfer ao:l technical change; the set of institutional 
structures in which they operate; and the structure of incentives they face. 
The present article examines the last-mentioned aspect of creating an 
environment conducive to technical change in China. 

A. Incentives: concept and key issu~s 

The concept of incentives involves two different issues. The first is 
concerned with incentives for the allocation of resources betw~en 
different production activities and between different "technologies" 
(capital and labour) used in those lines of production. In market 
economics, the price mechanism plays the main role in inducing 
individual firms to make allocation decisions in ways that achieve short
tcrm allocative efficiency objectives, while in centrally planned 
economics, allocative decisions are determined centrally in the light of a 
combination of "shadow" priC\:S and various social and economic 
objectives. 

The present article is concerned with the second issue, that of 
stimulating innovation and technical change through improvements in the 
efficiency with which inputs are transformed into outputs or through the 
introduction of new and improved products. The incentives to achieve 
such longer-term dynamic efficiency take two broad forms. The first 
involves clements of reward for increased efficiency and innovation. The 
second involves penalties for failure to generate change and innovation. 
These two types of incentive can be described as "pull" and "push" 
incentives (or carrots and sticks). In market economics, the pressure for 
com petition constitutes the main push inccnti ve (sticks), while profits, 
dependent on prices and reinforced by patent law and other intellectual 

•Science Policy Research lJnit, Univer1i1y of Sussex. Brighton. Uniled Kingdom of 
Orear Rrirain and Norlhern Ireland. In the preparation of the present arucle. lhe author 
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property systems, constitute the main pull incentive. However, various 
forms of central intervention are commonly used to direct the course of 
objectives) or to increase the rate of investment in innovation to 
complement what would be achieved solely by the market system. In 
centrally planned economies, other kinds of incentive are needed to 
induce innovation and technical change. 

B. Technical progress la centrally planned economies 

Traditional socialist economic theory argues that the State represents 
the common interests of lhe whole society and thus sets common goals for 
all units of the society. Such reasoning is based on three assumptions. 
First, the State can ensure that resources are allocated properly to achieve 
the objectives of society. Secondly, the resources are used optimally. 
Thirdly, the national economy develops properly. The aim of the 
enterprise within the planned economy is thus to achieve the portion of 
the society's common goals assigned to it. Other objectives the enterprise 
might have are subordinate to the goals assigned lo the enterprise ([IJ, 
p. 45). The ultimate goal of the planned economy is to achieve the 
highest possible standard of liviPg for everyone in the society. 

Derived from the search for ways of achieving the highest standard 
of living, the Marxist theory of economic development and social change 
indicates a strong emphasis on economic efficiency and productivity 
levels as key factors that decide the outcome of competition between 
different forms of organization of economic activity ((2), (3), p. 42). It is 
therefore reasonable to expect that high economic efficiency and 
productivity levels would be achieved in countries with centrally planned 
economies. Such levels would indicate a highly efficient utilization of 
resources and a dynamic process of technical change within those 
economies. 

It has been widely accepted that the centrally planned economies 
sustained a reasonably high rate of e'onomic growth over the three 
decades from 1950 to 1980. In terms of the growth rate of real gross 
domestic product (GDP), centrally planned countries fall into the 
mainstream of 72 countries surveyed between 1950 and 1980, with China 
ranking just behind the former German Democratic Republic f4). 
Countries with cenrrally planned economies have also experienced rapid 
technical change over a long period of time. They compare not unfavour· 
ably with the leading industrial economies of the nineteenth (United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) and twentieth (United 
States of America) centuries in terms of growth rate of labour producti· 
vity 151. Ellman's study ((1989). pp. 306-8) indicates that although they 
feature enormous wastage or resources and low efficiency (slow transfer, 
adoption etc.), countries with centrally planned economies (those or 
Eastern Europe, the former Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) 



and China) fell into the international mainstream in terms of average 
growth rate of labour productivity between 1958 and 1968 (5). It is 
interesting lo note that above the international mainstream were, in 
Ellman's terms, the most dynamically efficient countries, such as Japan, 
the Republic of Korea, Sweden and France, and below it the least 
dynamically efficient, such as Chile, South Africa and the United 
Kingdom. Both the most and the least dynamically efficient countries 
were market economies. Another point deserving more attention is that 
China ranked at the bottom of the international mainstream, which means 
that its performance was rather poor. Thus, Ellman argues that the 
decision of the Government of China to embark on economic reform is 
entirely understandable, given the past performance of the country with 
respect to industrial labour productivity, which was below that of 
countries of East~rn Europe and the former USSR. 

The implications of the above are twofold. The first is that central 
planning could possibly ensure a reasonably high rate of technical change, 
abov.- that of the least dynamically efficient market economies. The 
second is that the rate of technical change in centrally planned economics 
seems to have an upper limit which is unfortunately below that of the 
most dynamically effa.ient market economies. 

Although the centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe in 
general experienced rapid technical progress from the 1950s through the 
1970s, the technological gap between them and the leading market 
economies seems to have remained undiminished. From the mid-1950s 
to the mid-1970s, the technological gap between the former USSR 
(perhaps the most technologically advanced of the centrally planned 
economics) and the leading market economics did not diminish, despite 
the significant efforts made by the former USSR in planning technical 
progress f6J. Centrally planned economics performed poorly in 
technological catch-up compared with technologically dynamic countries 
like Japan and the newly industrializing countries.• Worse still, the rate 
of technical change started to slow down in those economies in the late 
1970s. The technological gap between them and the world leaders in 
technology seems to have remained as wide as ever [SJ, and the gap in the 
core civilian technologies - mechanical, chemical, electrical and electronic 
engineering - has not been reduced (7J. The experience (especially during 
the 1980s) of the countries of Eastern Europe and the former USSR has 
lent support to the argument that centrally planned economies are 
inefficient, hamper innovation, generate shortages and produce frequent 
market disequilibriums 18). The decline of technological dynamism 

"The term "newly indu5lriali1ing countries" is uaed utcnaivcly to ducribc developing 
economics. he they countries, provinces or areas, where there has Ileen particularly rapid 
industrial growrh. Ir docs nor imply any polirical division within the ranks of developing 
countr10 and i~ nor officially endorsed by t.:NIDO. 



(innovative vitality, total factor productivity growth etc.) was obvious in 
those countries during the 1980s. Their slow diffusion of technological 
progress has also been noticed (9). 

There have been various arguments about why the centrally planoed 
economies performed poorly in research and development (R&D) and 
innovation. There is :i major difference between the way industrial 
enterprises operate in centrally planned economies and in market 
economies. The difference ranges from macroeconomic factors such as 
rationalization of resource allocation, organizational structures and 
incentive systems, to micro-economic factors such as economic constraints 
on enterprises. It is this difference that has affected R&D and innovative 
activities in centrally planned economies. 

Gomulka ((3), pp. 45-48) ilas pointed out several major 
characteristics in R&D and innovative activities in centrally planned 
economies. According to him, the financial incentives for innovation are 
weak. Although industrial R&D personnel have considerable freedom in 
their work, decision-making freedom and the resources available for 
enterprises to devote to inventions are severely limited. The time-lags 
involved in domestic invention and innovation are high, and the 
subsequent spread of innovations tends to be slow. 

With regard to the micro-economic factors, it has been pointed out 
that enterprises in centrally planned economies and market economies 
operate under different constraints. Kornai (10) has made a distinction 
between enterprises in centrally planned economies and in market 
economies in terms of their budget constraints. Enterprises are termed 
hard- budget- constraint (HBC) enterprises if they are responsible for their 
own profit and loss. Enterprises are termed soft· budget- constraint (SBC) 
enterprises if they are able to obtain financial help from a superio1 or 
patron institution for survival. It is obvious that enterprises in centrally 
planned economies are generally characterized by SBC and those in 
market economies by HBC, although there are exceptions such as 
privately owned enterprises, in centrally planned economies and publicly 
owned ones in market economies. The difference in economic behaviour 
between SBC and HBC enterprises has a strong implication for technical 
change. More precisely, according to Hanson and Paviu (11): 

"The HBC enterprise bas powerful and continuously 
operating incentives to increase sales revenue and economize on 
total input costs .... 

"The SBC enterprise, on the other band, has much weaker 
incentives to increase revenue and economize on inputs. Both 
product and process innovation will therefore, other things 
equal, be treated as a much less compelling pursuit by the SBC 
enterprise.• 
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It is clear that there is no life-or-death problem for SBC enterprises. 
There is no strong desire to innovate, or to gain a monopoly position in 
order to make supernormal profits. On the contrary, HBC enterprises 
have to innovate in product and production technology in order to sustain 
or create (temporary) monopoly profits, a process termed destructive 
disequilibrium by Schumpeter. Otherwise, the enterprise would cease to 
exist or lose its independence. Considerable attention bas been drawn to 
tht: fact that lack of competition in centrally planned economies does not 
encourage entrepreneurial initiative to generate technical change. 
Technological star,nation in centrally planned economies looks inevitable. 
Whitesell's mode'. indicates that although the economies like that of the 
former USSR cal' maintain a fairly static allocative efficiency, the high 
allocative efficiency is a direct consequence of the dynamic stagnation of 
such economies [12). In contrast, the success of Japan since the Second 
World War exemplifies the opposite case [13). 

C. ldeol0&lcal and polltlcal foundations 
or central plaaaia1 ia Claiaa 

As in other countries with centrally planned economics, planning has 
played a major role in the economic development of China since 1949. 
However, there are differences between China and Eastern European 
countrie:i> with respect to the economic basis for socialist construction. 
One of the major differences was the critical state of the national 
economy and human resources in the early stages of socialist construction 
in China. The other was that the Chinese revolution started in rural areas 
rather than in cities. Apart from those two differences, there are major 
differences between China and the countries of Eastern Europe and the 
former USSR in the way the national industry operates. 

The way in which industrial enterprises operate in China di Hers in 
several respects from that of the countries of Eastern Europe and the 
former USSR. Granick points out four differences in the way the 
planned economy in China works for industry (14). First, the Chinese 
system is distinctive in the extent to which trade between enterprises is 
conducted in markets equilibrated by price. From this Granick argues 
that the market in China is stronger than in any country of the former 
Council of Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA), including Hungary. 
Secondly, the labour market is weak in China in both theory and reality. 
Thirdly, enterprises in China attribute much less significance to plans 
regulating their current operations than those in countries of the former 
CMEA (except Hungary). In Chin:1, overfulfilment is easier, but rewards 
arc less closely linked, and supply allocations and labour recruitment 
quotali are not closely linked, to fulfilment of the assignei:! output targcu. 
Fourthly, regional authorities in China possess more P'-'wcr than their 
countcrparl5 in countries of the former CMEA. Moreover, '.'.hina 



allocated fewer goods centrally than lhe former USSR (151. Byrd and 
Tidrick thus argue 1bat enterprises in China enjoy a considerable amount 
of autonomy (16f. 

Anolher important difference is that the significance or technical 
change in economic development was realized at a much later date in 
China. Policy makers in the former USSR and the countries or Eastern 
Europe concluded, in about 1960, thal economic growth could only be 
sustained by sbi fling emphasis from extensive growth (growth by increase 
or factor inputs) lo intensive growth (growth by upgrading lecbnology 
and improving total factor productivity) (f 161, p. 60). The Government 
of China failed to perceive the full significance or tbe issue of technical 
change in economic development until the late 1970s. 

In 1949 tbe Government of the newly established People's Republic 
of China inherited an underdeveloped country and a bankrupt economy 
in which modern industry accounted for just 10 per cent of gross national 
product (GNP) and the illiteracy rate was estimated al 90 per cent of the 
population ((17), (18), p. 104). That was the situa1ion in which the 
socialist ecanomy of China started. In other words, socialism in Ch~na did 
not evolve from an advanced capitalism as hypothesized by Marx. 
However, Mao Zedong, like Lenin, believed that the peasantry of an 
underdeveloped country could enter socialism without necessarily pa~ing 
through the capitalist stage of development. But the resources (financial, 
technological and human) were scarce. 

The economic thought of Mao Zedong was reflected in his attempt 
to educate the Chinese people to become selfless parts of a socialist society 
and to exert all their energy and skills in the development of thal society, 
in accordance with the ideology that selflessness is the supreme state of 
mind, and that work is an essential part of life rather than just a way of 
making a living. In fact, it could be argued that Mao Zedong stressed the 
importance .,f the sense of fulfilment as the highest human aspiration. 
Once motivated and dedicated to the course of socialist conslruction, 
people were thus viewed as lhe determinants of economic development. 
The slogan was: ·or all the things in the world, people are the most 
valuable. As long as there arc people. every kind of miracle can be 
created by the people under the leadership of the Communist Party: 

Over the past 40 years, seven major forms of emulation campaign 
have been widely used to motivate employees to work hard for the well· 
being of the State (1191, pp. 140· 141). Those campaigns were focused on 
the following: advanced workers; model workers; emulating, learning 
from, catching up with, helping and overtaking advanced units; small 
targets; workers in the same industrial branch; inter· factory err ulalion; 
and model industrial projects. Empirical studies show that nhn·n.alerial 
motivation docs play an important role in Chinese industry. Among 
20 factors inrluencing motivation, rhe "four· modernizations" programme 
is the fourth most important for workers, and the r.econd for 
.. dministrative and technical personnel. lncrca~es in basic wagc:o; ;,., the 



first for workers, while responsibility and challenge of work is the first 
for administrative and technical personnel ((19), p. 145). 

Another feature of the economic thought of Mao Zedong was the 
egalitarian distribution of income (ideally among all people). The 
ultimate purpose was to create and maintain a society in which people arc 
equally rewarded and become better off at the same time. It could be 
argued that this egalitarian thought actually provided strong incentives to 
the general public, es~cially in the early 1950s, in their struggle to 
overcome the legacy of high unemployment, inflation, taxation etc .• and 
helped to win the support of .lhe majority of people. Researchers such as 
Cheng have argued that a reasonably egalitarian di~t•:t,ution was almost 
as imporlant to Mao Zedong as economic growth (20). The egalitarian 
idea was strengthened by the unified salary system introduced for the 
whole industrial workforce in 1956. Workers were classified into eight 
grades based on tenure and skills, with slight variations between branches. 
A similar salary system was also used for administrative and technical 
personnel. The salary 5pectrum was fairly narrow between the lowest and 
the highest in both systems. At the same time, the uperience of 
economic development in the former USSR and the biller memory of the 
contemporary history of China led the Chinese leaders to believe that a 
socialist planned economy and public ownership could lead to faster 
development and give a beuer life to all pe~ple than wa~ possible under 
capilalism. 

Such economic conditions, ideological factors and political aspirations 
provided the basis for the main stages of economic and political 
development that shped the industries, management and productive 
activities of 1he country. A centrally planned economic system was 
established, covering financing and banking, organization of the 
workforce, the salary structure, price controls and distribution of supplies. 
This highly centralized system played an important role in economic 
development, especially in the early days, because it ensured rhat the 
limited resources were distributed as reasonably as possible, and that 
almost everyone was supplied with basic necessities. 

The Government of China was determined to develop and coordinate 
the national economy by central planning. They believed that central 
planning could facilitate the effective use of the material, human and 
financial resources of the nation and eliminate resource waste caused by 
market fluctuations, and that a high rate of economic development could 
only be achieved through central planning (21 j. Although it could be 
argued that the leaders of China eHenlially followed the example of 1he 
former U~SR, the confiscation of priu1e enterprises took much longer to 
complete and was much less violent. The Government pursued a strategy 
of gradual rather than sudden confiscation, jointly administering the 
enterprise with the private awner for a certain period of lime as it was 
being taken over, with the owner receiving some compensation fer seHral 
years afterwards. The in~.1i1u1ional framework for a centrally planned 



economy was completed with the incorporation of private enterprises into 
the State-run sector and the collectivization of handicrafts under indivi
dual ownership in collectively owned enterprises and of agriculture in 
communes. Thus, when the period of sociaiisl transform .. tion ended in 
1956, a relatively complete central planning system had been established. 

In terms of enterprise management, the central planning system of 
China has two features (22). The first relates to State-owned enterprises, 
which operate under an administrative mechanism with no positive 
incentives lo enhance performance, while facing enormous constraints 
from authorities at various levels rather than from within. It is claimed 
that under this mechanism, the long-term interest of the enterprise and 
of the whole economy can be easily maintained. 

The second feature relates to collectively owned enterpri!ics, which 
also operate without positive incentives, but the constraints arc largely 
internal. Herein lies a major difference between this mechanism and the 
one for Stale-owned enterprises: the internal constraints mean that losses 
cannot be made up by tltc Government, and must be borne by the 
enterprise, that is, its employees. The collectively owned enterprises arc 
also subject to planning, and provide roughly the same kinds of social 
welfare to their employees. 

Defects in the system have been noticed since the mid-1950s. In 
1956 Mao Zedong, in a famou!. speech on the "ten major relationships", 
highlighted the need to study and properly handle the relationships 
between the State, the producing unit (enterprises) and the producer 
(employee). He stated, in particular: 

"We must not follow the uample of the Soviet Union in 
concentrating everything in the hands of the central authorities, 
shackling the local authorities and denying them the right to 
independent action." 

"ll is not right, I am afraid, to place everything in the 
hands of the central or the provincial and municipal authoritie!i 
without leaving the factories any power of their own, any room 
for independent action, and benefits (23J." 

Mao Zedong's idea of reform seemed to contain decentralization of 
authority at two levels, that of central and local government and that of 
local enterprise. Ahhough such an idea of reform is, to a large extent, in 
line with reforms of the 1980s, Mao Zedong seemed to focus on 
administrative reform. 

Other Chinese leaders also had some ideai; about how the economy 
should be run. For instance, in the mid· 1950s Chen Yun, Vice-Chairman 
of the Central Commillee of the Communist Party of China, commented 
thu!i on the Chinei;e economy; 



"In the production and management of industry and 
commerce, the mainstay will either be state or collective 
management, to be supplemented by a certain minor proportion 
of individual management. As regards planning, the bulk of the 
industrial ;;;nd agricultural output of the country will be 
produced according to plan; but, at the same time, a certain 
amount or production will be carried out freely, with the 
changing conditions or the market as its guide and within the 
scope prescribed by the state plan. In industrial and agricultural 
production, planned production will be the mainstay, to be 
supplemented by free production carried on within the scope 
prescribed by the state plan and in accordance with market 
fluctuations. This kind of market under a socialist economy is 
in no way a capitalist free market, but a unified socialist 
market. In this unified socialist market, the state market is the 
mainstay, and attached to it is a free market of c~rtain 
proportions under the guidance or the state. The free marker is 
under the guidance of the stale and supplemenls the stale 
marker. Consequenlly, it is a component part or the unified 
socialist market ((24), p. 59): 

The main defects (overcentralization and excessive egalirarianism) of 
the conventional system were widely perceived ic the early stages of 
economic reform in the late 1950s and early 1960s, and structural reform 
was i;ecn as essential for China's economic development ((24), pp. 60-62). 

The economy was transformed to a planned commodity economy by 
the economic reforms of the late 1970s. The basic principles of the 
syi;lcm are oullined in a decision of the Central Commitlee on reform of 
the C(.Oill'mic slructure, as follows (25): 

"First, generally speaking the planned economy thal we 
have implemented is a planned commodily economy, not a 
market economy that is completely regulated by the market. 
Second, in produclion and exchange, which are totally regulated 
by the marker, the major labour tasks involve certain 
agricultural producti;, articles of daily use, and service and 
repair indui;trie5. These all play a supplementary yet cs5ential 
role in the national economy. Third, implementing a planned 
economy is not equivalent lo giving priority to mandatory plans. 
Mandatory plans and guidance plans arc both csscnlial to a 
planned economy. Fourth, guidance plans arc primarily to be 
used as economic levers while command plans arc compulsory, 
but they must also follow the law of value." 

The economic and ideological foundations of Chinese industry 
having been considered, government policies and regulations on the 
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prov1s1on of incentives (rewards and pressures) to generate technical 
change in industrial enterprises are dealt with in the following sections. 

D. Incentive systems for technical change 

The issue of incentives for the generation of technical change must 
be examined in two distinct phases: the planned economy period up to 
the late 1970s; and the mixed economy period of the 1980s. During the 
planned economy period the Government focused on developing a system 
of pressures on enterprises to improve their performance. As discussed 
below, the pressures were not consistently applied over the years. and the 
specific criteria used in the performance assessments varied widely. Very 
few incentives based on reward were provided. In contrast, the mixed 
economy has been characterized by incentives based on rewards to both 
enterprises and individuals. Attempts were made to break down the 
reliance of enterprises on the State and of individuals on the enterprise, 
that is, lo change SBC enterprises to HBC ones. A fairly complete system 
of incentives has been gradually established. However, limited pressures 
are exerted on enterprises for the generation of technical change. 

1. Incentives in the planned economy: inconsistent pressures 
on enterprises 

The concept of technical change was first discussed by the 
Government in the early 1980s, before which time there had been no 
clearly defined policy of the subject. However, this cioes not mean that 
there had been a lack of direct or indirect incentives to promote the 
generation of technical change. 

The central planning system established soon after the founding of 
a new China in 1949 was intended '-O guide productive and business 
activitie!i for the highest possible growth rate. To fulfil that purpose, the 
Government used mandatory technological and economic measures to 
assess the performance of industrial enterprises. For instance, between 
1953 and 1957, the period of the first five· year plan, t we Ive measures 
were used to set up targets for enterprises. They were total production 
value, output of major products, new product experimentation, major 
technological and economic indicators, decreasing production co!its, 
amount of decrease in production costs, total number of employees, 
number of employees at the end of the year, total payroll, average salary, 
productivity and profit ((26(, p. 329). 

It can be seen that at least three of the twelve mandatory targets 
measured by the Government, namely new product experimentation, 
decreasing production costs and the amount of decrease in production 
costs, were directly related to technical change. The first target would 
require technical change in product technology. The other two would 



force enterprises to make changes in production technology, and perhaps 
in the management of production. Together with these three, the 
productivity target (production value per employee) and the profit target 
might alo.o have put pressure on enterprises. The award for good 
performance served to acknowledge the efforts of the workforce in 
working for a better tomorrow. On the other band, no explicit sanctions 
were provided for. 

The incentive system described above was largely dismantled during 
the period of decentralization between 1957 and 1960. The number of 
mandatory measures was reduced to four: output of major products, total 
number of employees, total payroll and profit. The other measures 
became non-mandatory, and could be changed by enterprises according 
to their specific conditions ((261, p. 329). None of the other measures was 
linked directly to technical change. The linkage between profit and 
technica! change, if there was any, would be rather weak, b. ~ause the 
product mix was decided, the output predetermined, and in;ut and 
product prices were fixed. The desire for profit maximization was 
virtually non-existent undl['r those conditions. Although enterprises were 
given greater autonomy in their managerial and administrative decisions 
relating to personnel and property (27), there was virtually no pressure for 
technical change in enterprises. 

It was not until the readjustment of 1960 that six mandatory 
measures were used: output, variety and specification of major products; 
production value and completion of contracts; product quality; major 
technological and economic indicators (consumption of major raw mate
rials, equipment utilization rate, working hours); productivity; and the 
decreasing production costs ((26), pp. 329-330). Four of them, namely 
product quality, major technological and economic indicators, producti
vity and decreasing production costs, could lead to technical change. The 
targets especially concerned with major technological and economic indi
cators and decreasing production costs, if strictly implemented and 
constantly updated, would in principle force enterprises lo devote con
siderable effort lo technical change in production technology. Several 
types of monetary award were also tried between 1961 and 1965, and 
piece-work payment and bonus systems were established in many enter
prises. An environment was thus created in which both pressures and 
rewards were part of a system of incentives for enterprises and employees. 

The period of the Cultural Revolution (mid-1960s to mid-1970s) 
plunged the nation into chaos and brought the economy to the brink of 
collapse. The system of mandatory measures was virtually ignored, and 
the reward system completely broke down. Some western scholars such 
as Laaksonen ((18), p. I 13) have described lhe Cultural Revolution as a 
fight belween two ideologies about economic development when China 
wu beginning to make headway loward a free-market economy. During 
1ha1 period, lhe Government somehow made limiled efforts to maintain 
the growth of industry. In 1972, it put forward seven mandatory 
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measur-c:s relating to output, product variety, product quality, con
sumption of inputs, productivity, production costs and profit. Another 
mandatory measure (possession of floating capital) was added three years 
later ((26f, p. 330). This set of mandatory measures remained in force 
until replaced in the programme of economic reform. It could be se:;c 
that only two of the eight lileasures could lead to the generation of 
technical change. 

In reality, pressures rpush incentives") were applied through the 
Party administration during the planned economy phase. Employees were 
supposed to work as hard as possible. In many enterprises, a pattern of 
output was gradually established. The output rate and productivity level 
were fairly good at the beginning of the fiscal year, fell to low levels in 
the middle or the year, and then increased dramatically as the end of the 
year approached. But enterprises would survive anyway. No employee 
would be fired unless he or she committed a serious crime, because 
enterprises viewed as small societies should not transfer their "burdens" to 
the whole society. Hence, it can be seen that there was no HBC 
environment. However, incentives were provided to individuals for 
innovative activities before the mid-1960s. An official circular on 
rewarding invention, technical improvements and suggestions for 
rationalizing production was issued in 1950. Between 1950 and 1957, 
nearly 6 million suggestions were banded in by employees nationwide (28]. 

The above analysis of the incentives offered by the Government 
between 1953 and 1978 seems to indicate that they were push (stick) 
incentives and that the number and kind of mandatory measures that 
could lead to technical change were fairly inconsistent over time. 
Moreover, the Government failed to combine mandatory measures with 
monetary rewards, and incentives for technical change in general 
remained weak. The main reason for its failure seems to be that it 
underestimated the importance of technical change during the whole 
period. 

Z. Incentives in a mixed economy: an increasing variety 
of rewards for enterprises 

The programme of economic reform, it could be argued, has 
gradually built up a system of incentives for technical change in 
entcrpri5es. The process of reform in industry and the building-up of the 
incentives system have involved several steps. The first was to expand the 
autonomy lo enterprises, the second to introduce the economic 
responsibility system, followed by the replacement of profit retention by 
taxation. The lasl was to implement the second slep of the replacement 
of profit retention by taxation. 



(a) Autonomy to enterprises: the enterprise fund 

This Slep in the economic reform process began when the decree on 
certain regulations concerning enlargement of autonomy of business and 
management of State-owned enterprises was issued in 1979. It gave 
enterprises autonomy to manage some of their productive activities, 
personnel affairs, sales, the export and import of machinery and their own 
earnings ((26), pp. 330-331). In particular, enterprises could produce not 
only according to government mandatory plans and guidelines, but also 
in the light of market demands, and they were entitled to retain and use 
a certain percentage of profits as the so-called enterprise fund. This 
seems to imply the introduction of certain incenti"es for enterprises. 
However, the range of incentives was limited, because the Government 
required that the total amount of retained profit should be 6 to 11 per 
cent of the total payroll, which is fixed by the unified wage system. 

The decree on the experimental method concerning profit retention 
in State-owned enterprises, issued in 1980, states that the enterprise fund 
is based on predetermined profit levels, and increases proportionally as 
the actual profit exceeds those levels. The Government put pressure on 
enterprises, and failure to implement any of the measure:; would lead to 
a 10 per cent reduction of the fund (29). It could be argued, however, 
that although profit-seeking would provide some incentives for better 
performance, it would not necessarily stimulate technical change in the 
Chinese socio-economic context. 

To supplement its effort to provide incentives, the Government 
promulgated its regulation on excellent quality products (30), which was 
clearly intended to encourage enterprises in their efforts to improve 
product quality. Although the only direct reward is the National Quality 
Award, a certificate of honour, the enterprise is given priority in the 
allocation of raw materials. More importantly, it can charge a higher 
price for its products, according to the circular of the State Council 
certifying and conveying the report of the State Price Bureau and State 
Economic Commission concerning further implementation of the policy 
of deciding the price of industrial products according to quality. A study 
by the China Economic Structural Reform Research Institute indicates 
that the difference could be as high as 5 to IS per cent. This would 
provide a strong incentive for enterprises ((31 ), p.47). 

It is clear that the main performance incentive offered was the 
"carrol" of the enterpri:;e fund, and the only pressure for technical change 
as mandated by the Government was concerned with prodJct quality. But 
even this limited incentive system was later weakened by the 
Government's own regulations. The temporary regulation on conducting 
and protecting i'iocialist competition states that socialist competition is 
difrerent in nature from capitalist competition, and is aimed at the well· 
being of society as a whole rather than profit maximization of individual 
enterpri5es (32). However, thi5 regulation was the first to officially 
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acknowledge the value of technology. It states that the transfer of major 
technological results should be accompanied by rewards. 

(b) Economic responsibility system: preliminary ir.centives for 
technological development 

Under the economic responsibility system introduced in 1981, the 
Government gave greater attention to the issue of technical change. Apart 
from stressing output, product quality, product variety, production costs, 
and profit, the Government required that enterprises should set up a 
production development fund from the profit retained, and that the 
growth rate of employee bonuses should be linked to production 
performance. This has been clearly stated by the State Economic 
Commission and System Reform Office, under the State Council, in 
comments on certain problems in carrying out the responsibility system 
of industrial production (33). The incentives offered for this purpose are 
described below. 

The purpose of the economic responsibility system is to clarify the 
relationship between enterprises and the Government by deciding the 
major issue of the way in which profit is distributed between them. 
Three methods of distribution are used. The first is profit retention, 
which basically means that the enterprise retains a certain percentage of 
total profit, or profit above a predetermined level. The second method is 
that enterprises are responsible for their own profit and loss, and must 
pay a predetermined amount of profit to the Government. The profit 
above that level is retained, and any loss will have to be made up by the 
enterprise. The third method is that the enterprise pays various taxes to 
the Government rather than profits, and is responsible for its own loss 
and profit. By each method, the more profit an enterprise makes, the 
more it ran retain, with one restriction: the Government · ikes it clear 
that the State should acquire at least 60 per cent of the profit above the 
predetermined level. 

It soon became clear that it would be very difficult for enterprises 
to sell freely and make profits under fairly severe constraints on output, 
selling price etc. To overcome this problem, the State System Reform 
Commission, the State Economic Commission and the Finance Ministry 
issued a report on certain problems in improving the current economic 
responsibility system, which stated that enterprises r1ul't be given the 
right to sell a certain percentage of their output (to be determined 
individually) f34j. The report suggested that enterprises that perform best 
in trade, are well managed and make substantial contributions to the State 
would be allowed a higher percentage, while poorly managed enterprises 
would have a lower percentage. Moreover, it emphasized that the 
production development fund and technological transformation fund 
should be used for the generation of technical change and new product 
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experimentation. This was the first time that a government regulation 
explicitly stressed incentives for the generation of technical change. 

(c) Replacement of profit retention by taxation 

The Government paid more attention to the issue of technical change 
in the phase of replacement of profit retention by taxation. It not only 
required the establishment of new product experiment funds and 
production development fun(ls, but also regulated the percentage ol the 
profit retained to be devoted to those funds. On one band, this would 
ensure that sufficient financial resources were dedicated to technical 
change in varying amounts over the years. On the other band, it provided 
clear incentives to enterprises. Moreover, the Government sought to 
reward individuals for better performance (better work, inventions etc.). 
The third stage of economic reform began with the introduction, in May 
1983, of the experimental method of replacing profit retention by taxation 
of State-owned enterprises (35). As the name suggests, its purpose is to 
change the method of profit retention by the State to a method of 
taxalion. It requires that large- and medium-scale State-owned 
enterprises should pay an income tax of 55 per cent on their profit. 
Small-scale enterprises (with fixed assets of no more than 1.5 million yuan 
renminbi (Y) cand an annual income of below Y200,000 as of the end of 
1982) pay income tax according to eight progressive rate levels. The 
importance of the regulation is that it guarantees that enterprises retain 
more if they earn more, and requires that profits retained should be used 
to set up a new product experiment fund, a production development fund, 
a reserve fund, an employee welfare fund and an employee bonus fund. 
The regulation also states that the first three funds should account for at 
least 60 per cent of the total profit retained. It is now clear that the 
regulation provides a strong incentive to improve performance, with the 
emphasis on the long-term technological development of enterprises. 

In addition, the Government has offered incentives to individuals, 
making it clear that reform of the salary system is moving in the direction 
of the so-called floating salary (36). This is the first formal attempt to 
break up the unifieu salary system established decades ago. However, 
such attempts seemed to be restricted by other concerns. A simple 
i;reventive method was used by taxing the bonuses of individuals. A 
circular on relevant problems regarding bonuses in State-owned 
enter.,rises and a temporary regulation of bonus taxes on State-owned 
enterprises were promulgated in 1984 (f37J, (38)). According to the 
temporary regulation, a rate of 30 per cent wil! be imposed on bonuses 
equal to salaries of 2.5 to 4 months, 100 per cent on bonuses equal to 
salaries of 4 to 6 months, and 300 per cent Ob bonus salari~s of above six 
months (article 4). In principle, the monetary incentives to individuals 
are unlimited, but the high tax rates would act as a disincentive. 



Nevertheless, the circular and the regulation state that bonuses and 
rewards for inventions, for reducing material consumption and for 
rationalization suggestions are exempt from the taxes. This clearly 
reflects the Government desire to foster technical change in enterprises. 

( d) Second step in the replacement of profit retention by taxation 

During this phase the Government focused on breaking down the 
reliance of individuals on the enterprise and that of enterprises on the 
State. It rnught to make enterprises truly independent entities responsible 
for their own profit and loss, while the Government would be responsible 
for adjustment measures and supervision. 

The process started in September 1984 when the decree on the 
experimental method relating to the second step in the replacement of 
profit retention by taxation of State-owned enterprises was issued (39). 
An important feature of this method is that the profit-making enterprises 
will have to pay a profit adjustment tax at various rates, apart from the 
55 per cent tax rate imposed previously. Profit above the predetermined 
level is exempt from 70 per cent of the adjustment tax. However, this 
method more finely regulates the percentages applied to the new product 
development fund, the production development fund and the reserve 
fund. It generally provides for 50 per cent of the retained profit above 
the predetermined level to be used on production development, 20 per 
cent on employee welfare, and 30 per cent on employee bonuses. Another 
important feature of the method is that it requires the enterprise to 
possess 10 to 30 per cent of the total finance needed for technology
rclated projects in order to borrow the rest. This would create some 
difficulties for enterprises that intencl to conduct risky and innovative 
projects, which are generally costly. 

Another important regulation issued during this phase was the 
Implementing Act of the Patent Law of China, the country's first patent 
law, promulgated in January 1985 (40). Apart from general concerns, the 
law provides that the institution (enterprise, research centre etc.) holding 
a patent should award a certain amount of money (at least Y200 or YSO 
in case of the exterior design) to the inventor or designer (article 71 ). It 
also provides that the patent- holding institution should allocate 0.5 to 
2 per cent of the profits earned from the patent to the inventor or 
designer, or 0.05 to 0.2 per cent if the patent is of exterior-design-type, 
or should allocate a lump sum based on those percentages (article 72). It 
further provides that the inventor or designer should receive 5 to 10 per 
cent of the earnings made by other institutions using the patent 
(article 73). According to the law, all of the rewards arc tax-exempt. 
They would certainly provide strong incentives to anyone who has the 
intention, the capability and the chance to invent something. 
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In line with its intention to provide strong incentives to individuals, 
the Gcwernment began taking steps to break down the system of 
dependence and restrictions. First it tried to remove the limitations on 
the salary system. In 1985 it issued a temporary regulation for adjustment 
tax on salaries at State-owned enterprises (41). This regulation states that 
an increase of the total payroll above 7 per cent of the previous annual 
figure shall be taxed. The limit on total payroll imposed by the 
Government is therefore revoked, and enterprises can pay their employees 
for good performance as much as they can afford. 

Then the Government moved to break down the reliance of 
employees on enterprises and that of enterprises on the State. In 1986 it 
promulgated a regulation and a law that were widely considered to be 
ground-breaking. The temporary regulation of work contracts in State
owned enterprises, states that the contract system shall apply to all 
workers recruited, unless covered by special government regulations (42). 
It sets up standards for contractual workers, who may be dismissed if 
found not up to the standards. This regulation was supplemented by three 
other temporary regulations on recruitment, dismissal and employment 
insurance (43). 

The Law of Bankruptcy of Enterprises applies to all State-owned 
enterprises (43). Under its provisions, any loss-making enterprise that is 
unable to pay off loans because of poor management and business dealings 
will be declared bankrupt (article 3). The State offers protection 
(financial support) only to enterprises in the social services or of national 
importance. Thus, there seems to be an HBC environment for most 
enterprises. However, as will be discussed later, this environment has 
proved to be rather "flexible". 

It seems that the Government thought that more regulations were 
needed in order to force enterprises to properly use the rttained profil. 
The temporary regulation of financial problems of large· and medium
scaled State-owned enterprises in carrying out the contract responsibility 
system, issued in 1987, provides that in the case of profit retained in 
enterprises where the total payroll is linked to enterprise performance, 
90 per cent of such profit should be spent on production and technological 
transformation, and that in enterprises where the total payroll is not 
linked to performance, at least 75 per cent of the retained profit should 
be used on production and technological t.·ansformation (44j. 

After issuing all the above· mentioned regulations concerned mainly 
with large· and medium-scale enterprises, the Government turned its 
attention to :<.mall-scale State-owned enterprises, and in 1988 the State 
Council issued a temporary regulation of lease of small-scale State-owned 
enterprises [45j. This regulation provides that such enterprises can be 
leased to individuals, a group of individuals, all employees in the 
enterprise, another enterprise etc. (article 7). It dramatically revitalizes 
the enterprises by culling off almost all administrative linkages between 
them and the central authorities. 



The only major regulation concerning collectively owned enterprises 
is the regulation of urban collectively owned enterprises promulgated in 
1991 (461. It specifies nine responsibilities that collectively owned 
enterprises are supposed to undertake (article 12), some of which have a 
direct impact on the generation of technical change in those enterprises. 
For instance, the fourth responsibility is •to improve business and 
management, to promote technical change and to improve economic 
efficiency". The fifth is to maintain product quality and service quality. 
The last is to improve the quality or the workforce by education and 
training, particularly in science and technology. These responsibilities 
seem to suggest that the Government is putting pressure on collectively 
owned enterprises to generate technical change in both its technological 
and its human aspects. 

Most importantly, during the whole period of economic reform, the 
only source or pressure on Slate-owned enterprises seems to have been the 
Law of Stale-owned Industrial Enterprises, issued in the late 1980s (471. 
This law vaguely states that enterprises should •promote technical change•. 
"save energy and raw materials·, "employ new technology and improve 
and update machinery", and "strengthen employee technical training·. 
However, it does not provide for any concrete measures for achieving 
those ends. 

The Government has clearly built up a relatively complete sysrem or 
incentives which, despite potential weaknesses in the socio-economic 
structure of China, could be expected to generate some technical change 
in industry. In fact, this expectation is justified as far as concerns the 
Chinese automotive industry, which experienced substantial technical 
change during the 1980s. However, the HBC environment was quite 
flexible, for several reasons. First, bankruptcies have not been common, 
and have always drawn considerable attention. The first enterprise 
declared bankrupt was a small plant producing fire-extinguishing 
equipment at Shenyang, an event that caused much debate and concern in 
China. Six years later, the People's Daily still carried an article about how 
its former employees feit after the collapse of the enterprise (481. 
Secondly, laid-off employees of bankrupt enterprises arc usually paid 
60 pct cent of their basic salary after the shutdown. Thirdly, in many 
cases the enterprises are transferred to another administrative authority, 
and make other products. Finally, the Government subsidi7.es many loss
making enterprises, which is the case of about one third of all State· 
owned enterprises. according to estimates by western economists. For all 
those reasons, the number of enterprises that have been closed down and 
transferred amounts to only 1,729, of which f>OO are State-owned (49). 

During the period of economic reform the Government seem!'\ to have 
focused its attention mainly on incentives in the form of rewards rather 
than attempting to put pressure on enterprii;es. Although it could be 
argued that incentives alone would generate substantial technological 
dynamism in industry, government pressure could posr.ibly play an equally 



important role, for the following reasons. First, the national economy is 
a mixture of a planned and a market economy. In 1988, mandatory 
production quotas accounted for 28 per cent of total production on 
average. The Government allocated 30 per ecol of all raw materials, 
while the enterprises were responsible for selling only 74 per cent of their 
output (501. This implies that the enterprises are subject to certain 
constraints, and cannot operate completely on the basis of market demand. 
Secondly, State-allocated raw materials and semi-finished items are 
usually much cheaper than those available on the market, and the prices 
of some products are controlled by the Government. This would benefit 
enterprises with a higher percentage of inputs allocated by the State, 
leading to competition on unequal terms, with a weakening of the 
emphasis on technical change. If an enterprise earns a large profit with 
lower cost inputs, it would not feel a strong need to generate technical 
change. Thirdly, many enterprises are protected from international 
competition. In the case of passenger cars, for instance, the Government 
has virtually prohibited the import of foreign passenger cars, which arc 
subject to a customs tax as high as 270 per cent. Finally, up to 1992, 
through the active intervention of various administrative authorities, 
enterprises could not operate freely, according to the Government or 
China f51l. 

E. Summary and conclusions 

Gmrernment policies during the pl.mned economy period were 
inconsistent in the exertion of pressure on enterprises to improve their 
performance and to meet specific quotai;. Such pressure might have led 
to a slow process of technical change in enterprises, but there were 
limited incentives to foster such a process. The economic reform period 
enabled the Government to gradually introduce a relatively complete 
inccnti\rc syMem for the generation of technical change in industrial 
enterprises during the 1980i;. The incentive system was mainly focused 
on rewards, on pull-type incentives, with only a limited effort being 
made to put pressure (push·type incentives) to generate technical change, 
mainly by diminishing their reliance on the State. Bankruptcies have been 
uncommon, however, and in practice the HBC environment has proved 
to be fairly flexible. It therefore seems essential for the Government or 
China to take steps to establish a complete inccntin~ system which both 
offers rewards and exerts pressure for the generation of technical change 
in Chinese industrial enterprises. In other words, a harder·budget· 
constraint environment should be brought to bear on enterprises. 
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Classification and dualism of the industries 
of China in the 1980s 

Xiaohe Zhang• 

In development literature, dualism is defined as the dichotomy 
between a modern sector, in which workers are hired at an institutional 
wage in numbers that rise with the growth of the industrial capital stock, 
and a traditional sector, in which workers subsist at an income level that 
is somewhat below the industrial wage and that is linked to their average 
rather than marginal productivity ((1) and (2)). In such a dual 
economy, factor rewards will not equal either marginal productivity or 
opportunity cost, and factor reward divergences exist for the same factor 
used in different sectors. 

According to this theory, the dualism between a capital intensive 
industrial sector and a labour intensive agricultural sector implies a 
misallocation of resources since more could have been produced through 
additional inve:;tment in agriculture and the use oi less capital intensive 
technologies in the industrial sector. However, when the modern sector 
absorbs surplus labour from the traditional sector until the value of 
marginal product is equal in the two sectors, the dualism ends an<i the 
entire economy allocates labour and other resources according to the rule 
of equal marginal productivity of each factor of production across sectors. 

The dualism of the Chinese economy has been identified in the 
English-language literature in a number of recently published papers (e.g. 
(3(, (4( and (5(). Putterman (4) argued that China was a standard 
dual economy prior to the reforms and that this dualism was ended by 
creating a non-state, non-staple third sector. Zhang (5) examined the 
likely impact of the dualism on the country's production and international 
trade pattern. From these studies emerged some new insights into the 
research. For example, is the development of the third sector (basically 
rural enterprises) sufficient to end the dualism? What is its likely impact 
on the national industrial structure? More importantly, how did the 
emergence of the third sector generate economic efficiency and improve 
national welfare? Is !here any potential for further improvement? Since 
no comprehensive study has provided clear-cut answers to these 
questions, this article i!i designed to fill the gap. 

Applying an independenl classification of 40 of the manufacluring 
industries of China, this article argues that the emergence of rural 
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enterprises (the third sector) has improved the country's industrial 
structure but has not been strong enough to eliminate the dualism between 
a capital intensive urban sector and a labour intensive rural sector (the 
latter is involved in both agricultural and manufacturing activities). 
Therefore, further economic gains may be achievable should this ·new 
dualism· be removed by encouraging factor mobility and abolishing price 
distortions. 

In order to clarify the dualism of the industrial structure of China, 
section A explains the classification criteria and reports the main results 
of classifying 40 of the country's industrial branches by factor intensity. 
Section B adjusts the distorte:d data and reports the results of final 
classification. Section C uses the classification to examine the country's 
urban and rural industrial structure. Section D contains a summary of the 
article and concluding remarks. 

A. Classification criteria and primary results 

The classification of industries or commodity groups by factor 
intensity is straightforward if one can use competitive prices to measure 
free-trade ~actor intensities ([6), (7) and [8)). An industry census 
in China in 1985 provided sufficient information for this purpose. In that 
census, all industrial branches above the level o{ village enterprises were 
included; it was therefore quite representative of the industrial structure 
of the country.• 

Various indicators can be used to measure factor intensities. 
Hufbauer (9), followed by Hirsch [10), estimated capital intensities 
by two indices, fixed capital per worker and a skill ratio. A high fixed 
capital per worker indicates a capital intensive industry and a low one, a 
labour intensive industry. Since capital stock rather than capital flow is 
concerned, this measure is useful for comparing not only the capital 
consumed but also the capital stock required in the process of production. 
The skill ratio is used as a surrogate fer the innovative content of the 
goods manufactured. It can be estimated by the share of professional, 
technical and scientific personnel in the total labour force. The higher 
the ratio, the more intensive the human capital used in the industry. 

A popular measure for classifying different commodity groups in 
terms of factor intensity is the value added per worker. Krause (11) 
first identified labour intensive goods as those with low levels of value 

"Village and rural priv11e en1erpri11es were excluded rrom this census. This would, 
I hough nor signiricanrly, lead lo an overesrim11ion or China's capital 1ntensi1y in indusrriea. 
However, 11nce v1lla1e and rural private enterprises 1ecoun1ed for a relatively low proportion 
(Ins lhan 10 per cent) or national production in 198S. the bias would not be scriousenouah 
10 reverse rhe cla11iric11ion result. 
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added per worker. This classification is the same as that used by Garnaut 
and Anderson (12). 

In addition, the labour requirement per unit of value added 
(represented by labour share in value added) was used by Findlay and Li (13) 
as an index of the capital intensity of China's textile and clothing 
industries. The wage bill, if not distorted, can be used as an approximate 
indicator of the labour requirement. But a high wage bill/value added 
ratio might be due to the use of either a large number of low· wage 
unskilled workers or fewer skilled workers with a high wage rate. Io the 
first case the activity is labour intensive and in the second case it is 
human capital intensive. To distinguish between these two possibilities, 
it is necessary to use both ratios, value added per worker and wage 
bill/value added. 

The distinctions between these measures should be noted. Fixed 
capital per worker indicates capital stocks rather than capital flows in 
operating the production process. Value added per worker represents the 
productivity of a worker, given the nature of the commodity and the 
fixed capital equipment. They coincide with one another to the extent 
that for a given product, a high value added per worker is more likely 
when labour is working with a relatively large stock of capital. 

Another distinction can be made. Fixed capital per worker and the 
skill ratio are usually the result of long-term investment in an industry. 
For this reason, the classification based on them can be called the 
"industry method". The classification based on value added per worker 
and wage bill/value added is called the "commodity method", since both 
ratios involve the result of current value· adding activity. Tables 1 and 2 
compare the two methods.• 

Table 1. Identifying Industries by factor Intensity (Industry method) 

Skill rOlio 

Low Labour inlensive 

High Human capilal in1ensi~·e 

High 

Physical capilal inlensive 

Human and physical capi&al 
inrensive 

"The signiricanc:c: or lhe dis1inc1ion bc:rween 1he 1wo measures should no1 l>e ignored. 
The: c:lu1iric11ion based on lhc: indu11ry melhod is insiruciivc: for new inves1men1 proJeCIS, 
implyin1 lhal lhe u1ablishmen1 or indus&ries 1ha1 use: relarivc:ly 1c:arce racion or 1hc: counrry 
would lead lo inc:rricienciea in 1he long run. given &he rac1or endowmenl or 1he counrry. The 
commodi1y me1hod, in con1ras1, is insiruclive concerning 1he ac1hd1ies or established 
indu11rie1, by way or 1111inin1 lhe muimum economic efficiency and ra1ional alloca11on or 
the racror endowmenu oi the counrry. 



Low 

Higb 

Table 2. ldeaUfylag com•odlUes by factor lateaslty 
(commodity metllod) 

Labour or capital iateasivc Humaa capital ialeasivc 

Pbysical capital intensive Human and pbysical capital 
iateasivc 

The two methods can also be co~bined and the industries or 
commodity groups classified under a combination of variables. Table 3 
summarizes the expected relationship between the indicators and the 
factor intensities. 

Table 3. Relatloasblp between Indicators aad factor Intensities 

Pised capital per worker 

Skill ratio 

V111ile added per worker 

Wage bill/value added 

Physical capital intensive 

Human capilal inlensive 

Physical and human capital in1ensive 

Labour intensive 

The data used for classification are taken from official statistics 
based on an industrial census made in 1985. The data on the country's 
manufacturing sector can be divided into a number of groups, including 
(a) ownership type, for example state-owned or collectively owned, 
(b) industrial division, such as heny and light industries, (c) scale 
division, for example, large, medium and small, and (d) sub-industrial 
level, i.e. industrial branch. 

I. The industry method 

The first attempt at ranking the industries of China by using fixed 
capital per worker and skill ratio (industry method) indicates that the 
state-owned, large enterprises and the heavy industrie,; were more capital 
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inte:nsive than the collective, small and light industries. For example, 
state·owned industries as a whole were nearly five times more capital 
intensive than collective industries (including township enterprises) in 
terms of fixed capital per worker and more than nine times more human 
capital intensive in terms of the skill ratio. The capital intensity of heav)· 
industry was more than double that of light industry in terms of both 
fixd capital per worker and the skill ratio. The large enterprises, 
classified by both fixed capital per worker and the skill ratio, were about 
1.5 times more capital intensive than the medium-sized enterprises and 
6 times more so than the small ones. 

The ranking and classification for 40 sub-industries are shown in 
figure I. Power generation appears to be the most capital intensive 
industry in terms of both human and physica! resources since it is ranked 
in place 40 by the fixed capital per worker ratio and in place 37 by the 
skill ratio, while the electronic and telecommunications equipment 
industry appears to be the most human capital intensive, given its top 
ranking by the skill ratio and its place 25 ranking by fixed capital per 
worker. The clothing industry, however, is the most labour intensive, 
given its first· place ranking by the fixed capital worker ratio and its 
second· place ranking by the skill ratio. 

2. The commodity method 

The first attempt to rank the country's industries using the 
commodity met:1od led to obviously erroneous results. For example, 
tobacco manufacture ranks as the most capital intensive in terms of value 
added per worker, and coal mining and preparation is the second most 
labour intensive (the most labour intensive is the mining of other 
minerals). The ranking by wage bill/value added is similar to that by 
value added per worker, with chemical fibres being the most capital 
intensive and wal mining and preparation the most labour intensive. 
These suspicious results are due to price distortions in China. For 
example, the extremely high capital intensity of the tobacco industry is 
due to the high price of tobacco products, a large share of whose value 
added is accounted for by government taxation. Coal mining and 
preparation, on the other baud, is considered as a labour intensive 
industry by the above calculation but would be a capital intensive one if 
coal had not been undervalued.• National statistics reveal that in the 
tobacco industry, the rate of profit and taxes on total investment of 

"This situation has bc:c:n discuncd by Thompson (14). His procedure lowered lhe 
labour share lo value added in the coal industry from 79 per cent 10 42 per cent. The 
es1imates or price di11ortions he: provided could not be: matched c:xaclly with 1he indullries 
available: here and so have not bc:c:n used. 
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state-owned enterprises reached 218.18 per cent in 1985, while in the coal 
mining and preparation industry it was only 0.16 per cent in the same 
year ((15), 1986, p. 67). 

In the presence of price distortions, information from the ranking, 
especially that derived by the commodity method, will have little value 
for policy-making. However, some action can be taken to adjust the data. 

B. Adjusting the data aad the final classification 

One indicator of the extent of distortion is the different profit levels 
in different industries. In an economy with mobile capital and flexible 
prices, all industries should have the same (or zero) economic profit in the 
long run. A divergence in profit level at any point in time, given the 
same competitive condilions, could be due to better or poorer 
management. But under conditions of free entry, it cannot be imagined 
that one industry as a whole can consistently make losses while another 
can earn large profits. However, the data suggest that this was the 
situation in China in 1985, when profit and tax levels on total investmenl 
differed more than 100-fold between different industrial branches. 

The commodity price distortion can be adjusted by first dividing the 
plan price into four parts: 

Plan prit::e = Raw materials and supplement (RM) + 
Depreciation of fixed assets and interest on loans, 

rents etc. (DI) + 
Labour costs (wages, allowa11ces etc.) (LC) + 
Profit and taxes (PT) 

For simplicity, write this as 

P = RM + DI + LC + PT 

in which 

DI + LC+ PT = Value added (VA) 

Now assume thal the price distortions are reflected in the divergence 
of profit and taxes among industries. To eliminate these distorrions, 
profit and taxes can be sublracted from value added and the remainder 
defined as the cost of value added (CV A): 

CV A = VA · PT = DI + LC 

' ' ' ' ------- - -------



la the absence of data on other allowances. the wage bill was used as 
the estimate of labour cost. Further adjustments can be made lo lhe CV A 
to allow for factor market distortions. 

la the urban induslrial sector of China. the most commonly observed 
distortion in labour markets is that payments to skilled workers. unskilled 
workers and technicians are usually the same, even reversed (16). This 
distortion will lead to an underestimate of the human capital intensity of 
an industry or commodity group that uses technical staff, i.e. an industry 
~ ith a low ratio of wages to value added could be underestimated in terms 
of human capital intensity. 

Ao adjustment is needed to solve this problem. The method is to 
find a proper rate of return to human capital and use it as an adjustment 
coefficient. If it is assumed that technicians arc underpaid by 10 per 
cent. a 10 per cent multiplier, weighted by the skill ratio, can be added 
to the original wage bill of the industry under consideration. 

Another common distortion is that urban capital is underpriced. In 
order to allow for an appropriate return on capital invested, and assuming 
that the rate of return to the country's capital is underestimated by 10 per 
cent, this kind of distortion is also simply adjusted for by adding 10 per 
cent to the return on total capital (fixed plus circulating).• 

Now the real cost of value added can be compared across industries. 
The real cost of value added (RCV A) is defined as the revised capital 
consumption (R KC) plus the revised wage bill (RWB). Thus the new 
criteria used in the classification become: 

RCVA/worker, = (RKC, + RWBJ/worker, 
RWB,/ RCV A, = share of real wage bill in real cost of value added 

where i denotes the induslry under consideration. 
The ranking and classification of the industries by the commodity 

method arc presented in figure II. 
The industry method, which uses fixed capital per wor o. :r and the 

skill ratio, is expected to be more reliable than the commodity method, 
which uses RCV A per worker and RWB/ RCV A. This is partly becau5e 
adjusting the current data cannot accurately account for distortions in 
commodity and factor markets. However, it turns out that tlc: results of 
the commodity method are not very sensitive to"" change in coefficients. 
To test the sensitivity of the ranking to the adju5tments, alternative 
coefficients of the return lo human capital and physical capital (total 
investment) were used. Reducing the coefficients from IO per cent to 
S per cent in both cases would not change the final clauification5. In 

•There have been acver&I ad1ustmen11 10 Ch1na'1 1n1erc11 rain 11ncc l?B'J. Dy 1?86, 
lhe inlernt r11c on medium· ind long·1crm loans 1n Ch1n1 wu only 6· 12 per ccnl 117J. 
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fact. in the absence of any adjustments to the factor market distortions. 
the ranking by the commodity merhod is not changed significanlly. 

After the adjustments for price distortions, the 40 inciustries are 
classified into three groups: labour intensive, human capital intensive and 
physical capital intensive. Tc these is added a fourth group. natural 
resource intensive industries. The fourth group is composed of those 
industries, mainly involving mining, in which the production process is 
directly based on or related to the country's natural endowments. One of 
their characteristics is that they are also usually physical capital intensive. 

In table 4, which is based on table 3, natural resource intensive 
industries are listed first because their classification is the most apparent. 
The remaining industries are divided into three groups. Those ranked in 
places 1-20 with respect to fixed capilal per worker are classified as 
labour intensive (they have a fixed capital per worker of less than 
8,429 yuan rcnminbi). Those ranked belween places 20 and 30 by fixed 
capital per worker are classified as human capital intensive; to these are 
added the industries whose ranking by the skill ratio is higher than place 
30, even if their ranking by fixed capilal per worker is less than place 30. 
The rest arc physical capital intensive industries. Given that the physical 
capital intensive industries are also usually human capital intensive, the 
classification is determined by fixed capital per worker; that is, if rhe 
fixed capital per worker and the skill ratio are ranked at the same level. 
the industry is classified as physical capital intensive. Power generation. 
petroleum processing and chemical fibres are examples. 

Table 4. Classiricatioa of industries by factor intensity, 1985 

RankillK 

Fiud 
capitol RCYA 

~ Skill ~ RWB/ 
Cft1.1ufic ation won- rano worlc6g/ RO'if II/ 

Natural r~wuru intmslw 

M1n1ng of 01her minerals 3 22 
Mining and prepara1ion of building 

ma1enals 10 10 7 40 
l.ngging and 1ran5pori of limber and 

ham boo 22 27 21 JS 
Sall mining 27 IS JS 3 
Coal mining and preparauon 29 20 I? 33 
J'crrous metals m1n1ng and preparallon 30 22 18 27 
:'l:on·ferrou~ mining and prep1ra11on 31 lS 26 24 
Coking. gas and co•l·relaled produclJ :n 24 23 20 
Petroleum and naiural gu urraction 39 33 40 I 
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RllllilillJ 
Faal 

capilal RCVA 
pe- S1till pe- RWB/ 

C1assificlllioll ..,.,. nllio ..,.,.ti RCYA t/ 

Labow~ 
Clot bing I 2 3 2S 
Arts •ad crafts 2 s s 21 
Furniture maau(actuR 4 4 6 36 
Others s 3 4 9 
Lcatber. furs and manufactured soocls 6 s 9 26 
Cultural. educational and sports materials 7 17 12 31 
Metal products 8 19 10 37 
Timber proccssins. b'lmboo. cane, palm 

fibre 9 9 2 34 
Plastic manufactured Soodli 11 13 13 13 
Printing 12 7 11 29 
Buildins materials and otber non-metal 

goods 13 10 8 31 
Tntilc manufacture 14 16 14 19 
Rubber manufactured soocb 16 23 20 18 
food manufacture 18 12 16 14 
Beverage manufacture 19 21 22 8 
Paper making and manufactured goods 20 18 IS 17 

II""""' capitlJI inlaui\~ 

Elcclrical equipment and machinery IS 30 24 28 
Instruments. meters and other measurins 

equipment 17 39 27 39 
Machine buildin& 23 32 .ZS JC 
Medical and pharmaceutical goods 24 3S 30 16 
Elcc1ronic anc:t telecommunication 

equipment 2S 40 32 23 
Transpor1ation equipment 28 36 28 32 

Plrysical capilal illlmsi\·t 

Animal feed mailufac1ure 21 11 17 II 
Tobacco manufacture 26 14 33 s 
Chemical industry 32 28 29 12 
Smeltin& and pressin& of ferrous me11ls 34 29 31 IS 
Smeltin& and pressin& of non-ferrous metals 3S 31 36 10 
Chemical fibres 36 34 37 6 
Production and supply of runnin1 water 37 26 34 7 
Pe1rolcum processing 38 38 38 4 
Power generation Jtcam and hot water 

1upply 40 37 39 2 

!/ RCV /\: real (adjusted) cost of value added per worker. 
.121 RWB/RCV A: 'hare of real wage bill (1dju11ed wage bill) in value added . 



C. l•d•strlal stnadare aad dHllsma 

An impression of China's industrial structure is that it should have 
been adjusted so as to ncourage more labour intensive activities after the 
reforms, especially ahcr the country changed its foreign trade strategy 
from import ~ub .. titution to export promotion. A conventional 
methodology is to equate heavy industry with capital intensive products 
and light industry with labour intensive products, but this classification 
becomes less clear if further disaggregation of the industries is 
introduced. Table 5 summarizes the production structure of China in 
1980-1991 on the basis of the industrial classification established in 
section B. The results arc plotted in figure Ill. 

The pattern shown in table 5 appears to be paradoxical. According 
to standard international trade theory, when an economy opens to 
international trade, its production mix will shift to reflect the economy's 
comparative advantage. Since China is likely to have a comparative 
advantage in labour intensive manufactured goods, it might be expected 
that its labour intensive industries would expand as the country becomes 
more outward-oriented. However, the pattern is consistent neither with 
this theoretical expectation nor with intuition. On the contrary, the 
country's labour intensive industries contracted: their share of the gross 
output of industry and agriculture declined, from 31 per cent in 1980 to 
29 per cent in 1991. Surprisingly, capital intensive industries grew, from 
34 per cent to 39 per cent over the same period. The share of natural 
resource intensive industries decreased slightly, while the share of 
agriculture declined by more than 2 per cent. Thus, the open-door policy 
ap!Jeared to encourage capital intensive production rather than labour 
intensive produclion. 

However, a structural change might have occurred that was not 
reflected in government planning and official statistics. The quiet, 
peaceful and dramatic industrial revolution that had taken place in the 
countryside was ignored until the second half of the 1980s. By thu, rural 
enterprises accounted for more than half of the output in rural society and 
about one third of the national industrial gross outputs. The outward 
orientation of rural enterprises surprised not only government bureaucrats 
but also foreign observers. One fourth of the country's exports were 
coming from rural enterprises in the late 1%0s. These so-called "peasant 
entrepreneur:•,", who had not much knowledge of international markets, 
lacked produclive capital, had 110 financial support from above and 
somelimcs had to pay extra money to the government bureaucracy in 
ord~r to sell !heir products, had beaten the well-equipped and well
organ:zed cadres in the stale-owned enterprises (SOEs). 

Urban and rural industrial sectors diverge not only in factor marginal 
productivity and factor rewards but also in faclor intensity. Given that 
the urban seclor is more capilal abundant and the rural seclor more labour 
abundanl, it might be expected that ·the urban induslries would be more 
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capital intensive than their rural counterparts. Table 6 compares the SOEs 
and the township and village enterprises (TVEs) over the period 1978-
1990_ The last three columns of the table indicate that the TVEs, 
although growing more rapidly than the SOEs as measured by three 
indicators of capital intensity, were largely less capital intensive than the 
SOEs.• 

The branch level of each industry in the rural sector might also be 
expected to be more labour intensive than that in the urban sector. Here 
the 6 largest of 37 rural industrial branches are chosen as the sample. 
According to the 1985 industrial census, these 6 branches accounted for 
about 60 per cent of the total output value and employment of township 
enterprises in 1985, so they are representative. Table 7 compares these 
branches in the urban and rural sectors in 1985.•• The resuhs of 
tables 6 and 7 are consistent in the sense that almost all indicators show 
that the rural industries are more labour intensive than their urban 
counterparts. 

The divergence in factor intensity creates different industrial struc
tures in the two sectors. Using the industry classification established in 
section 8, the gross outputs of the urban sector and of the TVEs are 
compared in terms of factor intensity groups for 1985-1991(table8 and 
figures IV and V. 

Table 8 indicates that TVEs are more labour intensive than the urban 
sector. For example, the ratio of labour intensive production to capital 
intensive production was 63:31 for TVEs in 1991, while the same ratio 
was roughly reversed (37:56) for the urban sector. Similar results are 
evideni in the data for other years as well. 

Another point that needs to be noted in connection with table 8 is 
that TVEs accounted for only 8 per cent of the number of rural enter
prises, 50 per cent of employment and 65 per cent of the gross output of 
all rural enterprises in 1989 (21). Because they lacked access to a formal 
capital allocation regime, private rural enterprises were usually 
constrained by limited capital stock and production scale. If these 
enterprises were included, the rural share would be even more labour 
intensive. 

The two sectors are not only distinct in structure but also different 
with respect to how this structt•re changes over time. Careful examination 
of the data reveals thz.t the s.nare of the capital intensive industries (the 

"T!Je data on total employees in the stale-owned enterpmes include all staff in the 
state sector. These data obviously dis&uised the cap11al 1n1ens11y or the KClor since a large 
part e>( the employee total is in 1ovcrnmcnt admin111ration. education and 1Cicn11(1c reKarch 
inmtu11ons. These ae1iv111n arc very labour intensive hut they arc also non·produc11vc hy 
Chinese standuds. 

••Due lo the lack of 11a1111ics in Village· run and private entcrprisn, only 1own•h1p 
cntcrpriKs arc reported. It is obvious that if the v1lla1c and priva1e enterprises arc included, 
1he rural enterprises ~ould he more labour intensive than 16 evident from the talllc. 



Table 6. Productloa lndlcaton: SOEs and 1VEs In tbe Industrial Hdor, 1978-1991 I Cl! 
Fizftl Uf1ilO/ &wplay«s TOf41 IWl,a ~'alw addtd Fiud capllal ~ Valw a4d'd 

YNI' (llilliM Y) (niillioft Y) (milllorl Y) (million Y) al worlrn m µr-*a(l') WB/VA ('kJ 

s.---t-,nsa 
19'18 449 74.Sl 46 1'10 153 3"4S 6 026 2 OSll 30.6 
1919 419 76.93 52 9SO 159 381 6 lS6 2 072 33.2 
1980 S31 I0.19 62 790 167 946 6 622 2 094 37.4 
1981 577 83.92 66040 171119 6 876 2 039 38.6 
1982 626 96.lO 70 890 177 918 6 501 1 11411 39.1 
1983 68l 17.71 74110 189 920 7 '1117 2 16S 39.• 
1984 737 96.37 17 580 .. 7 641 
1985 800 19.90 106 480 .. 8 899 
11186 904 9Ul 138 ISO .. 9686 
1987 1 mo 116.54 145.930 .. JO .566 
19811 1 179 99.'4 1111710 .. 11809 
1989 1 3)9 101.08 20S 020 .. 13 2A7 
1990 1 SlS 10146 2l2 410 .. 14137 
1991 .. 106.64 259 490 

T-W, and·~ ,_,,nm 
1971 23 Jl.l6 I e()O 19 670 114 ~ 43.7 
1979 211 29.09 10 l8() 23 090 963 794 45.0 
1980 D 30.00 11940 26 350 1100 8'111 45.3 
1981 l8 29.70 1l 060 27 770 1 279 9l5 47.0 J 1982 l8 31.13 15 330 31 350 1 221 1007 41.9 
1983 43 32.34 17 580 lS 250 I 330 1 090 49.9 
1984 48 ll.411 23 930 "710 l 2A7 1162 Sl.S l 198.S SI 4t.s2 30 140 SI 130 I 397 1400 51.9 
1986 75 43.92 JS SSI 6S 428 1708 1 490 54.l 

I 1987 123 47.02 42 7611 '111 351 2 616 1666 54.6 
19811 ISi 411.93 54 120 103 690 3 2l9 2 119 52.2 
1989 192 47.lO SI 010 109 3lO 4 068 2 316 Sl.1 
1990 m 4S.92 60 680 l1I 500 4 791 2428 54.4 
1991 263 47.61 10 650 132 500 SSl7 2 780 Sl.3 

~ 
S..--U: [18), wrioul "°'" ... and ,an. but mainly 1992, pp. 27, 107, 12A. 3119 and 391; (19), p. 973. .~ 
II Vahie 9ddcd 11 defined • tbc 111111 al profit, wa; and 1oca1 waae bill. 



Table 7. Factor lateaslda aad ladlcaton ror naral n. urbu Industrial brancba la Clllaa, 1915 If 
Fa.ti copilol Slrill :'Gdo TOfOI capilol Vlllwoddd 

F- illffluily "'-- ,,,, ,._.,, 
P"-*" "'2f/YA ,.._,,..II c~w m~ /()()-""" m m '"' l 

RMNI ""'11 3 099 0.64 SOJO 2:167 34.7 I Buildilte materials ud odlm L 3106 O.Sl 4 200 1914 40.9 
MaillC buildills H 3 717 1.17 6 709 3109 29.4 
TcxWe -ut.dlltC L 2 7J4 0.39 s 269 2331 29.3 " Mc1a1 producu L 3204 0.85 s 409 2436 33.9 t 
Coal llliainC and pnpantioll N 2 38.S 0.65 3023 2119 SO.I 

f Oochift& L 1148 0.45 3076 16.SI 42.2 

Uo6M """' 
12 352 2.84 14 040 5 321 21.3 

Buildilla materials ud odlell L 1130 us UIO ,. 30l " MaillC buildillC H 9191 4.80 12 730 4151 27.4 i Tutile -uf8Ct\Ue L 6 761 1.48 3437 4 297 23.7 
Mclalptodueu L 4916 1.56 16JA 3 S16 29.7 •• Co2I llliainC ud picpu9tiall N 12600 1.62 19099 2436 56.7 t Clocbift& L 2465 0.47 5947 2997 29.9 

Anl/wNR ralio ('ll>J j 
All iDdUltria 25.1 22.5 3S.7 42.6 163.1 
BWcliq -tcrials ud odlcn L 31.2 "4.3 140.9 56.S 135.S 
Machine buildillC H 31.3 24.4 SZ.7 74.1 107.2 
Textile -ut.dure L 46.3 26.3 153.3 54.2 123l 
Mcwproducu L 6.U 54.S '10.9 69.3 113.9 
Coal miMt& ud prepuatiall N 11.9 40.1 lS.1 19.9 19.6 
Clocbift& L 46.6 9'.7 51.7 55.3 141.5 

5-a: (Ill), ..no."°'.._ Md JM11; (Jll), 'IOI. 3, pp. 164 Md 1132, "°'· 7, pp. 111. 174 and 171, "°'·I, pp. 421 and 954; (L~(. 1916, p. 77, and 191'7, pp. 124 
ud 2J6S. 

I/ Rural: IOWDlllip c111crprila; ulball: derived rrom the natiollai 101al lea the t-llip eneerprilca. 
'el L • labour illec.M, H • llumu aipiw in1cnsiYe and N • natunl n:aourcc illtelllM. 

I ::t s/ Ori&iMI ruied -11 per wocbr. 
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Fl1•re IV. Urbu lanstrial stncblre of Clalaa, 1915·1991 

Slaarc ol total ("'1) 

1985 1986 1987 1Q68 1989 1990 1991 

D Physicol cql1d 
intensive 

• tUral cq:litd 
Intensive 

• Lobos htensive 

D Natuol rescuce 
Intensive 

Fl1ure V. Industrial stncture of township and Ylllaae eaterprlsea 
of Cblaa, 198!· 1991 

Share of total (%) 

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

0 Physlcd capital 
intensive 

• Human capitol 
intensive 

• lobou intensive 

D Notu'al resource 
intensive 



Table 8. Share ol aross output for urban and rural lntiustries, 1980-1991 &/ I 
(Percentage) It 

,...,,,,,,, IPaO IMS IMS 1987 IP&ll 1P89 1990 1991 I 
t.w..- " It 
Na1unl- illltuM 8.6 7.S 7.3 7.3 6.7 6.9 7.2 7.2 

t .....,...illlCUM 42.7 39.7 40.9 40.2 ll..S 37.3 37.7 36..S 
- - - - Capillll illlellliw 49.3 SU SU S16 SU ss.a SS.1 56.3 

H-capi&al illlCllSM 20.8 25.4 23.8 24.4 26.1 25.4 23.4 24.6 
PllJlical Q!lilal illleasivc 28..S 27..s 28.0 28.2 28.7 30.4 31.6 31.7 ~ 

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 i 
11IEs 1· 

N•hlnl n=aoun:e i111cllliwe 10'> 7.l 7.3 6.6 6.3 7.l 6.9 6.4 Ii Lllbour inlelllM 61.3 61.9 65.7 65.3 63.8 62.2 63.7 62.8 
Capil .. inlellliYc 28.7 30.9 27.0 28.1 29.9 30.6 29..S 30.1 
H-capiw intensive 21.9 22.3 18.8 19.2 19.1 19.0 17.6 11.7 
PllJlical capi&al illlcmM 6.8 8.6 8.3 a.9 10.a 11.6 11.9 12.2 

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

s~ 1111.1~1991; 11s1; 1221. 

I/ Ru~ incluariel include 1V& only; 1980 .S.i. ... c ror 1-1\ip cntcrprilcs Oftly. D•I• for uman ind11111y Mrc derived by nc1tln1 ou11own1hlp ind1111riea fl'Olr. the na1ion11 
dllL 

I 
~ 
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sum of physical capital intensive and human capital intensive industries) 
was relatively stable in the rural sector (around 30 per cent), while it 
expanded by 7 per cent in the urban sector over the decade. A clear trend 
of a declining share for labour intensive industries and an increasing share 
for capital intensive industries in the urban sector is evident throughout 
the period 1980-1991. The share of capital intensive industries increased 
from 49 per cent in 1980 to 56 per cent in 1991, while the share of labour 
intensive industries declined from 43 per cent to 37 per cent. As revealed 
by a detailed examination of data from urban industrial branches 
(table 9), the expansion of capital intensive industries in the urban sector 
was due to the increasing share of the electrical equipment and 
machinery, medical and pharmaceutical goods, electronic and telecom -
munication equipment, transportation equipment, animal feed, chemical 
fibres and tobacco industries. In labour intensive industries, the decline 
of the clothing, furniture, textiles, rubber and food manufacturing 
industr!es was the most significant factor. 

The structu" in the rural sector was relatively stable. Table 10 
shows the gross output of each industrial branch in the rural sector. While 
labour intensive industries as a whole remained quite stable, the most 
labour intensive one, clothing, expanded rapidly. In contrast to the urban 
sector, the shares of human capital intensive industries in the rural sector 
declined in the second half of the 1980s. This may reflect the extreme 
shortage of human capital stocks in this sector. The industry whose share 
contracted most sharply was machine building. Its share declined from 
12.5 per cent in 1985 to or.ly 10 per cent in 1991. However, physical 
capital intensive industries expanded by more than 3 per cent from 1985 
to 1991. In this group, the chemical industry increased from 3.9 to 
S.9 per cent b~tween 1985 and 1991. 

These events may reflect two simultaneously developed forces: 
(a) rapid capital accumulation resulting from economic growth may 
permit each sector to upgrade its capital intensity over time and (b) price 
distortions became effective and dominant in the late 1980s. Since the 
chemical industr) is protected, this adjustment is probably the result of 
price di:.tortions. Other expanding capital intensive industrial branches 
include the chemical fibres, smelting and pressing of metals and animal 
feed industries, in both sectors. 

In taole 5, the increase in capital iatensive industries in the post
reform era was paradoxical. However, since the data in that table 
excluded village enterprii;es, the n~sult may be biased. A proper 
evaluation of the national industrial structure should include all industries 
in the country. Table 11 ha& been created by adding the data on village 
industries to the data from table S to 1•how a more comprehensive picture 
of the industrial structure for the period 1985· 1991. This table reveals 
that when the data on village enterprises are included, the bias towards 
capital intensive industries is rem<1ved and the indus~rial structure 
becomes very stable over time. This indicates that the development or 



Table 9. Gross output In the urban Industries of Cblna, 1980-1991 

If (Percentage) 

ClassiJkdlilM 81 1980 IMS 19116 1987 19llll 1989 1990 1991 't 
N-.ol ~ iftMl.siw 8.01 7.47 7.34 7.26 6.70 6.93 7.23 7.19 

I J. 
OlllERMINE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
MINBUID 0.27 0.24 0.25 0.26 0.2-4 0.27 0.28 0.26 " 11MBER 0.86 0.72 0.83 0.90 0.81 0.68 0.56 0..52 rt 
SALT 0.38 0.23 0.2S 0.22 0.22 0.25 0.21 0.20 

f COAL 2.80 2.SS 2.37 2.1.S 2.12 2.31 2.44 2.38 
FER.METAL 0.18 0.20 0.19 0.18 0.16 O.lS 0.17 0.18 
NONFEMET 0.4S 0.44 0.47 0.49 0.47 0.52 0..54 0.Sl 

" COKINO 0.32 0.32 0.15 0.29 0.30 0.33 0.38 0.39 

i PfilllOLUME 2.7S 2.79 2.63 2.77 2.39 2.42 2.65 2.74 

Lebow ilUrlUiw 42.73 39.70 40.87 40.17 38.Cl 37.31 37.69 36..54 •• I rt 
a..ornJNG 2.r• 1.97 1.86 1.82 1.72 1.7S 1.86 1.95 Ii ARTS 0.72 0.88 0.7S 0.7! 0.81 0.84 0.84 0.11 
f\JRNTI'\JRE 0.4S 0..50 0.49 o..so 0.46 0.41 0.37 0.34 
U!AlllElt. 1.116 0.97 1.00 0.97 0.93 0.91 0.91 0.91 
CULTIJRAL 0.47 0.44 0.47 o..so 0.43 0.40 0.43 0.47 
METAL 2.38 2.42 2.57 2.57 2.34 2.39 2.31 2.29 
llNPRO 0.61 0.63 0.71 0.7S 0.62 OS4 0.46 0.46 
Pl.ASllC 1.lS 1..54 1.57 us 2.02 1.'6 1.64 1.76 
PIUN'llNO 1.02 1.02 1.11 1.10 0.99 0.95 0.97 1.03 
BUlDMAT 3.53 3.93 4.65 4.49 3.91 3.97 3.70 3.7S 
1lOCl1LES 15.lS 12.41 11.87 11.40 11.27 11.65 ti.SS 10.69 
RUBBER 1.94 1.72 1.61 1.48 1.48 1.00 1.59 us 
POODMA 8.52 7.72 8.58 8.16 7.34 7.16 6.93 6.15 

conllnued I 1!! 
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Oaslil"acation I/ 1980 198.S 11186 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

BEVERAGE 1.42 1.75 t.83 2.07 2.11 1.96 2.11 2.17 
PAPER 1.BS 1.80 1.81 1.94 2.09 2.10 2.01 1.84 

"- capilcl ~'r 20.79 25.37 23.83 24.40 26.09 25.37 23.43 24.61 

ELEllUCMA 3.24 4. 5 4.19 4.07 4.SS 4.91 4.19 4.04 
L'ISl'R.UME 0.87 0.116 0.79 0.74 0.74 0.70 0.63 O.S9 
MACHINb 9.71 li.00 10.54 10.62 10.67 10,03 8.94 9.06 
MEDICAL 1.53 1.61 1.76 1.94 2.19 2.06 2.11 2.25 
ELEC11t0NIC 1.67 3.06 2.62 3.0S 3.71 3.48 3.43 3.15 
lltANSPORT 3.76 4.70 3.93 3.98 4.24 4.19 4.14 4.84 

PflPt:dl c<lpilol Guftui\~ 28.47 27.46 27.95 28.17 28.70 30.40 31.64 31.66 

ANIMALR> 0.04 0.30 0.39 0.45 0.63 0.70 0.69 0.73 
TOBACCO 1.92 l.62 2.57 2.66 2.90 3.00 3.18 2.91 
CHEMICAL 7.73 6.97 6.91 7.41 7.81 8.34 8.32 7..58 

- SMEl.Tl'ER 6.99 6.82 7.29 7.~ 6.95 7.18 7.59 7.71 
- SMEl..TNON 2.7S 2.45 2.SS 2.47 2.48 2.82 2.84 2.72 

CHEMIFIB 0.75 1.00 1.09 1.17 1.28 1.47 l.S7 1.S9 J RUl\'WAlCR 0.24 0.25 0.25 0.24 0.24 0.23 0.27 0.33 
PETROPRO 3.77 3.30 3.39 3.23 3.06 3.01 3.07 3.76 
POWER 4.27 3.75 3.52 3.48 3.34 3.64 4.12 4.33 l -- -- -- -- -- --

1f 

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

~: (231; (lSI. 1986. p. 97; (221. 1988, p. 327, 1990, p. 403, 1991, p. 397, and 1992, pp. 435 and 436. 
ti See annex ror abbr.:viatioas of the ind11Stries. The item "other ind11Sll)'° is not included due to incomplete data, and 1he 1hare1 are calClllated baled on currenl 

pricu. 
l: 
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Table 10. Gross oatpat la tile tOWDSlalp ud vlUaae enterprises of China, 1980-19'1 

If (Percentage) 

1~ 19" lflM JM) IP91 l!Jl!IO 19115 19tflS ll 
N9llWtl l"alMKf ......, 9.95 7.16 7.30 6.59 6.26 7.18 6.86 6.39 'I OTHERMINE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.03 
MINBUID 3.SS 2.ll 3.05 us 2.60 2.71 2.63 2.44 ... 
11MBBR 0.08 G.10 0.00 0.16 0.17 0.14 0.13 0.13 t 
SALT G.42 0.15 0.14 0.09 0.12 0.14 0.12 0.13 t COAL 4.78 3.76 3.17 2.46 2.25 2.85 2.60 2.34 
FER.METAL 0.34 0.30 0.34 O.lS 0.34 0.32 0.37 0.42 
NONFEMET O.S7 0.47 0.40 0.44 0.50 0..58 OJ3 0,48 ... 
COKING 0.20 0.16 0.19 0.23 0.28 0.41 0.47 0.43 

i PETllOLUNE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

~ilwRsiw 61.lS 61.90 65.68 65.29 63.81 62.17 63.68 62.76 1· 
It 

CL011UNG 2.S2 2.91 3.48 3..58 3.47 3.91 4.33 4J9 Ii AllS 1.85 1.65 1.98 2.\4 2.02 2.08 2.19 2.19 
RJR.Nrn.JRE 1.36 1.32 1.22 1.25 1.18 1.11 1.04 1.01 
LEA.111E1l 1.18 1.34 1.76 1.83 l.81 1.81 1.99 2.13 
CUL 1""1RAL 0.39 0.48 0.67 0.79 0.'10 0.72 0.78 0.87 
METAL 1.60 6.87 6.98 7.27 6.83 7.03 6.77 6.7' 
llMPRO 1..56 1.13 1.46 1.37 1.35 1.37 1.34 1.31 
PLASllC 2.'10 3.21 3.76 3.88 4.10 3.88 3.79 3.86 
PRINl1NG 0.71 0.72 1.00 0.99 0.93 0.93 0.95 1.02 
BUlDMAT 20.11 17.40 17.28 16.00 15.7' lS.92 13.97 13.02 

- - TBX111.ES 9.83 14.36 14.08 14.03 13.lS 10..56 13.88 13J2 
RUBBBR. 0.74 G.81 0.89 0.92 1.00 1.07 l.OS 1.07 
FOOD MA S.iO S.33 6. '10 6.67 6.77 6.92 7.12 7.03 

continued I es 
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a..ificatioa I/ 1980 11185 1986 1987 19811 1989 1990 1991 

BEVBRAGE 1.80 2.16 1.82 1.&S 1.84 1.97 1.57 J.52 
PAPER. 2.30 2.22 2.61 2.72 2.72 2.90 2.90 2.85 

,.,_ capilol ~ 21.90 22.31 18.77 19.22 19.10 19.03 17.56 18.68 

ELETIUCMA 3.33 S.10 4.01 4.04 4.10 4.50 4.0S 4.26 
INSlllUMT: 0.47 OJO 0.41 0.42 0.39 0.39 O.lS 0.60 
MAOUNE lS.16 12.50 11.69 11.53 11.23 10.79 9.89 10.01 
MEDICAL 0.50 0.47 0.18 0.41 0.49 0.49 0.51 0.73 
ELECTRONIC 0.Sl 1.17 1.07 1.29 1.26 1.20 1.18 1.22 
l'RAM,;PORT 1.94 2.57 1.41 1..S4 1.63 1.66 1.58 1.85 

~ copilal iNnuiw 6.80 8.63 8.2S 8.90 10.82 11.62 11.91 12.18 

ANIMALFD 0.07 0.20 0.46 0.38 OJI 0.49 0.53 0.57 
TOBACCO 0.05 0.02 0.02 (1.02 0.01 0,01 0.01 0.01 
OIENICl\L 4.17 3.89 3.92 4.31 S.19 S.St S.70 5.92 
SMELTfER 1.07 2.lS 1.88 1.92 2.48 2.72 2.67 2.65 
SMELTNON 0.S2 1.12 1.29 1.37 t.73 1.88 1.83 1.80 

J OIEMIFIB 0.10 0.36 0.37 0.37 0.36 0.39 0.48 0.57 
RUNWA'llilt 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 o.os o.os 0.06 0.07 
PETROPRO 0.14 0.14 0.06 0.22 0.21 0.24 11.li' 0.26 
POWER 0.66 0.Sl 0.24 0.27 0.28 0.33 0.36 0.32 l 

100 ~ ~ 100 100 ~ 100 ~ 

'I 5-a.- (23!; (lS), 1986. p. 9'.'; (22), 19811. p. 327, 1990, p. 403, 1991, p. 397 and pp. 43S and 436. 
I/ Sec aaacx for abbreviations of the industries. The item "other industty" ii not included due to incomplete data, and the shares arc calculated baled on cumnl I~ prices. 

-
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Table 11. National industrial structure In China, 1985-1991 11 (Percentage) I 

llldlattygroMp 1985 1986 1987 IMS 1M9 1990 1091 I"-.. 
Natunl resoul'C'C intensm 7.41 7.29 7.03 6.49 6.90 7.03 6.82 II 
Labour in1ensm 44.38 46.40 46.2S 4S.81 44.67 4S.61 44.92 I . 
Capilal inlensm 48.21 46.31 46.72 47.70 48.43 47.36 48.2S 1 °" i H11man capital intensm 24.72 22.80 23.27 24.lS 23.Sl 21.70 22.79 1· 

Physical capital intensm 23.49 23.51 23.45 23.SS 24.92 2S.66 2S.46 It - - - - - - .... 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 I 

SDMn:ft: (23); llS), 1986, p. 97; (22), 1988. p. 327, 1990, p. 403, 1991, p. Y17 an~ 1992, pp. 43S 1nd 436. 

'= 



rural enterprises alleviated the bias and improved the national industrial 
structure in terms of allocative efficiency. 

Thanks to low labour costs, rural enterprises can compete 
internationally with SOEs. It is reported that the foreign exchange 
earning for each yuan renminbi of eJtpenditure in rural enterprises was 
$0.81, much higher than that in SOEs ($0.50-0.60). The cost of earning 
foreign uchange in rural enterprises was 5- 30 per cent lower than in 
SOEs. For rural uporting enterprises, the recycling period for investment 
was 6-12 months shorter than that for SOEs in 1988 (24). These 
figures indicate that rural enterprises are more competitive than SOEs. 

During the period 1986-1990 (the Seventh Five-Year Plan), the rural 
industries of China accounted for 31.5 per cent of the increase in social 
output value, 37.7 per cent of the increase in industrial output, 67 per 
cent of the increase in rural social output value, 57 per cent of the 
increase in employment and 28 per cent of the increase in foreign 
exchange earnings (25). The industrial output of rural enterprises 
accounts for about one third of the country's total industrial output. 
During the 1980s, the annual growth rate of the output of rural 
enterprises was al least 25 per cent in constant prices. Table 12 shows the 
growth of rural industries (REs) in terms of gross output, employment 
and the ratios of REs to SOEs in the industry sector.• The figures 
indicate that the growth of the REs was remarkable. For enmple, the 
ratio of REs to SOEs in gross output was only 0.12 in 1978 but 0.58 in 
1991. As early as 1985, employment in rural enterprises of the industry 
sector surpassed that in SOEs, and the rural to urban ratio had increased 
to 1.3 by 1991. 

Note that the statistics for rural industry before 1984 are incomplete 
owing to the lack of data on private firms, of which there were in any 
case few before that year. After 1984, private firms were included in the 
rural industry category, causing the numbers to rise dramatically, 
especially the number of enterprises. Nevertheless, the increases after 
1984 can still be said to be remarkable. For example, the ratio between 
rural industry and state-owned industry for gross output and employment 
increased consideaa'.>ly, from 0.24 and 1.00 in 1984 to 0.58 and 1.30 in 
1991. 

•since rural enterpritc• and SOEI utc dirferent accountina reaimes, the direct 
comparison of aroa and net oucpuc or even number of entcrpri1e1 in che cwo tcccora ia 
impoaaible. Therefore only lhe dell for 1he induacry 1eccor, noc includina Che conacrucrion, 
cranaporc, commerce and 1ervice 1ec1ora, are displayed in 11ble 12. 



Ckmificalion """dlla&lrJ of* iNIMstria of C/rina ill * JMOs 

Table 12. Growth or SOEs ud REs la the Industry sector, 
1978· 1991 j/ 

Gross Ofllpfll (nrillion Y) Enrploytts (tltollsands) 

Ymr SOEs REs REs/SOEs SOEs REs REs/SOEs 

1978 328 918 38 S26 0.12 31 390 17 34S o.ss 
1979 367 360 42 3S2 0.12 32 080 18 144 0.51 
1980 391 S60 so 941 0.13 33 340 19 423 0.58 
1981 403 710 S7934 0.14 34 880 19 801 0.51 
1982 432 600 64 602 0.IS 3S 820 20 728 o.ss 
1983 473 940 7S 709 0.16 36 .J20 21 681 0.60 
1984 S26 270 124 S3S 0.24 36 690 36 S61 1.00 
198S 630 212 182 719 0.29 38 ISO 41 367 1.08 
1986 697 172 241 340 0.3S 39 sso 47 620 1.20 
1987 82S 009 324 388 0.39 40 860 S2 667 1.29 
1988 103S128 4S2 938 0.44 42 290 S7 034 1.3S 
1989 1 ni 291 S24 411 0.42 42 730 S6 241 1.32 
1990 I 306 37S 60S 02S 0.46 43 640 SS 717 1.28 
1991 I 49S 4S8 870 861 O.S8 44 720 SB 136 1.30 

SOUTces: (18), various volumes, but mainly 1992, pp. 107, 389, 390 and 403-406. 

!I SOEs: stale-owned enterprises; REs: rural enterprises (both township· and 
village-run bcrore 1984). 
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Annex 

IN&USTRIAL BRANCHES ABBREVIATIONS 

NtllllTOI rGNTCr imoisiw 
OTIIERMINE 
MINBUID 
TIMBER 
SALT 
COAL 
FERMETAL 
NONFEMET 
COKING 
PETROLUME 

Labour intmsiw 
CLOTiilNG 
ARTS 
FURNITURE 
OTIIERS 
LEATiiER 
CULTURAL 
METAL 
TIM PRO 
PLASTIC 
PRINTING 
BULDMAT 
TEXTILES 
RUBBER 
FOODMA 
BEVERAGE 
PAPER 

Human capital immsivr 
ELETRICMA 
INSTRUME 
MAOUl'IJE 
MEDICAL 
ELECTRONIC 
TRANSPORT 

Physical capital UitmsM 
ANIMALFD 
TOBACCO 
CHEMICAL 
SMELT FER 
SMRtTNON 
C.11EMIFIB 
Rl?.olWATER 
PETRO PRO 
POWER 
AORCL1, 

Mining oC olber minerals 
Mining and pn:paralion oC building materials 
Logging and 1ran1por1 oC limber and bamboo 
Sall mining 
Coal mining and pn:paralion 
ferrous melall mining and preparation 
Non-ferrous mining and pn:paralion 
Coking, gas and coal-n:la1ed products 
Petroleum and Palural gas u1rac1ion 

Clothing 
Arts and crafls 
furniture manufacture 
Otbers 
Leather, furs and manufactured goods 
Cultural, educational and sporl maleriall 
Metal products 
Timber proce11ing, bamboo, cane, palm fibre 
Plastic manufactured goods 
Printing 
Building material1 and other non-metal goods 
Textile manufacture 
Rubber manufactured goods 
food manufacture 
Beverage manufacture 
Paper making and manufactured goods 

Elccl!ic equipment and machinery 
lns1rumen11,melersandolhermeasuringequipmen1 
Machine building 
Medical and pharmaceutical goods 
Electronic and lelecommunicalion equipment 
Transportation equipmen11 

Animal feed manufacture 
Tobacco manufacture 
Chemical indu11ry 
Smellin& and pre11in, of ferrous metals 
Smelling and pressing of non-ferrous metals 
Chemical fibres 
Production and supply of running waler 
Peirolcum processil'lg 
Power generation •team and hot waler supply 
Agric u II u re 
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lndusbializing the subsistence agricultural 
economy of Nepal 

The role of industry as the engine of development has long been 
emphasized. Many developing countries have been making serious efforts 
to industrialize their economies as it has been generally believed that 
economic growth (increase in per capita incomes) and development (struc· 
tural transformation) are invariably associated with industrialization. It 
is also the commonly held view that industrial progress undeniably contri
butes to technological progress, modern social structures, better economic 
opportunities for absorbing underemployed and unemployed labour and 
a higher standard of living. Indeed, the difference in the structure and 
level of industrial development between developed and developing 
countries is the major factor responsible for the growing inequalities 
between them. In developed market economies. industrial development 
issues are dominated by questions of how fast to increase competitiveness, 
safeguard environmental interests and save resources from massive deple· 
tion. It is said that there has been a third industrial revolution, having its 
nucleus in the electronics complex, which will create a technological· 
economic paradigm (1). But many developing countries arc confronted 
with the problem of rapidly achieving structural transformation at the 
same time as they are constrained by internal economic conditions. Popu· 
lation growth, with its consequences of growing unemployment, unconge· 
nial urban conditions and increasing poverty and inequality, has remained 
at the forefront of their economic challenges. These constraints are 
coupled on the one hand with falling prices for primary commodities and 
declining external resources and on the other hand with the growing debt 
burden, bulging current account deficit and a shrinkage in import capac
ities. All these factors have forced the developing countries to adopl a 
more aggressive industrialization policy. 

One of the main aspects or industrialization is the oplimal size or 
industries. There has been intensive debate about the relative merits of 
small vs. large industries. Large industries have the advantage of econo
mies of scale, whereas small and cottage industries have the advantage of 
adaptability in terms of both technology and culture. Another advantage 
of the small and cottage industry sector is the possibility of guring it to 
agricultural and other key sectors of the economy. These small industries 
do not need large amounts of capital, technology or management skills. 

•cenrre for Developin1 Arn S1udie1. McGill Un1ver111y. Mon1re1I. Can•d•. and 
ln11i1.i1e ol M•n.~menl, Tribhnnn Un1veni1y, K•rhmandu. 
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Nepal is one of the less developed countries tbal bas been attempting 
to bring about a structural transformation of its economy. The need for 
rapid structural transformation bas been urgent in recent times because 
of two intertwined problems. the growing popularion and the worsening 
performance of the agricultural sector. which bas been the predominant 
source of livelihood for the majority of the population. Nepal has been 
making a deliberate attempt to gradually reduce its overwhelming denen
dence on the agricultural sector since having launched its first five-year 
plan in 1956. But the planned attempts to industrialize the economy have 
not been successful owing to a number of interrelated factors. The main 
objectives of this paper are (a) to briefly csamine the industrial policies 
and strategies followed by Nepal over the last three decades. (b) lo 
examine the characteristics of industrial development by type of economic 
activity. (c) to measure the relative :fficiency or industries by type of 
economic activity and (d) to suggest measures to plan indusiriali7ation and 
maximize its ability to improve the stagnating subsistence agricuhural 
economy. 

ibc present article focuses on manufacturing establishment!°> which 
produce goods by utilizing raw materials. semi-processed materials. or 
by-products or waste products.• It must be mentioned that there arc 
serious data constraints in Nepal. This article relics primarily on data 
published in 1988 by the Central Bureau of Statistic~ of Nepal in its 
Cemus of Manufacturing Establishments 1986 ! 87. The Bureau defines 
an establishment as "an econoaoic uriit which engagc5 under a single 
ownership or control, in one or predominantly one kind or economic 
activity at a single physical locale". The data pertain to 19~6/87. 
Although some data are for 1987 /88. they arc grouped according lo lhe 
Nepal Stand·rd Industrial Classification (NISC). The dala available arc 
not grouped by size as mcasurt:d by the number of persons engaged. The 
Bureau bas been surveying manufacturing establishmcnls every 5 years 
and cottage industries every 10 years; however, data coverage i5 cxrrcmcly 
limited. Wherever possible, data have also been oblained from rhe 
economic surveys of the Government. 

This arlicle focuses e>n the industrial policies and rerformance of the 
manufacturing sector in the period 1960-1989, during which a parlyless 
sy5tem of government, called the pancha_vat. wa5 being rricd out, wirh 1he 
king continuing to maintain overall control. That system wa!". overthrown 
in April 1990. Nepal now has a constitutional monarc:hy wirh a multi· 
party ~ystem of government. The country held its fin;t general election 
in May 1991, and the Nepalese Congress Party is in rower. Thi!°> arricle 

0 rhc (iovcrnmcnl of '.'licpal hH clu"f1cd 1ndullr10 IRlo Ill lypo m,;nuf.a<'luflRjt. 
cncray ·hued. asro· hHCd. mineral. IOurasm 8Rd llCfvtCC (\t1n111ry of ln1halry. /n,t1 .. m11/ f't1/t<"')i 

and /ndu.rmal 1:111~s A<t. K•rhmmndu.' 1987. pp. 7·8) 



will provide some insights for those who arc formulating industrial poli
cies and programmes for Nepal. 

A. Bacqroa•d 

Sandwiched between China to the north and India to rhe south, east 
and west, Nepal is a country with a population estimated to have been 
about 20 million in 1990. It is a predominantly agricultural country with 
a subsistence level or production. !t is also one of the poorest countries 
in the world (its per capita income in 1990 was estimated to be $170). I: 
is landlocked, and the nearest seaport is some 1,100 km from its border 
with India on &he south. Transit costs are formidable, and although Nepal 
also has a road link with China, the movement of goods and services is 
extremely limited. Nepal also bas a long and open border with India, 
across which people and goods move freely despite some restrictions on 
the How of goods through customs checkpoints. Land, forest and water 
have been the main natural resources. However, owing to the rapid 
growth or population over the last three decades, population pressures OD 

land and forest have increased considerably. The country is well endowed 
with water resources. II is generally believed to have a power potential 
or some 83.000 megawaus, but constrained by both technology and 
capi1al, only 2MO megawatts of power were harnessed up to 1990. Nepal's 
efforis lo harness water resources arc also dogged by a lack of progress in 
striking a deal with India for the purchase or surplus power. Comp:tred 
with the situation in the 1950s, the country bas made some progress in 
creating socio-economic infrastructures such as roads, power and 
telecommunications, education and health, but most or this socio
economic infra!"ttructure has been underutilized. 

The low level or industrial development is apparent from the fact 
that only a !>mall percenlage or production and employment is accounted 
for by 1he industtial !"tcclor. The economy is dominated by a stagnating 
agric.uhural seclor. As can be seen from table I, the share of agricuhure 
and allied activities in tolal gross domestic product (GDP) was 72 per cent 
in I '>7'.'li and M> per cent in 1990. Over the years, the share of the trade, 
cons1ruc1ion and financial sectors, which arc highly capiral-intensive and 
arc conccnlraled in a few urban areas, has increased. The conrribution or 
the industrial scclor (lhe modern manufacturing sec1or) to GDP increased 
only modc~lly, from 2.8 per cent to 4.4 per cent from 1975 to 1990. 
Ahhou~h 1he manufacluring !'iector !urns out to be the most dynamic 
lleclor, a'.'\ its average growlh rare has been much higher than that of the 
olhcr .-.cclor .. ils overall value added is still very low. Table I also 
indiC'ah: .. 1ha1 rhc ~rowlh rares of the trade, reslauranl anJ holcl, 
con.-.1ruc1ion, finance and 1r11nspor1 and communica1ion sector" have been 
quire imprcs .. ivc, lcadin~ to a high average growth rate for CiDP in 
current pri<:c~. However, pric~r. alr.o ror.e rather sharply durin~ thi~ 



period, so the real growth rate has been low. The real growth rate in GDP 
(in 1975 prico) during 1975-1990 was 3.9 per cent, aad the population 
growth rate was 2.6 per cent.• Growth in GDP fluctuated sharply owing 
to the variability in agricultural production. Overpopulation, the use of 
marginal lands, soil erosion and rudimentary cultivation methods are some 
of the major factors responsible for low agricultural productivity. 

Table 1. Gross domestic ,.....ct lt7 l••strtal sector, 1975-1990 
(Millions of Nepalese rupees) 

1m 1990 A"""F --hr COii hra. ,,_,,. 
S«o GDI' of"""' GDI' of"""' ,., '"' 
A&ricullure aad ancillaria 11435 71.I 49 704 60.2 22.3 

Mining and quarrying 22 0.1 97 0.1 22.7 

Modern manurac1urin1 440 2.1 3Sl9 4.4 47.7 

Collage n:anurac1urin1 224 u 731 0.9 IS.I 

F.:lcclricily. gas and waler 34 0.2 6SS 0.8 121.7 

Trade, rc11auranl5 and S40 3.4 J 7S9 4.6 39.7 
ho1el5 

Con11ruc1ion Sil l.7 6 392 7.7 66.4 

Transpon and 
communica1ions: 690 4.3 3141 4.7 30.S 

Finance and real e11a1e I 09S 6.1 6 776 1.2 34.6 

Communily and 1C>Cial 
1ervice1 _m .....u ..ill1 -1! 46.1 

GDP al rac1or cosl IS 936 100.0 12 466 100.0 27.1 

Indirect In lc15 subsidy _m _tlil 

GDP al markcl price 16 S71 11711 29.02 

.'wuru: Cakulaled rrum 1ablc1 1.2 and 1.3 (Na1ional Accoun11 Summary) in Minilsry 
or f'tnancc. F.conomic S""1f1 1991/Pl (Ka1hmandu). 

N111r: The ochange ra1c was SI • NR1 10.S in 197S and SI • NR1 26.S 1n 1990. 

•('alculalcd rrom data conlaincd ID Min111ry or Finance. f,c,_,,,,;c Survty 1990/PI. 
Ka1hm1ndu. 



The counLry's economy is also constrained by the low level of 
savings. While investment has been increasing owing to large inflows of 
foreign grants and loans, the savings rate is still one or the lowest in the 
world. The ratio or savings to GDP at factor cost was about 8 per cent in 
1989. This is due to low income and gross inequalities in the distribution 
or income. As much as 43 per cent or the population is estimated to be 
below the oUicial poverty level. The low level of savings is also due to 
the absence or efficient financial intermediaries to channel resources into 
productive sectors. 

The Nepalese economy has been facing serious difficulties with 
respect to internatio::ial trade and development. The share or exports in 
GDP was 5 per cent in 1975, increasing marginally in 1990, to 5.9 per 
cent. By comparison, the share or imports rose from 10 to 14 per cent in 
the same period. The country's landlocked position and open borders 
have imposed a heavy cost on its economy. Over the years Nepal has 
succeeded to some extent in reducing its almost total trade dependence on 
India, from 82 per cent in 1975 to 22 per cent in 1990. but India has a 
monopoly over the trade routes. India's protectionist policy also led not 
only to trade disputes but also to political problems between the two 
conntrics. Nepal's exports are primary commodities and i~s imports arc 
basically capital, intermediate and manufactured consumer goods. As a 
result or the i111bala:icc in international trade. the country has been facing 
ever-increasing trade deficit problems. This has led to a large current 
account deficit, which bas more than offset the increasing innow or aid. 

B. Industrial policies aad 1trate1les 

Before the 1950s Nepalese economic problems were not as scriou~ a.'i 
they arc now. The economy was self-reliant in many ways. The per 
capita availability of land was fairly adequate and most of the basic needs 
were met locally. The large number or cottage and villag: industries 
scattered throughout the country met almost every need of the society. 

It was only after the formulation of th: country's first five-year 
plan, in 1956, that thr. Government made a committed effort to gradually 
industrialize the country. One of the object~ves of the plan was to revive 
cottage and small industries. It provided for opening training centres and 
extending loans as well as technical assistance for this purpose. In 
June 1958, towards the last phase of the plan, the Government announceJ 
its first industrial policy, although in reality "a comprehensive industrial 
policy was not even evolved until the Nepali Congress took office in 
1959~ (2). The Government set up the Industrial Enquiry Commission in 
September 1959. A development bank, initially known as the Industrial 
Development Centre, had been created in 1958 to provide institutional 
finance and make technical and managerial services available to 



entrepreneurs. Around lbe same lime lbe Governmenl also established a 
timber corporation. 

The foreign aid commitment from some donor countries and India's 
willingness lo supporl Nepal in its efforls lo indus1rialize helped lhe 
Government to initiate the process of industrial devclopmenl. The 
Government of Nepal, like that of India, adopted a mixed economic 
framework, wherein public and private sectors would cocxisl, but without 
a clear sector demarcation policy. Within lhis mixed economic 
framework, lhe Government accorded priority to the private !>Cctor and 
stated that wherever the private sector could play an effective role, the 
Government would provide entrepreneurial skill, assure profitability and 
enacl suitable laws to encourage it (31. However, lowards the end of the 
plan, Nepal received aid for certain import-subslitution industries and 
decided to establish them in the public seclor. 

A survey of the various industrial policies and declaralions 
announced by the Government during the past three decades shows them 
to have had five main goals: (a) the attainment of self-reliance in basir 
commodities such as sugar, cement, pharmaceulicals, cotton textiles, 
plastic and polythene goods, (b) the encouragement of import substitution 
in other essential commodities, (c) the promotion of exports of tea, jute 
goods and skin and bides, (d) lhe use of labour-intensive lechniques and 
(e) the encouragement of cottage and small industries. 

In an allempl to liberalize the economy, especially since the 1980s, 
the Government bas been making efforts to encourage private sector 
development and attract foreign investmenl. With r~gard to the roie of 
the private seclor, lhe Government realized thal the existing constraints 
did not permit the viability of large-scale indus1ries. It thought tha1 only 
small industries, which are labour-intensive, could be developed. The 
seventh five-year plan (1985-1990) re-emphasized the need for the full
fledged development of the private sector. It maintained that "an 
atmosphere which is suited lo the :conomic development has to be 
created. For this purpose government interferences and control in the 
investment activities of the private sector and in the price fixing process 
of goods and services and means of produ,tion will be kept at the 
minimum" (31. 

In the B80s, lhe Government liberali1ed its foreign exchange and 
trade policies. A number of incentives and concessions were offered to 
foreign investors in areas such as income tax, cusums duty, excise duty, 
sales tax, convertibility of foreign currency, electricity and interest rates, 
depending on the type of investment (41. Similarly, protection of various 
kinds was set in place and other faciEties were announced to attract 
foreign investment. Also, the Government announced an export 
promotion development policy in November 1983 ;,nd estdblished the 
Foreign Investment Promotion Division in the Minidry of Industry in 
1984. 



By lhc middle of lhe decade, lhe Government realized the need to 
integrate industri3l policy with macro-economic policy. The seventh 
five-year plan spelled out economic policies aimed at stimulating savings, 
investment and productive activities and encouraging the supply of goods 
and services through private initialive. Although emphasis was given lo 
lhe growlh of lhe privale sector, the Governmenl has been attempting to 
evolve grealer coordinalion belween lhe public and the private sectors. 
In 1987, it announced a slightly modified version of the industrial policy 
of 1981, because, it said, the earlier policy had led to the gross misuse of 
foreign exchange facililies and promoled the wrong kind of induslries in 
lhe country. i.e. industries largely based on imported materials. The new 
Industrial Policy and Industrial Enterprises Act (1987) provided an array 
of concessions and tniHs for industries based on local material'i, with lhe 
hope thal domeslic goods would be some 30 per cent cheaper lhan their 
imported equivalents. The induslrial licensing system was simplified 
depending on lhe import contenl or the industries. As in the past, collage 
industries were given high priorily. To reduce regional inequality, lhe 
new policy offrred a 15-30 per cent tax rebate. It also encouraged 
industrial de\·elopmenl by setting up a stock exchange, and public limited 
companies were encouraged by concessions in the form of a rebate on 
corporate tax rates (51. 

The Government nol only made changes lo industrial policies and 
programmes, bul it also in~reased the volume or ils inveslmenl in the 
seclor. For example, the share or investment allocated to the induslrial 
sector had been 9 per cent in the fifth five· year plan. This rose to 22 per 
cent (including electricity) in the seventh five-year plan. or the total 
development outlay of NRs 9,190 million in the fifth five-year plan, 
about N Rs 6, 170 million was allocared to the public sector and the resl to 
the pri vale and the panchayat sector. The total development outlay 
increased to NR'i 54,110 million in the seventh five-year plan, of which 
the public sector a::counted for NRs 30,150 million, about 56 per cent of 
the total. The 'ihare of the private sccror in lhe lolal development outlay 
was .'\3 per cent in the fifth five-year plan, bul this increased to 44 per 
cent in the seventh five· year plan. 

C The role or manuracturin1 Industries la tbe country's 
industrial developmeat 

The manufacturing sector plays a vital role in the industrial 
development of a country. Indeed, industrialization is often synonymous 
with the development of manufacturing industries. Some who believe in 
unbalanced development, such as Albert Hirschman, have argued for the 
development of the manufacturing sector. According to Hirschman, 
·a~riculture ccrlainly stands convicted on the count of its lack of direct 
stimulus to the setting up of new activities through linkage effects: lhe 
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superiority of manuracturing in this respect is crushing· (6). Countries 
characterized by a large cottage industry sector arc termed pre- industrial 
economics. The diversification and development or import-substitution 
industrial policy rests on the growth and development of manufacturing 
industries. Since many basic needs arc manufactured and since economic 
activities or difrerent magnitudes and al diUcrent levels arr. generally 
promoted by manufacturing industries. it is this sector that lias received 
the most attention from the Governments of developing countries. 

The manufacturing sector or Nepal is characterized by a large 
number or small. privately owned firms. Most of the large manufactur
ing industries are public enterprises. According to the Census of Manu-
1 acturing Establishments 1986187, 62 manufacturing industries were 
government-owned. 14 were mixed enterprises. and 2l were joint ven
tures between domestic and foreign entities. Public manufacturing 
enterprises contributed over 20 per cent or the total manufactaring 
employment and almost the same per cent lo manufacturing GDP. Owing 
to poor financial performance, the G<-vernment privatized some 20 public 
ent~rprises, but without any success It has not, however, closed them 
down because that would entail high social costs. 

The contribution or the Nepalese manufacturing sector to the 
country's GDP is much lower than that in most other countries. The 
average share of the manufacturing sector in low-income countries was 
about 8 per cent in 1965; this increased to 14 per cent in 1989. The 
contribution of Nepal's manufacturing sector to GDP in 1989 was 4.8 per 
cent, which shows that the country's industrial development is still at an 
early stage. Although in terms or currect prices the growth rate <'r both 
the GDP and the manufacturing sector was high between 1975 and 1990, 
the relative share of the manufacturing sector in 1991 was 1.06 per cent.• 
The sector's contribution to employment is also lower than in other 
developing countries: it employs about 2 per cent of the total labour 
force. According lo lhc Central Bureau of Statistics, lhe number of 
persons engaged in manufac1uring industry was 17,892 in 1965, increasing 
lo 144,925 in 1989 171. (81. The manufacturing value added by the 

"The rcla1ive share of the 111anurac1uring 1ec1or is calcula1cd using Ku7ncrs· formula 
for calcula11ng 1hc rcla!ivc share or the agricultural scc1or: 

I + 

where r, • producl of rhc manufacruring sccior, P.,"' 1n1al <iDP, r, • ra1e of grow1h or P
1 

and rh ,. ralc of growrh of P.,. The average growth rate is calculated for the period 197.~-

1990 and 1he relallvc 1hare for 1991. for the formula, sec Simon Ku1ne11, f:cnnnm1< <im•1h 
and .'itrucrurt: .'iclcctcd fasays (l.ondon, lleincmann Educational Books, 1966). 
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industrial sector of Nepal is very small, even compared with other 
countries of south Asia, although its rate of growth is quite high. 

There has been very little structural change in the manufacturing 
industries since the 1960s. The number of industrial establishments rose 
from 1,260 in 1965 to 9,359 in 1987. This growth shows highly 
unbalanced development: the central region has the highest concentration 
of industries, although its relative share has fallen over the years, from 
55 per cent in 1967 to 47 per cent in 1987. Between 1967 and 1986 the 
number of establishments grew by 33 per cent. The industries in the 
central region accounted for 57 per cent of employment, 65 per cent of 
value added and 60 per cent of fixed assets as compared with the far
western region, which accounted for only 3 per cent of employment, 
2.5 per cent of value added and 5 per cent of fixed assets. This clearly 
demonstrates that there is widespread regional inequnlity. Development 
in the central region, with its better educational and other facilities, has 
benefited mainly the urban tlite and vested interest groups. The highest 
growth rates were seen in the mid-western and western regions (about 
52 per cent and 49 per cent, respectively), mainly because there had been 
so few industries in these two regions in 1967. While these regions also 
registered a high growth rate in terms of employment generation, their 
relative share is still very low: only about 4 per cent and 3 per cent, 
respectively. They have a similar share in terms of gross fixed assets and 
value added. Poverty there is acute, and the living conditions of average 
people are far below those of people in the central and eastern 
development regions. The unequal regional dispersion of industries can 
be attributed to the poor infrastructure in the western and mid-western 
regions. 

The pattern of industries in Nepal indicates an early stage of 
development. The country's industrial sector is dominated by a large 
cottage industry sector, which is defined by the Government as 
comprising those industries whose foreign exchange requirements for raw 
materials, machinery, tools and implements do not exceed NRs 200,000, 
whose total fixed capital does not exceed NRs 700,000, whose use of 
energy is no more than 10 horsepower and whose total annual output does 
not exceed NRs 1.5 million. Based on the size of fixed assets, over 80 per 
cent of all industrial establishments are classified as cottage i1adustries; 
th~y employ 56 per cent of the total number of employees (table 2). Very 
few industries fall into the categories of small, medium and large 
industries. 

Table 2 indicates the importance of the cottagt industry sector in the 
economy of Nepal in terms of both employment and the payment of 
wages and salaries. or the 3,633 industries covered, the number of 
medium and large industries was only 111 and 67, respectively. Not 
surprisingly, however, the medium and large industries contributed more 
in terms of value added and gross fixed assets. 
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Table 2. lad•strlal establlsll•e•ts by size, 1916/17 
{Percentage) 

"""°"' - ~of Wops tllfd Fam ,,.,,.,,, ataliidW Elflf1lo1mott salotia CURIJ 

Cottage 83.S S6.0 42.0 12.8 

Small 11.0 14.1 JS.2 13.2 

Medium 3.0 9.S 11.0 14.2 

Large _L! 19.S ....1Y 2!:! 
Subtotal 99.3 99.J 99.7 100.0 

Fixed assets 
not stated -22 ~ _!.} . --

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Goss ..... 
a4dlld 

?8.0 

12.8 

9.4 

_iU 

99.S 

_JY 

100.0 

Soutr~: Calculated from data contained in Central Bureau al. Statistics, Cmsus of 
MOll#/OCORint Esrablislrmma 1986/lf'l (Kathmandu, 1988). 

The classification of Nepal's industrial sector by major economic 
activity (table 3) reveals that food processing industries dominate in all 
size groups; this group of industries is based on agricultural products or 
the processing thereof and includes dairy products, grain milling and 
vegetable oils and fats. The second ~.argest group in all but medium-size 
industries ~s textile manufacturing. This means that Nepal is at an early 
stage of industrialization, concentrating heavily on industries that produce 
basic needs such as food and clothing. Tlte early stage of industrialization 
is also revealed by the relatively small number of industries involved in 
capital· intensive activities sur.h as the production of iron and steel and 
electrical machinery. 

Most industries in Nepal are labour-intensive and are widely dis· 
persed. Owing to geographical barriers and a lack of adequate infrastruc
ture, most of them, especially those in the cottage industry sector, serve 
only a small local market. Cottage and small industries do, however, 
enjoy cost advantages vis·a·vis large industries in terms of supply of raw 
materials and transportation costs: while many large industries are located 
in areas where adequate infrastructure exists, in a country like Nepal the 
co,;t of tran,;porting raw materialto is quite high. Another advantage of 
,;mall indu,;trie,; in the Nepalese context is their vertical specialization and 
their ability to cater lo the basic needs of the population, which has 
cxtremelty limited purchasing power, by providing goods at affordable 
price,;. 



Table 3. Namber of ••••factariag ntabllslt•e•ts b7 lJpe of 
ecoaomic act1Yit7, basetl oa size of gross fi1:ed assets 

M«lillM-c-. S"""1 mm LillF 

IQJ 

NSIC indu:llria iN6ahs iN6ullia iltdtaoia 

Food processing 621 ISO 47 18 

Beverage IS 13 2 7 

Tobacco SS 7 1 

Tntiles 4S7 33 8 11 

Wearing apparel !I 68 19 4 I 

Leather products I 6 3 I 

Wood products 307 20 4 2 

Furniturc/fi](turcs 282 6 3 0 

Paper and paper products 18 9 0 2 

Printing and allied 296 27 3 0 

Other chemical produces SS 20 14 7 

Rubber products 12 I 2 0 

Plastic products 40 I 6 0 

Glass and glass products 1 0 0 0 

Non-metallic producll 461 31 I 7 

Iron and steel industries 23 3 3 s 
Non-machinery fabricared metal 264 23 s 2 

Electrical machinery 16 6 2 3 

Other manufacruring indusrriu _J2 ~ ~ _Q 

l'o1al indusrries 3 034 402 111 67 

C/asJifWd by numbws of pawns 
mga~d.l!I I S79 I 387 301 360 

Soun:~: Cenrral Bureau of S11ti11ice, Cmsus of Mt11111/acturing Establis/rmmlS 19/M/61 
(Ka1hmandu, 1988). 

!I This group also includea footweu. 
}!I 1-19, couagc:; 20-49, 1m1ll; S0-99, medium; and 100+, large:. 

D. Performance of tbe ladustrlal sector 

Nepal is a country with a saturated and stagnant agricultural 
economy. The high rate of population growth and low productivity in the 
agricultural sector reflect the country's low level of development. Non-
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agricultural employment is extremely limited. Until now, a number of 
industries have been set up, but they cater to the needs of the urban 
population. Many are merely assembly-type industries with limited scope 
for generating employment and income. The overall performance of the 
industrial sector has not been satisfactory. Since the country depends 
heavily on imported raw materials, intermediate and capital goods, the 
irregularity of supplies and the increasing cost of transport and fuels have 
made its industries cost-inefficient. The open border with India and the 
competition that results, especially from a country that is better 
industrialized and enjoys economies of scale, have threatened the 
existence of a large number of industries. 

I. Industrial structure and production 

The industrial structure in Nepal reveals the beginnings of a 
transition from subsistence agriculture to an early stage of industrial 
development. or the industries covered in table 3, about 61 per cent were 
grain mills, which only provide industrial services. 

The large number of industrial units is misleading: when the 
contribution of the industrial sector to national employment and gross 
domestic product is considered, it is seen to be insignificant. In fact, the 
sector comprises a myriad of industries that are small in terms of their 
assets. About 84 per cent of all industrial units have fixed assets of 
NRs 700,000 or less, which means they are cottage industries according 
to the definition of the Government.• Of all the indui;tries, 402, or 
11 per cent, had fixed assets between NRs 0.7 million and NRs 3 million 
and were classified as small or medium-size industries. Only 
67 industries, or 1.8 per cent of the total, were large industries having 
fixed assets of more than NRs 10 million. These large industries were 
dominated by agro-based industries, such as dairy and grain mill 
products, and capital-intensive industries, such as soft drinks and beer 
manufacturing, iron and steel and cement and structural clay industries. 
Interestingly, the large industry sectc.r did not creare the largest 
percentage of employment opportunities. The market base of the 
industrial sector has widened over the years owing to :be gradual 
expansion of infrastructural networks. Industries such as those that make 
soap, furniture, cotton textiles, shoes, cigarettes and biris (local type of 
ciguette) have expanded their market base in most of the townships of 
Nepal. These are also the industries with a high effective rate of tariff 

•According lo Che Mini11ry of lndu11ry and Commerce (Industrial Policy 20.J7, 
Kathmandu, 1981, p. 11 ), collage indu11ry "deno1e1 an industrial enrerprisc in which 
inveA1men1 in machinery, equipment ind cools does noc exceed NR1 200,000 in Vllue ind in 
which fixeJ asse11 do not exceed NR1 S00,000". 
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protection. According to one study, the effective rates of protection for 
furniture and soap in 1982 were 10,989 per cent and 4,633 per cent 
respectively ([9), table A-10). Other industries that enjoyed high 
effective rates of protection were iron and milk and milk products. 

The increase in the production of goods such as cigarettes and biris 
will have significant effects on industrial value added, employment and 
income because their share of total industrial production has been so large 
(for example, 20 per cent in 1987). The production of soap grew some 
88 per cent between 1979 and 1990, shoes grew 40 per cent and liquor 
grew 28 per cent. Some urban-based industries also grew impressively, 
for example, soft drinks, beer, cement, synthetic textiles and bricks and 
tiles (see table 4), but there has been a negative growth rate for sugar, 
which is a basic necessity. The expanding output of some of the 
industries indicates that the Government is succeeding to a considerable 
extent in realizing the goals of its import substitution policy. However, 
owing on the one hand to the constant depreciation of the national 
currency, which makes it more expensive to import the necessary i11puts 
and increases the cost of transport and on the other hand to the lack of 
effective competition, the import substitution policy may have been only 
partially successful. Since one of the policy goals of the panchayat system 
was to reduce the dependence of Nepal on its neighbours, economic 
efficiency may have been sacrificed for political interests. 

Table 4. Production of selected major industries and average 
annual growtb rates, 1979 • 1990 

fI.esJ.uction 
1986-1990 Gra..1h rat~ 

Ty/N of industry Uni! of production 19'79 Ai·erav (%) 

Jute goods Tonnes IS 520 IS 260 ·0.1 

Sugar Tonnes 27 200 24 790 ·0.8 

Cigare11es Million piece& 2 069 s 638 IS.7 

Matches Thousand grou 724 I 234 6.4 

Liquor Thousand litres 4SS I 843 27.7 

Soap Tonnes 1 121 11 949 87.8 

Shoes Pairs SS 779 297 888 39.S 

Leather Thousand pieces 1 320 2 083 S.3 

Agricultural tools Tonnes 179 332 7.8 

Tea Tonnes 326 I 124 22.2 

Stainle11 steel 
utensils Tonnes 294 332 1.2 

Bricks and tiles Thousand piece& 1: 403 29 337 12.4 

conrinucd 
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Protluca-
19fl6.1990 Glu.dna 

Jpo{OldM1lly Ullil of prod:Ktioll IV19 AWFl>F , .. > 

Beer TIM>usaad litres 1 till 4 797 27.8 

Cotton tntilcs Tboasaad -tres 2 429 10139 31.S 

Cement Tonnes 21 019 IS6 306 sa.s 
Biscuits Tonnes 2 037 4 4S4 10.8 

Plywood Thousand square 
feet 1809 I 01 ·1.9 

;ynthetic textiles Thousand metres l 77S 11 182 48.2 

Sowce: Calculated from the data contained in National Planning Commission, Central 
Bureau o( Statistics, Stalislical Ymrlloot of NqJal JWI (Ramsbab Path, Kathmandu). 

Most of the industries that registered impressive growth rates over 
the last decade were based on the use of local raw materials. Production 
data for the period between 1987 and 1989 indicate that some of the 
industries, such as vegetable ghee, soft drinks, cotton textiles, synthetic 
fibres and bricks and tiles, were affected by the trade and transit impasse 
with India. But the effects were industry-specific, as the production of 
other goods that relied on imports was not much affected. Moreover, 
although the impasse affected some urban-based industries, average 
growth rates were quite high. These urban· based industries, which are 
mainly assembly industries (e.g. garments made of synthetic fibres, 
television sets and watches) and are based on imported raw materials and 
intermediate products, have grown considerably over the last decade. 
However, in terms of their contribution to employment, income and 
linkages in the national economy, they have not made any significant 
progress. On the contrary, they have been relying on government support 
for foreign uchange finance at a concessional rate, enhancing the scope 
for currency misuse and speculation. Other industry groups that have 
grown over the years are carpets and garments, hides and skins and 
handicrafts, which are mainly export-oriented. For example, the number 
of carpet and rug manufacturing industries increased from 122 in 1987 to 
131 in 1989, accounting for about 10 per cent of the total employment in 
industries that engage 10 or more people. These industries also depend to 
a large extent on imported raw materials. The foreign exchange earned 
by them is often used for importing consumer goods from o\<erseas, a 
large percentage of which are then illegally exported to India, making 
exchange rate control difficult and draining reserves of foreign exchange. 

A study or the COll'parative performance of the industrial sector by 
plant size gives some interesting results (table S). The cottage industry 
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sector has fewer working hours than the medium-size and large industry 
sectors. This is mainly hecause many cottage industries are run by family 
members as part-time employmenr. About 20 per cent of all industries 
employ a maximum of 4 persons. and industries employing 10 persons or 
fewer constitute 44 per cent of all industries. Another reason is that a 
considerable number of industries in the cottage industry group are highly 
seasonal. Worker~ in large industries work '>lightly more hours per day 
than the average. which can be explained by the high capital intensity. 
The figure for .:apital intensity in this group is NRs 97,340 per person 
engaged. which means that industries with a higher level of capital 
intensity tend to maximi7e the use of labour. 

Table 5. Indicators of efflclenc1 i• mam.afactariag 
iadustries bJ size 

/ndica«x Coaagr Small Mdillm lArgr Aiwogr 

Hours worked per day 4.96 6.01 8.37 10.8 7.S3 

Capi1al producaivi1y !/ 2.01 0.88 0.60 0.7S 1.06 

Labour produc1ivity ]?/ 

Per worker (chousand5 ol NR5) 13.4S 2S.20 28.4S 73.76 3S.29 

Per man-hour (NR1) 7.S2 11.77 9.0 18.9~ 11.91 

Capi1al in1ensicy £/ 

Per worker (Chousand5 ol NR5) 6.68 28.8S 46.8S 97.34 44.93 

Per man-hour (NRs) 3.73 13.32 IS.S4 24.98 14.39 

Wage' paid 

Per worker (chousand5 ol NRs) s.o 7.78 8.37 11.66 8.31 

Per man· hour (NRs) 2.79 3.44 2.73 2.98 2.98 

S0111C': Calculaced from che data contained in vanou5 publica1ion1 of the Central 
Bureau of Statillii:s. 

11 Capical productivity is defined as value added/fixed 11sc11. 
]?/ Labour productivity is defined u value added/persons cnpged and H value 

added/total man· houri worked. 
£I Capital inten.ity is defi"ed 11 fixed asscl5/ number of person. en1agcd and as fixed 

11sct1/to11I man hours worked. 

2. Factor input coe/ficients (the rote of technical substitution) 

The factor input coefficients indicate how efficiently the variou5 
indu5try group5 have combined the diHerent factors of production so as 
to minimize cost5. No lime 5erie5 data on output or variou5 inputs are 
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available either in terms of fixed assets or number of persons engaged. 
Data for a particular industry group by size are also not available, which 
makes it impossible to compare the relative technical efficiency of 
industries according to their size. Factor inputs and other data for 
industries grouped by amount of fixed assets are available for a single 
year, 1987. Based on these data, factor input coefficients (capital and 
labour coefficients) were first calculated by size group and then compared 
using pairwise combinations (table 6). 

Table 6. Tecllalcal efficleacy ratio or pairs by size 

Par 

Coua1c·1mall 

Couasc·mcdium 

Cotia1c·tarsc 

Small-medium 

'imall·lar1c 

Mcdium·lar&e 

·7-11 

4.62 

·0.4S 

1.00 

·0.19 

·9.IS 

Soun:~: Calculated from the dala ill Central Bureau of Sta1i1tirs. CnlSllS 
of MOll#faaritl ~ 1916/67 (Kalhmandu, 1988). 

!I Technical efficiency ra1io • (k/v8 • kl•J • (l/v8 • l/v11). where k • 
1fOM filled aucts, I • labour (mca1urcd ill term& ol waac paymcn11), v ,. 
value added, and a and b arc indullry pair&. ror nample, co1111e·1mall. 

The results indicate that medium ·size industries, that is, 
industries with a fixed capital investment between NRs 3 million and 
NRs 10 million, are technically more efficient than other size industries. 
Both the capital and labour coefficients are lowest in this si7.e group. 
According lo the coefficients, NRs 1,000 of value added can be produced 
by a fixed capital investment of NRs 130. Although the labour cocf • 
ficient, measured in terms of total wage payments, is lower for large 
industries, the average coefficient (capital and labour) is lower for 
medium-size industries. Medium·size industries constituted only about 
3 per cent of all industries: 22 per cent of all the industries in this group 
made graiP mill products and 10 per cent made chemical products. 

When the size groups were paired, cottage industries were more 
efficient than either small or large industries. However, they were less 
efficient than medium-size industries. Similarly, small industries were 
technically less efficient than medium ·size industries but more efficient 
than large industries. One interesting result of this analysis is that 
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technical efficiency increased with size, but only up to the medium range. 
Another outcome of this analysis is that large industries were incf ficienl 
on all counts. Large industries accounted for 2 p.:r cent of all industr;es 
and were concc ~ trated in bakery products, iron and steel, electrical 
apparatus and glass and glass products. 

3. Th~ relativt' factor price ratios 

The average factor input cccfficients indicate that the medium-size 
industries are technically efficient, with an investment of NRs 45,000 
generating one job. However, technically efficient firms may or may not 
be economically efficient since the factor input ratios may or may not be 
equal to the factor price ratio. For firms to be both technically and 
economically efficient at a given level of production, the marginal rate of 
technical substitution between factors of production should be equal to 
the ratio of input prices. 

Because there are no time series data, no breakdown of data by size 
and market wage rate, and no information on the opportunity cost of 
capital and labour, it was not possible to compare technically efficient 
medium-size firms in Nepal with other size firms. The same si7.e firm 
should have u~d more labour and less capital to produce a given level of 
output. However, a rough comparison between the technical rate of 
substitution (average factor input coefficients) and the factor price ratio 
(average wage rate and average bank lending rates) by size group indicates 
rhat firms did not determine their capital labour combinations on the basis 
of optimum substitution possibilities. Contrary to the expe~ted isocost 
curves, where higher capital inputs are combined with lower labour 
inputs, firms in Nepal used more caiiital and more labour as they moved 
from cottage to larger scale industries. The average capital investment for 
a cottage industry was NRs 174,000. The level of both capital and labour 
increased as the size of industries increased: for example, the average 
capital investment for small industries was NRs 1,372,000 and the average 
number of employees was 48; the corresponding capital investment for 
medium -size and large industries was NRs .S.3 million and NRs 
36.9 million, respectively. There are two possible explanations for this: 
(a) firms used less capital than would be expected by increasing size or 
(b) owing to labour market imperfections, firms found it profitable ti> use 
extra labour rather than capital and so tended to be labour-intensive. 

Capital costs are high in Nepal as arc the costs of imported capital 
and intermediate goods. Labour is cheaper than capital and abundant, 
especially unskilled labour. The marginal cost of an extra unit of labour 
is zero because of elastic supply at the minimum wage rate, so firm!I have 
a tendeni::y to minimize the use of capital. However, as indicated, capital 
intensity increased H plant size increased. 
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E. Relatin dficieac7 by ecoaomic: actiYit7 

In so far as comparative efficiency by sector size is concerned, 
industry groups differ widely if compared in terms of capital and labour 
productivity separately. The collage induslry sector, which is highly 
labour· intensive, turns out to have higher productivity per unit capital. 
Medium -size and large industries, which are more capital- intensi vc than 
cottage and small industries, are less efficient (the medium-size industries 
are even less efficient than the large industries). In terms of labour 
productivity, however, the cottage and small industries are less efficient 
than the medium-size and large industries. This is due to the large 
number of persons engaged relative to capital. Factor substitution and lhe 
use of technology vary across plant sizes. as doc labour productivity. 
Salaries and wages paid by cottage industries arc l<:ss than for lhc other 
groups. Small induslries have the highest hourh wage rates. 

When the performance of 1he manufacturin!. industries by economic 
activity is compared (table 7), the results are mixed. Judged in terms of 
capilal productivity, induslries such as tobacco, wearing apparel, non
metallic products and leather products arc the r.tMt el ricient, i.c value 
added per unit of capital is highest. In general, the capital- intensive 
industrial groups are less efficient than the !~~our-inlensive groups, and 
labour- intensive industries (for example, wearin~ apparel) arc labour
inefficienl. But inlerestingly, some of lhe capital-efficienl groups arc less 
efficient if judged in terms of their labour productivity. For cxampk, 
non-metallic producls have the low\!st labour productivity, and wearing 
apparel is also one or the least efficient industries in lerms of labour 
produclivity. There are other groups of industries, such as paper and 
pulp, that are inefficient in lerms of both capilal and labour productivity. 
Still olher groups of induslries have higher capital and labour 
productivity. The food processing industries fall in the category of 
industries that have the same level of capital and labour productivity. To 
examine the overall efficiency, the average factor input coefficient!\ were 
calculated. These coefficients indicatr, the average inpuc ratio per unit of 
value added. 
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Table 7. Relatl•e efOdnc7 of •aaafactt1rla1 lanslrles 
b7 aajor actlYitJ 

C"fJiltll '-"'-' A"""'F foe- w.,.,_,-
pmdllc- pratlllctMq ti ..,,., ollf1lop 

NSIC ....,.; ( 1,000 NllJ} c«/ficioCS r/ (1,000 NllJ} 

Food processing 0.7S 39.13 0.7S 7.42 

Be-.engc 0.62 11.79 0.81 uo 
Tobacco 3.14 73.73 0.11 7.93 

Textiles o.~ 23.76 0.74 1.60 

Wearing apparel~/ 354 21.18 0.3S 8.70 

I.cacher products 1.69 122.94 0.32 9.32 

Wood producl5 0.7S 19.34 0.16 9.04 

Paper aad paper 
products 0.26 21.97 2.0S 7.66 

Printing and allied 0.87 23.14 0.7S II.IS 

Other chemical products 'l.S9 37.31 0.96 9.19 

Son-metallic producll 3.29 12.17 0.32 4.21 

Iron and steel induscries 0.74 79.66 0.73 7.SO 

Son-machinery 
fabricated metal G.9S 28.60 0.70 10.94 

Etecirical machinery 0.82 77.63 0.61 6.33 

Source: Calculated from dara available in Central Bureau of Statistics, Cmrvs of 
Manuf«Ming EstoblishmmlS 191J6/8'1 (Kathmandu, 1918). 

!I Value added/fixed auels. 
1!1 Value adJcd/numbcr of employees. 
f./ The a-.erage factor inpul ratio is calculated as fixed auets/valuc added 

+ wagc:s/nluc added. 
~I This group alto includes roocwcar. 

f. Industry, employmeat aad ponrty 

It is obvious that there bas been a sizeable expansion of 
manufacturing industries in Nepal since 196S. Not only has the number 
of establishments increased but there was also some increase, in absolute 
terms, in the number of persons engaged. Manufacturing value added, 
which is the increment to the value or goods and services created by 
indui;lries and is a good measure or performance across industries and 
regions, also went up impressively in the last two decades. However, the 
growth in the number of industries has not matched the growth in 
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industrial employment. Industries are dominated by family or individua! 
proprietorship. In 1987, about 75 per cent of them were sole proprietor· 
ships, 11 per cent were private limited companies and 10.6 per cent were 
partnerships; private limited and public limited groups bad just 1 per cent 
each. Theoretically, legal status and the number of employees are not 
correlated; logically, however, legal status to a large extent determines the 
amount of capital. For example, 76 per cent of the dairy products 
industries were sole proprietorships and 88 per cent of them had fixed 
&SSClS of less than NRs 700,000. Io all, 84 per cent of the manufacturing 
industries had fixed assets of less than NRs 700,000. This is reflected in 
the limited employment opportunities created by industries that arc sole 
proprietorships and that fall into the grey area between small and 
medium -size industries. For example, the dairy products sector employc:i 
1.4 per cent of all persons engaged. Similarly, of the 404 grain mill 
products enterprises, some 76 per cent were sole proprietorships. Some 
70 per cent of the industries in this group were small or medium-size, i.e. 
they had fixed assets of less than 700,000 NRs. This group accounted for 
only 5 per cent of the total persons engaged. However, it should be noted 
that 13 per cent of the industries in this group were privately owned. 

The creation of employment opportunities and value added by this 
sector was not commensurate with its large size. On the other hand, the 
2,054 industries that employed 10 or more people accounted for 94.1 per 
cent of employment, 91 per cent of output and 94 per cent of value 
added (10). As stated in a UNIDO report, "overall, there is a slow 
shift in shares of total manufacturing production from the cottage 
industry to the organized sector· (9). Cottage industry activities are 
concentrated on food processing, grain and cereal milling and the making 
of clarified butter. Other activities that satisfy market needs are cotton 
fabrics, floor coverings and bamboo product~ The urban ·oriented 
consumer goods sector (for example, grain milling and brick making) is 
relatively large. Most of the industries are family concerns, and growth 
in their number did not really do much lo absorb the unemployed or 
underemployed labour force. For example, of the total of 3,633 industrial 
establishments, about 19 per cent, or some 697 establishments, employed 
between 1 and 4 persons; of these, 431 establishments belonged to two 
sectors: grain product:; and saw mills. The greatest proportion of 
industries, 26 per cent, employed between 10 and 19 persons. Industries 
that employed over 100 persons numbered 366, or some 10 per cent of all 
industrial establishments; this category was dominated by one industry, 
structural clay production: of the 366 industries engaging more than 
100 employees, 187 fell into thi' category. Industries producing wearing 
apparel numbered 41. A few industries, especiaily a few urban· based 
industries such as baked goods, cigarettes and biriJ (local cigarettes), soft 
drinks and carpets and rugs. could be considered large·scale indus· 
tries, havir1g employed over 200 people per unit. Only six industries had 
over 1,000 employees each. These industries were in the eastern and 
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central regions. Even in the category engaging between 500 and 999 
persons, 14 of the 15 industries were located in these two regions. The 
western, mid-western and far-western regions had mainly small and 
cottage industries. Particularly since the early 1980s, export-oriented 
industries producing carpets, garmen~ and fabrics have emerged as a 
result of the trade concessions offered by industrialized .. ountries to 
developing countries. 

It is clear that despite the considerable increase in the size or 
industries, the industrial sector has not contributed much to reducing 
unemployment and underemployment in the cuuntry. Only a few 
industrial units engage un<;killcd labour, which means that poor people 
have extremely limited access to industrial employment. One report 
estimated that "only about 20 per cent of the jobs are unskilled, and 
because plants are located in urban areas where the poor are not" ((1 l), 
p. 63). Most of the industrial employment demanding unskilled labour is 
concentrated in weaving and construction in the Kathmandu Valley and 
in biri making, jute and grain mills in the Tarai area. The wages and 
salaries paid to unskilled workers ranged between NRs 50 and NRs 60 per 
day in the Kathmandu Valley and between NRs 40 and NRs 50 in the 
Tarai area in 1989/90, which was slightly higher than the estimated 
income needed to meet basic needs. 

G. lndnstry and agriculturr. the missing anus 

One fundamental flaw in the industrial planning and strategy or the 
panchayat system was its failure to establish not only interindustry 
linkages but also industry-agriculture linkages. Too much importance was 
given to structural changes that neglected the role or agriculture. Until 
the 1970s, investments were hnvily biased towards socio-economic 
overheads and industry. The Government reali7.cd the problems the 
agricultural sector was facing, especially when it started to lag behind 
population growth, turning the country from a food exporter into a food 
importer. Although there are industries that are agro· based, such as the 
rice mills and oil extraction industries, they do not contribute directly to 
increued agricultural productivity. There has been very little investment 
in industries such as fertilizers, affordable agricultural tools and 
equipment, rural financial institutions, agricultural and non· agricultural 
marketing boards etc. The development of modern industries let. to the 
demise or the collage and informal sectot, which was based on traditional 
technology and skills. Because industries were located in urban areas, 
there could not be direct industry-agriculture linkages owing to transport 
and other institutional bottlenecks. ll should be reiterated that without 
first increasing productivity and thereby the incomes or the majority or 
the agricultural population, it will be dirricult to attain economic 
development in the country. The history or the industrial revolution in 
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Nepal suggests that it was more nearly an agricultural revolution (Ill), 
(13)). According to Bairoch, •agriculture played a major pt1rt in the 
birth or the modern iron and steel industries in England without which all 
the technical advances that characterized the industrial revolution would 
have been made 'impossible·· (14). Industrial development implies 
changes in the attitudes, beliefs and habits or the population, and these 
changes cannot be brought about without changing the agricultural sector. 
which is the hub of sociopolitical and cultural activities in Nepal as well 
as the main livelihood for an overwhelming proportion or the population. 
Industry should bring about a change in rural society by modernizing the 
agricultural sector. thereby creating, nationwide, the conditions for 
sustained industrial development. 

ff. l•d•sll'J' trade ud baluce or paymeats 

Industry, trade and balance of payments are directly interrelated. 
Some countries have followed an outward-oriented industrial strategy to 
augment the flow of export earnings so that greater industrial eHiciency 
could be attained at home. Others have followed an inward-oriented, or 
import·substitutioa, strategy to restrict the outflow of foreign exchange 
so that they could maintain a favourable balance of payments position and 
also attain allocative efficiency in meeting at least the most essential 
imports. However, no country can follow one or the other strategy 
exclusively. and there has been some policy mix between the two 
strategies. In an import-substituting type of strategy, the main goals are 
to attain allocative efficiency in the use of foreign exchange so that over 
time either the domestic industrial ba\C is widened or domestic goods are 
produced at prices that are economically efficient compared with 
international prices. An outward· looking industrial strategy has an even 
stronger effect on the industrial structure. Industries expand their 
economies of scale, they import technology and they increase the use of 
local resources. The balance of payments position should be more 
favourable under an outward-oriented strategy. However, countries that 
have followed import-substitution strategies generally have an 
unfavourable balance of payments position. 

Nepal has sought to follow a dualistic industrial strategy, especially 
'ince the mid· 1970s, by adopting both inward· and outward·orienled 
policies, with the emphasis, however, having been on the former. Both 
strategies have implications for the country's balance or payments and 
external trade. One of the arguments in favour of an import-substitution 
strategy was declining export earnings. It was thought that over time the 
country would not only become self-reliant in the supply of some 
essential good1 but also save foreign exchange. However, the experience 
of the 1960s and 1970s indicates that although Nepal partially succeeded 
in producing 50me of the essential commodities, the strategy did very 
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liule lo su·e foreign exchange. It was for lhis reason lhal lhe Governmenl 
also began lo emphasize cxporls. However. despite its promolion of 
exporls, lhey have been lagging far behind the volume of imports. In 
1967-1990, exports grew at an average annual rale of 10.5 per cenl and 
exporls of manufaclured goods grew at 43 per cent. At lhe same lime. 
however, imporls grew at 38 per cent and imporls of maaufaclured goods 
grew by 72 per ecol. Allhough exports of manufactured goods seem to 
be highly correlated with imports of manufactured items (the regression 
equation belween these two variables shows that az = 0.909). the gap 
between the two is substantial and bas been widening. The trade gap 
increased from $3 million in 1967 to over $400 million in 1990. Similarly. 
the gap between manufactured imports and exports also increased, from 
$17 million in 1967 to $375 million in 1990. Rising imports and stag
nating cxporls are quite damaging for lhe country's wealt macro-economic 
struclure. On average, exporls during this period conslituted about 6 per 
cenl of GDP whereas imports constituled 15 per cent. The ratio of 
manufacruring exporls to GDP was 2. as against 9 for imporls of manu
faclured goods. This means that the country's savings and investments 
possibilities are being eroded by rising import bills. 

or 56 industries, some 39 were dependent on imports of raw 
materials and inlermediate goods. About 55 per cent of the raw material 
needs of lhese industries were met internally and about 80 per cent of the 
goods were for internal consumption. This shows that a large percentage 
of the industries were of the import-substitution type. However, there is 
a considerable foreign exchange deficit in the industrial sector. These 
industries imported NRs 2,485 million worth of goods in 1988/89 but 
exported i;ome N Rs 2, 100 million worth of goods. 90 per cent of them to 
a mark1:t other than India. Thus. there was a deficit of NRs 385 miliion. 
approximately S 13 million. in that year. 

I. Conclusions 

There has been substantial growth, at least in the number of 
industries, in lhe last two and a half decades. The ability of industries to 
meet i;omc of the domestic needs bas improved compared with the 
i;ituation in the early 1960s; however, at that time demand was limited to 
demand for basic necei;sities. The contribution of industries in terms of 
employment, value added, domestic savings, investment, capital formation 
and balance of payments has, however, been very limited. Despite all the 
incentives and conccssioni; offered by the Government, the indui;trial 
sector ha:r. not been able to absorb the surplus labour force. The fact that 
this sector, including the collage and small industries, employs only about 
lO per cent •>f the total labour force means that not much headway has 
been made in industrializing the country. Over 90 per cent of industrial 
establishments arc cottage industries; they engage about the same 
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percentage of industrial employment but account for only about 20 per 
cent of manufacturing output. Stagnation in the agricultural sector and, 
more particularly, the fact that food production is growing more slowly 
than the population mean that the industrial sector has failed to link its 
activity with that of the agricultural sector. 

Certain inherent difficulties have hindered the process of 
industrialization: the country's rugged terrain; its landlocked situation 
and great distance from the sea, accompanied by the onerous 
administrative and policy-oriented restrictions imposed by India on 
transit;• the fact that 60 per cent of the population has an income below 
the poverty line; the country's shortage of skilled labour, raw materials 
and natural resources; and the prevailing higher capital- labour ratios. The 
immature state of the banking system and people's preference for 
investing in real estate have posed additional problems. The Government 
has offered generous industrial concessions and facilities, but it has a dual 
policy so far as trade and industry are concerned. Nepal's tradt. policy has 
been guided ~y diversification so as to avoid political costs. In doing so, 
the Government introduced a liberal, or free-trade, regime. This policy 
wa!'i a!so looked upon as an effective means of resource mobilization. But 
it did not really favour domestic industries very much because domestic 
products could not compete with foreign products. The long but porous 
border on the south has seriously constrained Nepal's industrial 
development. However, as the country has to depend on imported raw 
materials and capital and intermediate goods, "there would exist the 
possibility of large-scale smuggling or goods imported from third 
countries to India and a consequent rundown or Nepali bard currency 
reserves" [11 ). There has long been a market for the goods of agro· based 
industries such as rice mills, which account for the largest number or 
industrial establishments, and oil extraction plants. The inflow or aid, the 
expansion or tourism and an advocacy programme have encouraged 
modern, urban-centred industries that cater to the needs or the urban 
population. Over the years, the Government promoted, in theory, a wide 
variety or industries for investment. In reality, however, lhe people 
working for the panchayat system resisted implementing that policy. As 
stated in the interim government report, "the industrial sector has been led 
in an unwarranted direction beneficial only to a small class, and lo 
smuggling, as trade, customs and industrial policies adopted over the past 
30 years were not honestly implemented. Under the slogan of induslrial 

"This is a 1eriou1 c:onslraint: "lmporicd inputs cnterina Nepal by surface must be 
iransshipped via Calc:ulla, the only point or entry for Nepal permilled in India. From the 
ship in C1lcu11a 10 the fac1ory loadin& docks in Nepal, aoods may require handling 11 man; 
as lS· 17 times for reasons such 11 the need 10 chan1e rail syslem in India, lrucking 
arrangcmen11 between the countries requiring 1epar11e hlndling on both sides of lhe border, 
delays in culloms in both countries and lack or adqu11e h1ndlin1 equipment, particularly in 
Nepal" ((121. p. 34). 
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development and tude diversification, conditions have been created 
whereby investors 3re more interested in making millions over
night• (15). There afpears to have been a coalition of interest between 
politicians and businessmen. Rent-seeking activities were sought after by 
businessmen and potential investors. They lobbied for industrial permits 
or licences that would lead to \a) duplicity of capital investment, 
(b) protection of the monopoly of another business or industrial group and 
(c) distortions in economic development in general and industrial 
development strategies in particblar. Corruption and lobbying by interiest 
groups paved the way for two kinds of benefits for the industrialist and 
business community: obtaining licences in areas that had previously been 
restricted and receiving foreign exchange and other concessions that could 
be misused by overiovoiciog or other means. Licences were issued for 
industries that did not contribute much in terms of value added (for the 
assembly industries, for examplr., which misused resources). According 
to the interim gover.,ment report, •under the pretext of simplifying 
licensing procedures, priority has been placed oo setting up industries 
based on foreign raw material. To justify such practices, further licenses 
are then issued, under pressure, and io the name of competition. But in 
practice, the licensee, far from being interested in setting up his 
enterprise, has found an easy way of extracting money from existing 
industries. ... Similarly, unnecessary customs hikes are imposed on 
imports to promote industries like synthetic fabric, protecting the 
investor's capital, but at the same time promoting an artificially created 
high cost industrial sector" ((15), p. 10). 

Study shows that the Government's industrial policy was guided by 
two interrelated goals: to pro.note import-substitution industries and to 
reduce the cou:itry's dependence on India. A greater dependence on India 
for both consumer and capital goods often led to political problems 1or 
Nepal. The huge trade deficit on the one hand and the dependence on 
transit for overseas goods on the other band caused considerable political 
tensions between the two countries. Hence the Government made every 
effort at the domestic level (for example, a liberal trade policy) as well as 
at the foreign level (seeking assistance from China or the former Soviet 
Union in developing industries) to reduce its economic dependence. Most 
of the industries that enjoyed high tariff protection, both nominal and 
effective, produced consumer goods for the urban population. The 
country also had a sizeable proliferation of cottage and small industries. 
However, most of them produced for household consumption and served 
a market of only a smal'. radius, and they were labour- intensive and 
dependent on local raw materials and technology. 

As industries grew in scale, their degree of capital i"tensity 
increased. Although most of the large industries used more capital than 
labour, they were mainly in the consumer goods sector and supplied goods 
for the consumption of the urban population. On the basis of technical 
efficiency by size and type of economic activity, the medium-size 
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industries were more efficient because they had a lower cost per unit 
value added. It is also observed that large industries were less efficient 
in respect of both labour and capital productivit) owing to diseconomies 
of scale. The situation in Nepal supports a great deal of recent empirical 
research that "has buttressed the case against the view that contemporary 
economic development depends and will continue to depend almost 
entirely upon large firms" (16). The per capita income level and geo
graphical constraints both explain the relative inefficiency or disecooomy 
of scale of large plants in Nepal. However, owing to lack of Ocua, 
economic efficiency could not be measured. Generally, larger firms used 
more labour per unit of output. 

These results imply that Nepal should focus on enhancing the 
capabilities and potentials of its cottage and small industries as well as its 
medium-size industries. It has been observed that "comparative studies 
of the industrial structure of economies in different countries do not 
suggest any correlation between the importance of large firms and level 
of output, or the rate of economic growth" (16). The growth in the 
number of large firms depends on the expansion of socio-economic 
overheads as well as on the improvement of economic relations between 
Nepal and India. Prospects for the latter are promising as India 
introduced economic liberalization measures in 1991. Its export-import 
policy, announced in the first week of April 1992, also relaxed many 
licensing restrictions and quotas on foreign trade. This will require Nepal 
to refocus its industria! and trac!e policies. However, in view of the 
geographical constraints (i.e. the mountainous terrain, which impedes 
industrial diffusion in the country), the Government should encourage the 
development and expansion of the cottage and small industries. It should 
set up a commission or board to examine the problems these industries 
face in regard to capital financing, markets, technology and raw materials. 
It must be emphasized that significant gains in employment and output 
can spring from the cottage and small industries. Wherever possible, it 
should try to establish linkages between industries so as to create 
favourable conditions for medium -size as well as iarge industries. 

Industrial development is only a means and not an end in itself. The 
Government should design an industrial strategy in the context of overall, 
country-wide economic objectives and not merely on a sector-wide basis. 
In devising an indu5trial strategy, national development goals and 
objcctive5 should be well-defined and the role of the industrial sector 
should be examined together with that of the agricultural, infrastructural 
and social sectors. This would help not only to coordinate the various 
5cctors of the economy but also to create conditions in which there would 
be continuous interaction between interdependent sectors. This is 
important for a ;·'Juntry that is constrained by several demand and supply 
boltlenecks, one of which is the limited domestic market and another the 
low per capita income. Once the national development strategies or 
macro- economic objectives have been determined, a long- range industrial 
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strategy can be formulated that focuses on both sectoral programmes and 
specific projects and considers the complementary inputs, the existing 
infrastructure and the available resources, including human resources and 
foreign exchange. Of particular importance for Nepal are interindustry 
linkages as well as the linkages between industry and agriculture. 

In view of Nepal's existing political and economic situation, the 
major goals an industrial strategy should pursue are gainful employment 
for the surplus labour force, the meeting of basic needs, a gradual 
uplifting of the living standard of the population and a reasonable degree 
of equality in income dist.-ibution. lo formulating an industrial strategy 
with such goals, the Government should examine the existing bottlenecks 
and the possible contradictions in short-term and long-term goals and 
policy goals. One particular consideration in planning an industrial 
strategy in the Nepalese context is how to target the majority of the 
population that is poor ao:I scattered over 4,015 villages. The existing 
road network and the moun-tainous and rugged nature of the count;y 
have inhibited a balanced industrial dispersion across rrgions and limited 
the size of domestic markets by imposing staggeringly high transport 
costs. However, it should also be borne in mind that the geographical 
diversity provides Nepal with different comparative advantages based on 
location; these should be exploited to reduce regional inequalities. This 
should help the Government to identify an output mix in its industrial 
strategy. Any industrial strategy should aim at exploiting locational 
advantages, although it should do this not by compartmentalizing the 
regions but by linking them together. The idea is not to support a 
balanced regional develop-ment but to achieve what Higgins described as 
"functional relationships among the major sectors and regions of an 
economy" fl 71. 
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SOMMAIRE 

Mlse •• polat des teclaaoloalcs, Impact des techaologies 
et stratqle ladastrlelle : etade de ces lrols eleaeats 

Sanjaya Lall 

La misc au point de technologies est un processus mal apprehende 
dans lcs eludes consacrecs l l'industrialisation. L'articlc examine lcs 
rbultats de travaux recents et recherche lcs ltcns cxistant cntre la misc au 
point des technologies, la rtussitc industiicllc et lcs importations de 
technologies. L'autcur analyse les probltmes quc soultvc, du point de vue 
des graades orientations, la necessite d'cncouragcr la misc au point de 
technologies autochtoncs ct soutient que des interventions rtfltchics et 
stlectives de l'Etat ont un r6lc positif important l jouer. 

Claaa1e•eat1 teclaalqaes daas l'ladastrle cblnolse : 
les syste•es d'lacltatloas 

Liu Wei 

L'articlc analyse le syst~mc d'incitations de~~ine l induire des 
changements techniques dans lcs entreprises industrielies chinoises. Scion 
I' auteur, ii faut distingucr dcux cat~gories d'incitations : celles qui 
encouragcnt l'affectation cfficacc de~ ressourccs et ccllcs qui stimulent 
l'innovation et lcs changements techniques ("l'efficacite dynamique"). Ccs 
derni~rcs, l leur •our, peuvent prcndrc la forme d'incitations directes ou 
indirectcs. 

L'analyse des syst~mes d'incitations ea vigueur en Chine porte sur 
dcux ptriodes distinctes: la periode d'economie planifiec allant jusqu'l 
la fin des annees 70 et la periode d'economie mixtc, caracteristique des 
annecs 80. Elle rh~le que, pendant ;a phase d'economie planifiee, des 
prcssions contradictoircs ont ete uercees sur les entreprise5 pour qu'ellcs 
introduiscnt des changcmcnts techniques, tandis que durant la pcriode 
d'economie mixte fo gouverncment a progressivemcnt mis en place un 
syst~me d'incitations assez complet, principalement ue toutcfois sur les 
incitations "indirectcs". La conclusion de !'analyse est que le 
gouverncmcnt dcvrait s'cfforccr de mcttrc en place un syst~me equilibre 
comprenanl l la tois des recompenses ct des pressions pour le5 
changements techniques. 
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Classification d dualismr des industrirs 
chinoises dans les annirs 10 

Xiaohe Zhang 

Utilisant une classification indepcndante comprenant 40 branches de 
rindustrie manufacturiere chinoise, l'auteur de l'articlc estime que 
!'emergence d'cntrcprises rurales a ameliorc la structure industriellc Ju 
pays, mais quc le phenomene n'a pas etc assez fort pour climiner le 
dualisme cntrc un sccteur urbain a forte intensitc de capital ct un scctcur 
rural a forte intcnsite de main-d'oeuvre (ct qui a des activitcs tant 
agricolcs que manufacturiercs). Or, d~ nouveaux gains pourraicnt ctre 
realises sur le plan cconomiquc si l'on parvcnait a supprimcr cc dualisme 
en cncouragcant la mobilitc des factcurs et en climinant lcs distorsions 
cntre les prix. 

lndustrialisrr l'iconomie agricolr de subsistance du Nrpal 

Narayan Khadka 

Le Nepal, pays tres pauvre a la base industricllc trcs rcstrcintc, s'cst 
efforcc sans grand succcs de transformer son economic. l'auleur de 
rarticlc examine lcs politiqucs industricllcs suivics par le Nepal au cours 
des 30 dcrnicrcs annccs, evaluc les caractcristiqucs de ractivilc 
industricllc, en m<:sure le rcndcmcnt par scctcur ct propose un 
changcmcnt de cap en vue d'amcliorer la contribution de l'industrie a 
rcconomic. 



EXTRACTO 

Desarrollo tecaol0gico, iapacto de la tttaoloeia J estratqia 
iadastrial: aaalisis de proble•as 

Sanjaya Lall 

El proceso del desarrollo tecnologico no se suele captar 
adecuadamente en las distintas publicaciones sobre industrializaci6n. En 
este trabajo se examinan las ultimas conclusiones sobre cl tema y sc 
determinan las relaciones entre desarrollo tecnol6gico, exito en la industria 
e importaciones de tecnologia. Tambien se analizan las cuestiones de 
orden normativo quc plantea la ncccsidad de fomcntar el dcsarrollo de 
tccnologfa nacional y sc arguyc quc las mcdidas de intcrvcncion 
gubcrnamcntal cuidadosa y selcctiva seguiran descmpciiando un 
importante y positivo papel. 

Cambios tecnicos en la industria china: sistrmas 
de incrath·os 

Liu Wei 

El prop6sito del articulo es analizar el sistcma de incentivos dcstinado 
a generar cambios ttcnicos en las cmpresa5 industrialcs chinas. En cl 
articulo sc sciiala que cl concepto de incentives entraiia dos cucstioncs 
diferentes: inccntivos para la distribuci6n eficiente de recurses c 
incentives para la innovaci6n y el cambio tecnico (es dccir, cficiencia 
din~mica). Se seiiala adcmas que los incentivos para logtar una cficicncia 
din~mica a largo plazo adoptan dos formas: incentivos de "arrastrc" c 
incentivos de "cmpuje". 

El analisis de los sistemas de incentivos en China gira en torno a dos 
etapas diferentcs: el periodo de economia planificada hasta los uhimos 
aiios dcl dccenio de 1970 y cl periodo de economfa mixta dcl dcccnio de 
1980. El analisis indica quc durantc el pcriodo de cconomia planificada 
las empresas se vicron somctidas a pre5iones contradiictorias para la 
generaci6n dcl cambio tecnico. Se sciiala adcmas que durantc cl pcriodo 
de economfa mixta cl Gobicrno establcci6 gradualmcnte un silitcma de 
incentivos rclativamentc complcto que, no obstantc, sc ha ccntrado 
principalmentc en los incentivo5 de ·arra5tre·. Se arguyc, por tanto, quc 
el Gobierno debc csfor7.arse por estableccr un sistema completo quc, a la 
vcz que ofrccc rccompcnsas, ejcr:r.a prcsioncs para lograr cl cambio 
ttcnico. 

11.I 
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Clasificado• y d•ali51110 de las ia .. strias c .. inas 
e• el deceaio de 1910 

Xiaohe Zhang 

Aplicando una dasificacion indepcndiente de 40 industrias 
manufactureras de China, en la monografia se sostiene que aunque la 
aparici6n de empresas rurales mejor6 la estructura industrial del pais, no 
fue lo suficientemente fuerte cQmo para eliminar el dualismo existente 
entre el sector urbano de gran densidad de capital y cl sector rural de gran 
densidad de mano de obra (este ultimo sector se relaciona tanto con las 
actividades agricolas como coo las de la industria manufacturcra). En 
consecuencia, las ganancias econ6micas podrian ser mayores si se 
climinara estc dualismo alentando la movilidad de los factores y abolicndo 
las .tistorsiones de los prccios. 

lad•strializ.ado la ecoao•ia qricola de sabsisteacia de Nepal 

Narayan Khadka 

En Nepal, pais muy pobre con una reducida base industrial, se ha 
intentado, con escaso h:ito, i.ransformar la economia. En el articulo se 
examinan las politicas industriales que se aplicaron en Nepal durantc los 
ultimos tres decenios, se evaluan las caracteristicas de la actividad 
industrial, se enuncian medidas de eficiencia industrial por sectorcs y se 
sugieren cambios de politica con el prop6sito de mcjorar la contribucion 
C\.OnOmica de la industria. 
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